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EFFECTIVE USE OF THE COMMON CARRIER

IN A UNIVERSITY COMPUTER NETWORK'

John theng

'Loyola University of Chicpgo, Maywood, Illinois 60153

, .
.40)

ABSTRACT. The advances in the data communication technology have provided many new techniques to a uni-
--,--vers-44,-or...a. region computer center to serve their namotestations and terminals mpre effectively. By

using the multiplexing techniques on the communication link, it can provide many advantages, such as flexi-

bilit§, easily. maintained, and economical. Several designs of multiplexing will be discussed - the use of
the, common carrier among the several university networks. The voice band will be used as an example to

r

Show the.effeVve use of ,pte common carrier.

Commercial Common Carrier

Over the years, the common carrieas been
arinciple service for date communication.
though, there are thousands of companies t

provide the common carrier in the country the

highlight ofthe common carrier can be su rized.

as follows:

A. Narrow Band - for the transmission up Jo
300 bps

- driVen by the common carrier

13 output 46.3 M hpi :

7 T -2 carrier

. M34 output 281 M bPs.:
6 T -3 carrier

T4 oytput 564 M bps :

2F134
.

41 selecting a comhdnicatiorrljne, there ahe

three (3) major coosideratiqns: 1.) Informa-

itionoad and rate for transmission; 2.) Communi-
cation line quality; 3.) Cost factor.

througli multiplfting a voice .

band, sometimes. referred to Because the voice grade (series 3000) is still

as "sub-voice" -:
most commonly uted,in coMputeedata communication,

- filed in FCC tariff 260 as it Will be selected as an example to discuss its

seriei 1000 facilities with regard to the above parameters.

B. Voice Badd data transmission rate is
about 300 bps to 10,800 bps- Generally, there 'are four (4) basic rate struc:

( - cape of transmitting ,
tures of the communication services:

voice pr data info n .
1., wide'area telecommunication service (WATS)

- filed in FCC tariff 260 as %. 2. direct distance dialing (DDD)

3000, 4000, nd some,
,

3. foreign exchange

. 5000 series Offering .N
'4. private or leased line 1

C. Wide Band' - obtained by Combining some The first three (a) catagories are normally de-

number of voice hand equiva- fined as switched facilities i.e., it is connected

lences on a demand basis. As.far asthe line quality

- common speeds and voice is concerned, the leased line has proven to be

equivalence up to the maximum transmission rate of the voice

6,4.. 19.2 K bps : 6 voice 14nk band tine because there are various circuit con-

50 K bps : 12 voice link dtions offered to eliminate the impairment of

:230.0 Kbps : 60 voice link / the communication line, such as C-conditioning

, - filed in FCC tariff 260 as ' and D-conditionino.For the switch network, it

. % ' series 5000 and 8000 may go through vast numbet.of routing combine-

D. DDS* . - Ti carrier Multiplexing 24 .tions as possible on the telepRone network, thus,

-speech signal djgitized, the line quality is more limtied than the leased

output of.T1 is 1.544 M bps line. Cohsequently, the.cost\faclar-of4he--basic

- for data and point-to-poiq comhudication line is affected b9both the rate

'only, sub-channel 2.4, 4.8, structure and the quality of tpe line.

. 9.6 K bps available .
..

.

- higher error free rate 99.5%1 Let's assume,now that a communication line is

and up selected to use for a group of terminals. One_
.

-line speed equivalences simple question will certainly be asked, "How

1
T2 output e.3 M bps :

Many terminals can be run on the line% at what

o 4 T -1 carrier .

,

,,speed?". This has always been one of the

*A1111' recently ftleA rates and'regulations for DDS, a private line interstae.offering for data communica-

tions, which would be prodded over a digital network for 96 cities in 1978... , ,
0

. d, ," . i
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characteristics of the Communication; once the
communication is established, there will be
imdediate need to expand itt capacity.

. .-
.

With the advance of technology, the tech-
niques of multiple ing seem to be a solution
to solve the probl m. It can effectively use

!Atocommon carrier .e 4ts maximum rate struc-
Ntwe and line quality. At the,same time,
.1/ may reduce the tost, and provide other
'adupnteges-to the network.

" s
.

1.

Multaelilig Technique.

\ v
Multiplexing is a technique of simultaneous

transmission of more than oak transmission over
the same communication line. It has been used
by common carriers,fbr many years, for exarple
DDSD uses extensVely multiplex*, .

Principally, t ere are two (2) types of equip-
' mkment built for ltiplexing: multiplexer and
concentrator. Th y share the basic concept ,

of multiplexing, whi0 is to uselone high speed
communication linti and Subdivide it to provide-. >

- a varlet codbination of terminal and-speed: -

,.'. \,

However, there au two (2) basic differences
dkong these two (2) \devices: 1.) A multiplexer
uses the method that,the sum of bandTwidth for
the terminal is appro imately equal to ,the total
band-width ofthe co unication line; while the
concentrator may sery more terminals even if

. the sum of the band wi th of-terminals is bigger
' than the actual available track. The concentra-.

for provide more dynam allocation of band-
width; it can be viewed the same concept of
'virtual memory system. ak) Concentrators have
added more ability to per ,'rm the error correc-
tion than the multiplexer.

A basic selection Ale of ttiplexing equip-
ment will mainly depend on tw (24 factors:

.4

4.

1.4

COMPUTER

111r

1.) the method of error correction and 2.) cost

difference! The concentrator, also referred to as
an intergrited front end, is usually more expensive.
Hence, it is mostly used with sPecifiC interests
in Mind. The multiplexer is capable of performing
network diagnostics (not errorcorrection), and
it is usually'less expensive. Therefore, it is
more popular. .

.

.

Two (2) different' types of multiplexers are most
,commonly used: 1.)- F;equency D.ivi %ion Multi-

plexing (FDM) and 2'.) Time Division Multiplexing
(TDM). 'The 1DM cag handle more terminals because
it uses the tide division concept rather than the
share of frequency band-width used in FDM. So it
is the most commonly used.

. (

The effective use of the common carrier by means
of multiplexing has the following advantages:

1.. It- maximizes the utilization'of the line,
. i.e., it will allow as many synchOnous arid---

, asynchronous terminals to be hotblimPli,
mented as.lon9 as.the Spine band-width of
=the terminaledoes Olt ekceed the total
Available band-width., a.

2. It is reliable, i.e.,, It ma sins high de-
* grees of performance as.c pared to other

methods of teleqimmunitati , such. as point -

to-point. v .
lik

- 3. It iseasY to maintain, i.e;, it will elimi-Y
hate the number of phohe lines, at the same

, timeit provides a certafg method of net-
work dimnostics.

4. It allows forsfuture expAion, i.e:, more
terminals can be implemented until it reaches

. . ,
. the line capacity.
. 5. It is economical, i.e., the cost per terminal

will eventuall,i.0 down as more terminals'
are implemented on the same dotmunicatidn
line. ' .

. .
.

. AviouilY, in designing the multi plying
telecommunication, there is one disadvantage,

Figure I.s\SiMple Multiplexing tietObA

COMPUTER'

Figure II. Tree'Structut:eMUTplexing tiefwork

4i16 ( 4
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COMPUTER

i.e., if the communication line is malfunctioning

it will cause more terminals to become inactive.
Hence, line redundancy is usually required.

.Generally, there are four (4) methods of multi-
plexing that can be classified:

1. Simple multiplexing network - a network
to support a group of terminals with a
multiplexing device and trunk line as
shown in Figure I.

2. Tree structure-multiplexing network - a
network is divided into subnetworks and'
connected.together with tree strut re

as shown in Figure II.
3. Loop struture network - a network of the

multiplexing devices and connected through
a loop structure shown in FigurelIPI.

4. Loop-tree structure network'- a network

is constructed with the comb'ination.X,
tree and loop structures as shown in;.
Figure IV.

The second and third catagories may be use
. among' nationwide networks, such a$ T,YMNGT..andp

the third And fourth catagories m be used tor

apply to more complex networks, uch,as rings .

computer network.

In a small to medimum scare of the communii-

cation network, the first r second catagoriles

have'been wide:ly'bsed, such as in the univer-
sity network, the Iowa regional computer cen-
ter network, Datacom network of the Univer-
sity of Indiana.

A Case StUdy of Multiplexing Network.

1. .

Traditionally the network design in a re-
gional computer center with a lot of smaller

487
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; FIGURE III

LOOP- STRUCTURE .

'MULTIPLEXING
NETWORK

FIGURE IV

'LOOP -TREE STRUCTURE
MULTIPLEXING NETWORK

computers or remote job entry stations and time
sharing terminals to serve, tends to separate - ,

the use of common carrier by distinguishing the
synchronous ihp asynchronous devices. By taking,
advantage of mbltiplextng, a common carrier can
be used for both synchronous and asynchronous
transmission at the same time.-

'Let's suppose that a regional computer center
intends to design a network to serve a 4800 bps
synchronous RJE station. (or to connect to another

computer) and 15 - 110 bps asynchronous terminals.
. . .

Obviously, there are several ways to design
the network. Let's examine the pros and cons of
some of the designs typically used.

First of all,'when 3i point- torpoint connection
is used,, it will require a total of 16 phone
lines, i.e., one voice grade line for high speed
and 15 subvoice lines for low speed. The advantage
is the simple designing. The disadvantage is the
'cost is high.

-

mult'ipoint with FDM is use

Secondly, a pqint-to-point is used'for high
speed terminals; mult
for low speed terminals. There are 12 subvoice
lines-that can be eliminated. Consequently, it
will be less expensive than the first metho4,
but it does not allow for future expansion. '

Thirdly, a point-to-point is used .for RJE
terminals, while a TDM multiplexer is use4 for
low speed terminal connection as shown in Figure
V (thi method is used at Iowa regional computer
network). In this case, only two (2), unconditioned
vpice grade lines are used.' The total band-width

, of 15 terminals is 1650 bps, This means the rer
aminder of 2150,bps (4800 - 1650; assuming un-

/
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FRONT END

PROCESSOR

MUX

MUX

figure V. Single Mode Multiplexing

mth

RJE or
COM
PUTER

T

FigureV-6----Mixed Mode Multipleiing,

conditioned lines will use up to 41300bps) can
'be used for future olpansion. The network is
easy to maintain 'because the feature'is pro-

vided by the multiplexer.

Fourthly, a conditioned line up to 9600 bps)
is used for both high and log speed terminals
as shown in Figure VI.' (It is used at California
State Universities and Colleges networks.) Thus,
the need pf the common carrieris reduced to
only one. The network is easy to maintain

and allows for future expansion. Another
advantage of the fourth method over the third
method is to utilize the communication line
at its maximum rate. The multiplexing can

be 'split into a 7200-2400 bps combination for-

. synchronous and asynchronous communication.
In this case, the increase of available Widths

<for synchronous transmission will cerainly
increase the line throughput.

. it is certain that the` requirement of,the
line redundancy. is propositional to a numbe
of communication lines.used in the network.
The cost.analysis of the above four (4) method
cat be tabulated asViown on Table I.

From the tab le, the second method:seems t

cost less than the oibrs simply because it
requires only 3 voic grade lines for the

asynchronous terminal. However, it is not
generally used because of two (2) reasons:

1.) it does not allow for future expansio

and 2.) it does not offer network diagnostics

which is usually provided by the multiplexer.

This case study is essentially a case in,a
simple multiplexing analysis on a voice grade

line. Whea requirement of communication

.* ,

Table 'I: Cost

RJE

or
COMPUTER

Analysis of Case, Study -

Phone line Cost EXtended - Total

Method f Lost (Estimated) Cost

1 16 $900 0 $900

2 4 e$530 0 $530

2 $260 $600 $860

1 $160 $600 $820

NOTE: 1. Distance is assume620 miles.

1
2.-/ Cost extended to include only the

cost required to change, from methods

I and 2.

netw rk is increase ttie same concept can be ex-
tend d to apply the high rate of the common,
carr er to more complicated tree or loop struc-

tur

S

ei,e effective use bf the common carrier will

r yin') the use of Multipleiing because of the

f 1pking attractions: 1.) it is economical,

21 Olt is flexible, 3.) it is reliable, and

4! ',1t is easy to maintain. Thus, the method
of 41tiplexing has become more popular to use.,

.
It 30;lear that its demand will be greatly,in-
cteasedint e near future'.

le
.

.

It:is rec nded that the network sxstem de-
sign and management shall be based on the above

: - I

. ,
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attraction to evaluate the.cost versus re-
liability d performance Analysis. 'Ha-
doubtedly:, simulation model can be developed
to provide he Itail of analysis."

Thb di of using the common carrier in.-
leased or switched networks will essentially
depend on the improvement of communication
technology. n the ARPA network, it has shown
a high delee if success to use the minicomputer
as a conce tra or to permit a.number of users
to share the s. communication network. Other
features, such s packet switching, error de-
tection.and cor ection, and a standard net-
wdrk protocal t perMit a terminal to communi-
cate with itariou computers, has also proved
to be very value le.

When this, tonce

phone switching 5
granted a new cla
Added Network (VA
mis on will be ca
of da transmiss

There are two 1`2)

that will lbe provid

available: ')1) it

as compared ek exis
vid

nor

t is applied to regular tele-
stems, stigh as FCC has recently'

s of carrier called Value
, the cost of data trans-
culated bapd bn the amount
n regardless of distance.

2.) 'it will p

because there i
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-.RESEARCH ON NETWORK ENVIRONMENTS' FOR EDUCATIONAL DATA SYSTEMS_

01

,Walter A. Sedelow, ,Jr.
National Science Foundation (Div. of Math & Computer Sciences)
and The'University of Kansas at Lawrence

'4
ABSTRACT; The 'full.system' conceptas to networked computers is developed--as also the concept of

'scientist- primacy' WeduCator primacy' networking, Properties of,a virtuarluetwork as it could

be used by computer science teachers are instantially elaborated. Hiving considered research on

"networks in the perspective of differentiated types of computing (as, for.exampld, that required by

;

domputer science itself as an academic discipline), a Contrastive; even rthogonal, viewpointsis.

'

taken: i e research on certain properties all suchaysteis will requir. .

In the long perspective of human his-
tory we observe that as to the quality of life, the
availability. of informationand, of course, the
uses to which available information can then be
put--is, without caveat or quibble, thessingle
most crucial determinative variable,

If we assume-for at least all but the
more recent historic past a rough constancy in envi-
ronmental dynamism (e.g., ecological conditions
not variable enough seriously to. stress the species)
and also.assume a rough constancy in genetically
determined components of central nervous systemes
information processing capabilities, the differenc#8,

in social life from time to time and place to plait:*
may bi.treated as sore critically a matter ofgtfor-
mational variability than of any other variable
set.-

The uitieriyivg condition of poverty- -

in materialities as well is in mind (e.g., stimulus
deprivation, niellectuai barrenness, etc.)..-in our

own day and throughout history is informational'
deficit. Mat not having changed crucially and (at
least until recently) environment not having
Changed crucially, what makes any of us different
frdm people in other historical times, placest and
cultures is, primaAly, Ghat at any given time and
place set know.. That most elemental difference
the difference between repetitious behavior and,

creativity, is also a matter of knOwledge:

In such a broad, humane context we may
seisleuch more sharply the salience of the issues
tied to the development and wide utilization of
the information productive, disseminative, and co-
ordinetive roles of computer to computer communi-

cation networks. And it is primarily in educational,
institudons that we expose people formally to

organized information- -and Where, also, ye_provide
some of ourmosV powerful role models for information
use in later life.

If there is one star to Asrty as to

490

_ .

network research, ihat would be the needs for a
systems approach. 'An examination of the current
research literature bearing on networks makes it
evident that there is a good deal of activity on
many frontsinCluding studiei of hardware, com-
munication, software, manig nt and organisation,

de

human.factors'at.the system nterface, and Others,

We need to continue effort onieach of these
fronts, and it may be urged that'we also need to
give special attention to integrating. these types

,,pf efforts--as also to the enculturAtive role of
edudational institutions' network arrangements,
inasmuch AS their chiracter will profoundly
iffett4how today's students will make use of

' inforlation networks as4to4Orrow's adults.

,

We need a science of network systems
is such, wheres network system is defined to be
:inclubive of all'facets of_itsstimcture and
toiCITOrifisti:eiei iiiioui Etiiiiisitiati; Iiiiiiiire--

facets, ccialhaleation facets, sqftWare facets.

Mnd note well -that the human facets must include
the learning history as to,natetiAci to which
Students are,exposed in educational institutiow,
It is clear 'to everyone that while there is a lot
of art that goes into, esy, computir'system
hardware architecture or into programming, the
results of *at artas also with the generation
of scientific theory, be it saidhave to meet
increasingly demanding criteria of scientific'
rigor, such as, for imamp),e, eipectitions as to
the quality of the applications softwire,

p

Appir-
tly it is not quite so evident to date to the

' ctitioner community that we fined
expectations as to scientific quality for our
understanding, of human participation in'such
systems (including juit,how they are experienced- -
learned about --in schools), and, notably, for our.

understanding of the total system of men and
machines and programs in coherent interaction.

t
. .

' The problems in achieving a. genuine
science of manmachine behavior in its full.
compleXity Constitute a decidedly non-trivial

0 ,

a



research frontier. Despite our heavy reliance on science teaching areas, requiring special and expensive

and technology, as a civilization we have given com-
paratively little attention/to understanding in any
strict scientific sense the interplay between people
and, on the other sde, the dynamic structures of

technology and sciate. There is a research fron-

tier worthy of our best attention and support, both
indrespect of its social importance and its intel-

lectual challenge.

'Okla 4,0*
a

. Thought of abstractly, he uses to which
computer scientists as teachers could put a net-

work capability dedicated to their service would be
very much what people in other, disciplines would

use a network for. That is to say, the network
would be important for access to data, to analytical
programs, i0 special purpose equipment, and it
would facilitate communication among members of
a research and teaching community, There are ,

also expectations of economies of scale and

specialization. Beyond those strong reasons for

a computer network for computer science, there ks,.

further, the advantage to be gatned.by enabling
computer scientists to have the experience with
networks which they could then genefalize and
.convert into useful vicarious exptrience appro
priate tocther disciplines and teaching specialties.
That experience could include, the development of
prototypes in hardWare and software and °minis' -

tion. There 14 a special additional advantage to
the. educational and scientific community in a
network.virtually,dedicated to computer sciem-

. tistss that advantage derives ftom the widespread
usability in other disciplines as well of the
understanding of the algorithmic process being

developed by computer scientists. Through'the

fostering of collaboration among scattered
computer scientists interested in these prob-
lems,, the development of such algorithms as
mould serve_ research, and thus teaching, in

Many otter dliciplinei douiete hietined. The

availability of these results over ,a network
serving computer scientists might make them in
many.isestances. much more immediately'acctssible
to other faculty in schools_ colleges, end tali!
versities, as well as toile oomputer scion -'
tists themselves.

Coiplex computer systems are, of course,
sufficiently subtle to be interesting as objects

of study; the availability of a network also
}could contribute to opportunities for many more
computer science teachers to study and teach

1
computer systems at their most complex--which
is to say when systems of whatever complexity are
themselves only parts of a larger network.

-One way in which computer soientists
might be expected to put a virtual network to
good use would be in conjunction with various typds

Al-non-numeric computing. That is an aspect of
computing now underrepresented in the computer
science curricula of sohools, colleges, and

universities, The growth of non - numeric computing,

is felt to be not only deyelopmont'of quabtrEi,.

tiyeesignificande, -but one offering attractive
scientific opportunities as well,. Advanced symbol

processing and artifidal intelligence activities
aretlagsic instances of research areas, and

r<
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capabilities; they are, then, natural candida,es
for inclusion on a computer science network. The

problems In storing and analysing the information'
in motion piCtures, for example, constitutes a
stupendous task, for whibh theriargest scale hem.

ories and the cleverest pattern perception routines

will prove necessary. The excitement and acoomplists-

_ went in such tasks can be shared-when undertaken

in a network environment. And we know that today's

students are, proportionately, less print-media-
oriented, and might especially relish an opportun-

ity to learn from observing their computer science
teachers addressing this particular set of

problems.

All the varied pro] ms that need to
be researched in order to give us the user-primacy

networking to be discussed subsequently - -where 0,4

user primacy is a synonym for educator-primacy
or'scientist- primacy, in this context- -could be

adided by the bobt -strapping participation'of
computer scientists working over a network. That

would be true, for instance, with respect to the
solution df softyare problems specific to the
needs of certain.functiona1 types of computing.
Collaborative efforts ovef\a network between
computer scientists and specialists in these.
other disUiplines is obviously a very der,lrable
arrangeMent to facilitate.

The ARPANET was concerned with the

interfaces between disparate computers, primarily.
Now our concerns must be heavily with the inter-
faces with disparate users, that is to say, in

Alt, with another type of software problem.
Pm, phase of what I am referring to here is

analogous to isat'ARFA calls 'agentry.' That is

the need to develop subtle softwire to stand
between the user and the progressivley more
oomplex software structures-which are'nom

emergent.

a.

Among the kinds of research efforts into
which computer scientists might enter'collabora-
tively over a network would be basic research on
program structures, program verification, and the
syntax and semantics of prograiming languages;
there are immense economic stakes in the mechani-
sation 8f the software generation and perfection

"processes. Collaborative efforts in working on

them could result in great savings. A network to

softie computer scientists could be looked at as
a distributed laboratory within which to condudt
experimental studies. The transformation of the
ARPA.network into the DCAnetwork may be taken to
heighten this needifor a virtual computer science

network.
"

In Language Research'and the Computer
(1972i published at -The University of Kansas, and
now available through' the-National Technical
Inforgation Center), Sally Sedelow andi urged
the design of total computer confimiiratTelis to
serve language _(symbolic behavior) reeearchers:-
starting w2.th user needs and working back from the
software implied by an idealvhuman interface to,
eventually, the hardware properties, rather than "

proceeding in the Conventional way,, in the oppos-

ite direction. Work on the automation of the
'computer system design process, starting With

nv
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user specification, repres is powerful methodo-
logy for systematizing and rengthening that

process., Language-directed mputer system design
and other related activities a so constitute a
notable instance where a virtue network for
computer science itself might be used as a research
medium within which to improve the\essential
processes of computer science props , including.
the design of what we are here calli g 'full
systems.' Such research could make a eality of

in ideal often expressed: designing so ware and
'hardware together so that operating syst a3.
compilers, and the like are parts of a whole,
.rather than oddlyatched components` in a forced
ensemble. The history of forced matches of system
-elements which hadsvolved,along incompatible\
trajectories is an implicit testimonial to one
major need for networks. With larger systems
and hierarchical programming efforts that need

'will be further acbentuated:

The geteral improvement of software
quality is contingent-upon various efforts at
collaboration and coordination, not least of all

those involved in transmitting, often best done
over a network, sets of programs to validatiofi

sites, Any classic area of computer,soience suoh
as.graph theory,and its applicatidhs,,and any

`comparatively newly emergent area attractive to
many, researchers, such as complexity theory, may be

a fit research focus for utilizing a network. _

Some parts or' computer/informationsciencq, such ,

as informatiOn systess studies, mould profit
ImmAnseiy from enabling students to hen* access
to a richness of structural detail, in this instance
in large, operational inforSation structufes: that
gay studelnts would not be limited in their under-
standing of what can be done through studying
only 'toy examples. A number of topics that
are of very'recent development as foci of attmn-
tion, such as new memory devices, extremely large
data bases, and intelligent terminals Are all
research domains in which peoge.might wish to work'
over a network.

WV., jt

It is also truelhat-.thers:are certain

. interface subjects on whichspoiputer,scientists and
their students'might chtioseISOinrk being a net-

work - -including sboial interfaceIroblems with
a high student,values* salience:* Examples could
"include the implications for the design of computer
network systems themselves of freedom of information
legislation, privacy ideali, and data security

issues, now all -subjects of generally heightened
attention: other examples would be the Use of
modelling and simulation in areas of national need;
such as with energy and the industrialization of
the housing inaustry and construction more' generally.
Related in various ways to these issues/s the
appliCations area of electronic funds transfer.
There, too, we have-a network-spanning phenomenon
which might well be studied over a network - -and on

which most probably will deeply penetrate the lives
and work-habits of our students in ways astyet
unimagined by us.

\

The hardware of computers could be
another fit'subjiot,for-reiesrch conducted in the
network Sods, even though cheaper powerful components'
also imply o,resurgence of localized research options.
What may be true here for some aspects of computer
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architectdhicsalso may hbld for,cortain specific,
compohentsouch as special'purpose microproftessors.
Just as structure4 programing is concerned with
a technology of collaboration which could usi a
network in the control of software prod2cV,qn, so
too might we look to structured hardwiii"-Mt to
mention total system design - -as a Procbse that
could be conducted on a networked basis.

In geneisl, apart from special minicom-
xuter installations in particular laborstories,
a scientist today--amd, a fortiori, a teacher--
is usually confronted with existing configurations
of hardware on his Camps as a 'given.' The

scientist is characteristically expected to adapt
himself to the situation on his campus with respect
to both hardware anesoftware capabilities. To

be sure, there is some give and take, with the
mole vigorbus end prestigious scientists on any
given campus likely to be able to act:iemp certain
special consideration, especially if they attract

heavy outsidsfunding. Nonetheless, most scien-

tists Hive to adapt themselves to the existing
hardware and software (unless they are prepared

to make dysfunctionally extraordinary exertions),
rather than Having available to them capabilities
specifically designed with their computing. '

requirements as the overriding criteria. Further,

the existing systems wILany user has to adapt
to is not by design a' system.' That is to

say, certain sub - systems, have been worked out in

sone. meaSure scientifically, but other components
represent particular stages in a haphazard evolution.

By. some standards what the scientist and teacher
interact with, is, as a whole, not a true system,

not a ifullksystem,'

The emphasis in scientist*primicy or
educator-primacy networked computing is to bring
about the research needed to allow us to start an
eptimisinerfull-System design process from the
computational needs of a set of users, where the

.membership of the set is determined by comparabil-
itfes in their oomputaiional requirAments. Start-
ing with the requirements for any given class of
users, we are then interested in the knowledge Lc
needed'to provide suoh users with at least virtual
network access to precisely what they require
their own definition. One would not start from
existing hardware necessarily, nor from existing
software necessarily, nor from existingcoimitments

to A computer center arrangement, Rather, one
would start from an identifiable Sot of user

. scientists, teachers, and students, and their
specification of their needs.,

In one way of breaking out some of the
content relative to these goals, we could here
look at - -had we the time --some of the needs that

AroStready coming to attention that are specific
to particular classes of academic computing. In

no particular order. I will list some of the groups
from which there it evidence of grassroots concern
to specify the research neoessarily Anterior to
a satisfactory meeting of their tomputing needs
on a networked basis, It does not require any
elaboration at this point to make it evident
thit-the situation of computer scientists them-
selves is analogous in this respect to teachers

O
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. and scientists in other disciplines. Some scienti-

fic disciplines and specializations i which there

is some sense of emergent network req rements

include: '

psychology: .
the atmospheric sciences, including irate

dynamics:

survey research, as a subspecialty withi.
political science, sociology, and socia
psychology;

economics':

systematics and ecology=

human biology and the Medical sciences:

oceanography (both ins pendently snTiS ane
of the fluid aciendes along with meteorology,
etc.):

physical measurements research:

psychiatry, and general medihsl diagnostics:

language research:

chemistry:

public adminbtration research (urban):

public administration research.(higher educe-
tion):

applied mathematics.
,

Although"they i?enot precisely in pars-

liel with thb specialties listed above, we might
also make some mention of special problems and
opportunities associated with computer network's

for libraries and for museums,
,

For something in the wet of., fuller ela-

boration of the research needed in computer netwqyk-
ing.for a particular subject -area, in this case
psychology, I'll here (owing to limitations of time
and space) simply refer you to my article on "Some
Implications of Computer Netwofks for Psychology,"

to appear in s few weeks in Bebavioralllesearch
Met_ hods and Instrumentation. And fpr access to a
comprehensive-sampling of the systems literature

for the sort of compute networking. solutions

proposed in this paper, you might consnkt my
bibliogellOhy which is Volume V of Computer

Studies in the Humanities and Verbal Behavior,
recently distributed by nouton & cc., the p

lishers in .The Hague.
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In this section of "Research on Network'

Ertsironments Data Systems." we

take a different/cro sectional cut of the total"

research and prospects e research activity. This

cut is largely orthogonal to that taken when we look
at the requirements of.; particular science subject.
In that case we look ab research on networking from
the perspective of types of ,computing. In this

4 4

, 6

' le

resent perspective, by contrast, woman forthe
ari,ous appects,of any total system to provide

n t ork Capability. In the former ease the
1

emphasis isipn what it takes to produce the
, knowledge fbr an effective:e0ucitor primacy or .-- '1

sdientistrprimacy virtual" network fbr some parti-

cular type of teaching andresearcht while in this
section we coficeAtrate on what it takes'to provide
full system network knowledge, not expricityatten- .

ding to the diffeentiae amoniosuch full system ' '''',

networks but rather to the properties they mdst
"I

Aall share. ,
.

, .
.

. P
. 4..r . Lirge engineering systems such as'those

designed by,`NASA provide one of the important
6 ,

sources of insightinto what is'required to
develop a full system capability for the use of
networked computers for academic purposes.
Behind the ability to design ind'make operatioral

4.77each,ltubsystem-withAt-samtmachine_space_systeh
\ihere lies.th varying depth, scientific knowledge

f the componen.s which have been ,engineered into

rking systems; Similarly here, although'a

c puter.netwqiieis fir from so dramatic's mac-

ma ne systemas a space vehicle in dPsratdou,
inc adhgly we realize the importance ofcompre-
hensi 6 knowledge in depth with reference not

only t the totality of components makings up a. t %

full sy tem networking capability but ilso for thr
integrat ve properties of such systems as wholes.

It can be argued that many systems. (and notably
many info 'tion retrieval systems) with a large
computer copqnent have nbt worked as well as was

promised be use the design was not systemic- -

because impor _nt subsystems wee not understood

in ttremselvei nd also in their mutual relation-

ships with ot:he s. TO° much of the total under-

. standing was'lef, to the vagaries of traditional
lore, or even it out any effective explicit atten-
tion.

It is unne essaiv here to resppitulate
in _any detail the co nents of a total stand- alone

pomputor configuration hen ssn'in man-maihine

Systems perspective. B t whatever is needed in

k the way'of knowledge for rmprehending's
computer-based system may eed to.be knOwn.at a

scaled-up 1 vel when a law network of sack

single c systems (n subsystems) is to be

. well and sto . Here, as el bwhere, substantial
differences in scare produce e foots requiring
fresh, independent investigatio . Thus we have

both questions traditions; to c outer science

to examine in a new way when ther is a shift in

scale, as wiles entirely new sys c features

to explore. 'The gross categories a ropriate to

our understanding of, these networks atomically

would include the traditional elemen hardware,

software, tommunicatibn, u &er interfac applica-
tion specializations social andlorganiz tionsl
dimensions, and total system integration.

It is primarily with reference t
applications foci that a full system enders nding

of networked computing incorporates the kind of

research discussed above with reference to
scientist or educator primacy networked c mputi

research.
4

.tme type of research here is co corned

with the dynamicSof computer network data commun..

S.
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ications. Computer networks are seen A differing,
from certain other sorts of networks that have been
better studied and understood , such as the control
of the flow of physics,. entities, forithe fact
that the system under control and the communica-
tion nstowrk used by thecontroller are one and
the same. Research needs te. be focussed on

developing a theory of protocol or ovorhead
requirements for such purposes ah the identifi-
cation and destination of messages for error '

control and.forleamery from mode and link mal-
functioning*, ,while additional effort is d voted

...
to the utilisation of that protocol inf tion

in algorithms to'be utilizei'ln such ting_and

'recovery. ,

Another area of research of interest to
various investigators has to do with operating

system requirements specific to network environ-
ments, including distributed operating systems

software. As to processing activities on net-
works, there is interest in the scheduling of
tpartially ordered tasks, the approximate analysis

4 for realistic queueing models, of networks, and
optimalities in networking configuration as a ,

"function of coasts and response time, as well as
in aspects of, reliability in networks.

,

A further kind of.researCh work involves

the measuring of the experience of particular
qOasses of users with reference.to the resources
of the total network. That facet of systems re-

search would give us detailed information more
specifically applicable to tile experience of #
sets of users than the network measurement activi-.

Plaes which hive been carried out over the former

As a further aspect of the
4
communications

/esearcb needed to give us full sydtam knowledge
we might'pdint to studies baring on alternative

ipmmunication options, for exchange between compu -
Sotellits.cOmmunication possibilitias ,

offer one such option to explore. As network use

rites significantly inreass, then the kinds of
prob/eisws may expect to enbountsr will change
lomexhit in sharpctor as xell or at least may do

so. Communication to network nodes from mobile
sites may, alsofpose some freshprOblemS in routing.

The distribution-oft:data bases for any '

broad set of uses will becoma,increasingly tom-

=noise.; We nay exp4ct.thsinbreased.use Of
intelligent terminals ind'very high powered mini-
computers to mnerate an increased use of data

bases in complex ways. The oombination of inoreased
complexity'in the use made of My given data base
combined with'access to many date baies in some
coherent fashion over a network should motivate '

. us.to be interested in studies of distributed

Ziattt bases.

Some investigators feel that logio for

accesilos to information In data bases is not now well

snoughnnderstood. It is the conviotibn of some
that.ths`theory of indexing needs to be substan-
tially reworked inA fashion adapted to the needs
pectiliar to the scale of very large distributed
data bases, which future networks will confront. t

The recent ARPAinitiitive wih respect to very P

large data bases will no doubt result in marked 1.

Pa.

y

shifts in the'off -the-shelf technology available
in, say, a decade or-two. Specifically with refer- .

once to large information systems, we find evidence
from those highly experienced in their use*that much
more needs to be done to render them comfortable
to use. That is especially true in the perspec-
tive of a network, where numbers and types of date
bases accessible, as well as tee volbme of the use
of them, may be expected to rise very substantially.
It is, for example, a long-standing complaint,of
users of social science data that e introduction
of the computer,has tended tdrredu the effecti4e

' control over theiresearch process by enior inves-
tigators. This contention has been en stated for
at least a decade, for'exasple in the proceedings
of the'MIT conference on the simulation of large=
scale social systems 4dited by James Bashers. The
problei grows more acute. And 'one aspect of the
solution to it involyes ressarch on how to auto-
mate the process of keeping track of what is done

to thedata points which are stored in aeinforms -
tion system. The aspiration would be for a system
that kept track fbg'the benefit of any user,
notably including senior investigators; of the.
various dOepa taken in the reduction and trans-
formation ex4atajfor his purposes. Again, making

- such processes explicit and the also available .
- to the investigator more explicit evidencires to

what various oomputer specialists and applied
mathematicians have done to the data.

In the sooialaciences perticularli
there is at.present a concern to make the
individial disciplines more effectively cumulat
tive. This type of research, where provisionas
being worked out for the automatic retarding of the
details of the reduction'and transformation of
data, should contribute tohmaking it possible to
achieve greater, cumulativeness in the disciplines
to which it is applied. Collaborative effort is
markedly facilitated when any given. scientific

cellabormtoris able to know thoroughly what has
been donsiositb the information which he would
himself use that others have contributed to the
gathering ina analysis of.

3
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Repeatedly the question arisliof what
can be'dons and what should be done by machines and
what by humans in Cise of man-machine interaction.
There is a ,need far general findings, Along with
the solutions do particular types of cases.4 Both
human factortpsychologists and engineers are
interested in these issues, including the devel- ,

(*vents of isthoiblogy to facilitate the effective
allocation of teaks betweep,men and machines where
creativity enhancement is a oritical consideration.

' In those instances where the character
of the partitioning of tasks implies new options
as to which communication modalities to use4zi'

making.computernetworkstunotion, it would be
useful to study the trade -offs, economic and
otherwise, among the various types of communica.0
tion--person to person, machine to machine, person
to mishits's, and machine to machine. In thil domain
there oduld bet research projects whioh are close
to the edge of current knoUledge, and also on
rathar'sxotic options, itch as the use of the
tigtile

te, ,, it
sense in6communication.

It . t
000 000 00$
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The gehius of von NA arid Turing not'

only' in ideas achieving their rem nation in com-

puter erchitecture,!ut'also ih envisioning pos-
ihilities for abet ct machineA as analgti cal'

deiices becomes OVA!' more impressiviwith the
passing decades, Ai new achievements are attabled

while building on those.basic,ideas: For the
past several decades there,has been a growing

interest in the use of graph theory.p the study
of human interaction, as with cognitive balance
theory (as :rattly stated by Fri.tse Heider), with

its subsequ boration, and with cogriitive

dtstonance theOry. Partly owing to the possi-
bilities opened up by thecontemporary power of
computing there is at present an iamenee growth
of interest,and competnece in this kind of work.

The Mathematical Social Science Board

recently sponsored an interantional meeting of
some importance on precisely that topic. The
importance of graph-theoretic approaches to the
'characterization of the social or human compo-

nent in a tail network system is very great.
After a'drought of extraordinary duration me to
relevant ways for socialscientists to study the
structuring of eomplex,interaction among humans,
it is a bppy fact thaVa notation and methodology
are now eaerging appropriate to application for lo
trio study of thesocial networks'which are A
part of the total system of a computer, network.
For aAalytical power and theory integration it is

' also very fortunate that soled of these basic
notions thithave proved useful in studying
machines and,programs.ar4ilow,proving to be usefitl

in the study of human lehallw -elated to
hardware and softwags.

That opens up the prospect--albeit
a vista of great length--of one body of theory .

which can be used in the **lists of men, milbines,
and information systems, as. well as cobavication
functions, taking place in a full system network.
And withinthat prospect we may expect to have,
also, i view of a markedly enhanced understanding
of the significant detail as to how people as
students actually learn about--and through

.computer-based knowledge networrci:

e

a
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OTIS: INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR OREGON EDUCATORS;
INSTRUCLIONAI COMPUTING FOR OREGON STUDENTS

Dussenberry, Robert L.
Jones,.Benjamin L.

Oregon Total, Information System
1-

ABSTRACT: Oregon Total infqrmation System (OTIS) offers a full range of on-line computer servides atate-

wide to Oregon public sctloolA Business student management, and instructional services are provided.

The e. e leased data lines to 70 school districts for on-line input and inquiry. Started 4n 1968

with SEA Title III funds, OTIS is now completely user-funded. A user-constituted advisory committee

and district-level coordinators provide communications channels between OTIS and the user districts.

OTIS operates with a mix of vendor hardware. The teleprocessing network featuredual functioning.of
lines and terminals in switching between the administrative and instructional services computers by Rse

of OTIS developed software. A Query language to search user files is among the features of the OT.lS

capability.

,

In
1

the

1

Mid.aixties, Oregon had no large and com-

prehensive educational data processing system:,
In 1966 a government planning grant initiated the
project which was to becodle Oregon Total'Informa-
tion System; in May, 1968, OTIS began providing t.
data processing seryices from its..central location

in Eugene, Oregon, primarily to-schools in the
surrounding cOunty_ALane). ..,

"'

Vg/

Today OTIS has become a succissfUl, completely

user funded ooperative of school districts ad-

ministered y. the Lane County.Intermediate Educa-

tion District (IED). The Lane IED Supetintendent

is Dr. William C. Jones; OTIS' Director is Robert
Dusenberry., OTI's serves disparate school sys-

tems (elementary, secondary, some community col/-

,.egos) and educational agencies throughout Oregon
with administrative and instructional services.

''. .

OTIS' systems are designed for its users; its
service; are utiliaed efficiently and creatively
by school personnel, using.terminals at their own
buildings, without the necessity of anymore data
processing knowledge than that which they can get
from manuals supplied by OTIS. Clerks and'busi-
ness officers input and update information to
their files in the financial accounting, payroll,
personnel and inventory systems, and reports are

generated from their input. Students are enrolled,

graded, and scheduled by OTIS: attendance reports
are run from terminal input, and inquirycapubil-
files make the information in individial files al-

ways immediately available. OTIS' on-line Query

System allows 'the user to create his own reports:
using 13 Query.manualpf statements, he can search
files andoextract pertinent faCts and so adapt xe-

port% to codform to his specifications. Students

can%learn BMW, a programming language, write
their owe programs,atore them and rerun them es:

often as they wish. Instructional media centef
personnel cen,use a terminal transaction to book
materials, and the booking is immediately

,

49b

confirmed for the requested-date, or if it is not
available, the user isiinformed of the pext date/

it will be. i 7 ,

i

Through the teleprocessing network, schools can,

access the IBM S/360 model 50 with Ampex add-on
tagt core, which holds administrative services
files or the three Hewlett- Packard 2000F compu-
ters used for instructional services, and can be
switched from one machine to another by the GTE
IS1101. Administrative services are maintained
and processed on the IBM 360 by the General educa-
tion Management System (GEMS), an OTIS sdftware

`system of integrated data files with two sets of

el
control tables and a set of eralized process-

ing programs. GEMS makes i p ssible for esch

user to define and maintain only the data storage
and processing that he requires and to change his
definitions as his needs for information change.

OTIS SERVICES - Administrative

Have OTIS' grown uTd ncreasingly
4ophisticatedbecauge increasing user needs have
made it necessary, or has usage of th stem
grown because new and more comprehensiv services

have become available? An unanswerable, question.
Perhaps OTIS' success is due to the gro t need
recognized by Qregon school personnel r a large

data processing system, or perhaps OTI success

is dye in large part to its creative g aff mem-
bers, who have "developed original software and
many modifications to existing softwge during th
establishment and expansion of OTIS/ any services

f

Student Services /

The emphasis of OTIS' first yeas of operation
(1968-69) was on student services, Some software

11;14 been deVeloped by Lane Intermediate Education

4
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District personnel, some from vendors. The three
main working systems %/ere testing, enrollment, and
mar reporting. The dttendance system, totly
developed it OTIS, was in. its formative stages,
and the completed system was debugged and, usable
by 1971.

Educational Coordinates' (EC) scheduling bystem
and the Student Scheduling System (3S) are bdth
used at OTIS. In 1968, OTIS gathered data and .1

sent it to EC for input; in.1969, OTIS acquired /
EC's library of softwalv and. could do 41 the
scheduling in-house. A loader program frilm IB
started the 3S system, which has been bodifi ex-
tensively. OTIS staff developed an Arena sched-
uling system which was implemented in 1971: As
scheduling n have changed so ha;.,e systems. In

tile last f e, ears there has been,a dramatic
move from structured, standard scheduling,
an IS has modified its systems to allow for a
large variance in sched(Iling

By the end of 1972, toe Student Services system
was functional and completely implemented. The

systems have since evolved to allow great flexi-
bility in types of output. Student body'rosters
ur mailing labels, for example, can be printed
.alphq by grade, by teacher, by. sex, etc. Labels

for tenth grade boys or a list'of ninth grade -

Members of the band can be generated easily.

,

)

runs are scheduled. In 1969, on occasion, one

job could take fourteen hours. Now the toter run
! (processing for 56 districts) will take 1/2'to
1 1/2 hours to,process.

4
.1

! The Business Services systems have been completely '

. 'designed by OTIS staff members in conjunction
with users. This year, services include fiscal,
payroll, personnel, inventory and cafeteria in-
ventory accounting systems, which produce over 50
different kinds of reports. .Query capabilities'
are also available%

The newest application is theTrocessing systim
developed to accomodate Handbook II (revised),
an accounting system established by the federal.
government for school di*r cts. All schodls
must use the new system by cse 1976-77%school
year, and the oTIS,sysiem is nosy 90% tomplete.

A new system at, OTIS is a automated record keeping
system developed to accomodate,Oregon's high .

school graduation requirements. The State Depart-
ment of Education has directed that certain re-
quirements,be met by students in Oregon schools:
In order to graduate from high school, a student
must prove minimum survival level competencies in
three general atea - personal development, social
responsibility and vocational education "mini-

mum"survival level competencies" have been describON..'
ed by an Oregod_educator as "what you have to
know.inoptler not to be taken too badly or to
often". Since each distriEt develops and evalu-
ates its own competency levels, the record keep-.
ing system has had'to be extremely flexible to. ;",

allow for large individual user needs. The sys-
tem Sflers individual district options on defini-1" +

tions of competencies, multiple -check `status of"'
competencies, typed 'of input, and types of reports.

This year, three districts of varying sizes and
problems are pilotirig,the system. .

Business Services

Business Services proVided access to a payroll,
and a fistal systemdts first year (1968), and to
an inventory system, which Was.used by only four

districts.

Payroll information wag input by batch process-

ing at the computer center (now'it is completely
on-line; i.e'., district'clerks'input all the in-,
formation needed from their own terminals), and /.

processing of both pdyroli.and fiscal report runs
wad set up on demand.rather than on a schedule.
Processing was slow, and OTIS staffMembers spent
many extra hours keeping the system runnfng
smoothly. In the 1975-76 school year, 65 dis-
tricts use the system, and nightly,Prbpsing

1

In 1972-73, a pilot district useJetrftandbook II
' (revised) accounting sydlemr(and with modifies-
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tions OTIS' processing;system,is
districts. All OTIS Business Ser
tricts will be reedy to use Handb
in 1976-77.

Query System

ow used in 20
ices userdis-
ok II' (revised)

The Query System has been under development since
the fall of 1968. The original System, conoetved
by an IBM analyst, was slow and inflexible, with
little choice in sort order. Priority was given
to increasing the speed of the system, finding
means of developing the most useable sorted output,
and allowing the user to specify what sort order
he.wished. ,,AS.data becomes large, the sort order
is more importanx; a non-:alphabetical list of all
boys in a 1000 student. school would,hace been un-
wieldy and probably unusable. Fqr the last two
years, the 'Query Systet has been dependable, effi-
cient, and is on-line% The user can epteehis
query via terminal and will ge
the terminal the sam0 day; some
iately.

0

his report back on
imes almost immed- .

With Query, OTIS users can create their own rd- .

Torts, designed by thcm'fiu their unique needs./
Ineing Query for exception repotting, an OTIS
.user can meet information needs not provided by
the standOard reports. Query requests are input
directly from building tgrm inals, and the outpUt
is sent by courier,girvite, phough the output is .
so commonly printed out on the users terminal..

OTIS SERVICES --Inslructional '

,

In 1969 OTIS instituted an instructional comput-
ing system called RAX (RemotAccess Computing. .

SAitem). Users could access it for only two 'lours
on.Tuesday And Thursday, from 5-7 p.m., when tele-
processing Was down, becaUse it needed to take
over the .whole IBM 360 system to work. Few termi-
nals used the system, and it was not very success-
ful, in terms of convenience, so in 1971 ITF (In-
teractive Terminal Facility) was begun. It could
be run during tue day and offered problem solVing
and a method of teaching programming to students.
However, the ITF system caused problems: it often

I .



interfered with teleprocessing and brought the
system down, and the turnaround ribe was extreme -

15%slow. There were few canned programs avail)
able, and users found ,the Systemitoo limited and

undependable.

In` 1972, OTIS acquired an 'HP 2000F compute r for

instructional use, and a GTE IS1101 to provide
interface between the IBM system48t the HP. Thus

, administrative services users can also use the

instructional, system from the same to urinal. The

system has'32 port9 available for use 24. hours,'

per.dny and users pay $3.0b per terminal hout
,. For its use. During the fall of 1975, OTIS ac

quired another HP 2000F with optiod 205 to accomo-

date increased instructional use. A third machine

was, installed this fall. OTIS' instructional coma

' Voting system serves 42 district's, who used ap-
Proximately:47000 terminal hours last year.

., .

Instrudtional.Services currently available include

tine Computer Related Instruction System.(CRIS),
the gpc,upitional Information Access System (OIAS)

and the OTIS Automated. Library System (OALS).

4. CRIS and OIAS use the Hewlett-Packards, OAL$ uses
the IINGEMS sytem.

.

.

OALS' bookidg.and scheduling system, a service
contracted by die Lane IED - Instructional Media
Center (IMC), and available to Lane County,teach-
ers, students and librarians, schedules over

..12,00b discrete print and non-print itemifor use

in schools. The system is on-line and produces
. -

operation and usage reports as needed.
I

The non-print etaluation system is also used in

Lane County. Teachers preview and codevOlpat
tions pf IMC materials-1n .areas of their speiialty

and evOTTATion,repotts are available'for'theitED
to use in the decisbOn -making process concerning

acquisitions. Oeport can be sent to schools

which lists items recotbended as Useful in diff-
erent areas, as. well As those deemed not useful.
Pricing figures and vendors' names are listed.

The'botfic catalog system, used by several, county

IED's,manipulates input ,of bibliographic data,
'subject headings; annotative information and call

ndmbers to make book catalogs, replacing Ouch Of
the labor of manual card catalog systems.

Literature searches of current educational reports,

monographs and journal entries, called ERIC
searches, are available to users through the OALS

system. OTIS processes nearly 100 searches each

month.

CRIS proVides instructional Computing for all

areas of a school's curriculum. CRIS users access

aver 400 canned programs, such as drill and prac-
tice in math: reading and language arts, simula-

tions and games. The system offers problem solving

in BASIC fort' Students to,learn programming. Com -

put6r assisted .instruction (CAI) in reading, math-

ematics and language arts on the elementary level
is being piloted this year at Blossom Gulch,Ele-

%mentary School in Coos Bay and plans are underway

"for a prograin,et Chemawa Indian School.

Software from alp Computer Curriculum Corporation
(CCC) is usedfor CAI at the elementary school.
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Eight terminals at Blossom Gulch are connected to

OTIS, and a reading project. began this fAll. 100

students per day use the system. '. .

CAT is ,an "exchange of InfOrmation between compu-
ter and student," according to CCC literature It

is aimed at students with a low level'of 'perform -

.ance; the curriculum for e4fh student "will be at

a level appropriate to'llis achievement in each '

learning area" so each student has the opportunity

to learn at his own level and his own speed. The '

- program provides remedial assistance in tJe form,

of progressive drill and'prIctice. .

.,,
,

There are advantages to this type of reading and

language arts program Oerembdialstadents. There
is no discipline involved, no teacher disaPproval,
no necessity to perfoim for others, and wrong

answers won't hurt. e student will hate nothing

to lose, and it migh even be fun.

Chemawa Indian School, analternative school ad-
ministered under the gdreau of Indian Affairs, is
operating a large program in computer assisted
instruction in.ruding and language arts. Chemawa

is an off-reservation boarding school for dropoy.W
and students expelled from other schools, locapfid
in Salem, Oregon, with students from Oregon, Wash-, '

ington, Idaho and Alaskan. Counseling and vclba -

tionil training are emphasized* and students are
given .a chance toaciquire skills they have missed

in the formal educatiodal,environment.
.

Chemawa Students have'not performed well in reading

and language arts examinations; according to
Chemawa aerenittration! causes for this include

lack of time for sufficient individualized ilk-
stroction. and low student motivation caused by

past edutarional experiences. CAI will give indi-

- vidual drill every day, and will be an entirely
differeno educational experience fot the students.

. The piojeFt involves the use of 32 terminals,

another' HP 2000E at OTIS, apA etudehts.will
CAl.duringdthe day and evening. .

..OIAS is a computerized vocational counseling pro-

gram. Through a questionnaire, a student answers

questions and states preferences, then pdssible
ocfhpations are presented-which correspond to the
mersbnality profile suggested by the questionnaire

results. Detailed information on each occupation

is produced upon demand!: One can ask for a jab ab-

atract, which describei'eddb duties, workingcondi-'
1.ons,italary-range, turnover sates, emplace-

cions fOr the jay, employment prospects and other

pertinent facts. Qualitative informationis in-
cluded in this job abstract; for example, the job
'description for college teacher stakes that-one
must have the ability co work with abstract Con-

cepts, have self-discipline and good judgment.

Through,the INFO fadallnescan alsi'get a biblio-
graphy of occupational books, find out how people
prepare for the occupation,, get a list of coursper.,

ddirees and schools for an education or trainiRg
piogram, compare the services and costs of schools
and get the names of people for personal discus-
sion about the occupations. 45

The vocational counselingprogrIm is jointly ad-
ministered by OTIS and the Career Information
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System, An interagency consortium providing voca-
tional information, located at the University of
Oregon.

)TIS has growd and changed considerably since 196&
Its charges have lowered from $8.80 per student
(or complete administrative services to $7.00.
The student base of user districts and education-
al agencies has raised from 65,000 to 150,000,
from 28 school districts to 72: OTIS is financi-
ally stable and operqionally sophisticated, and
as services bAcome constantly more varied and
complex.

7o offer complex services, one must balance them
with a'sophisticated data base - an education pro- .
cess is continually necessary to train new dis-
trict or school employees and explain new Seuftes

' so they can be efficiently and productively used.
To facilitate this balance, OTIS has a knowledge-
,able field service staff and a system of data pro-
cessing coordinators.

Cooperation.and communication between users and
OTIS are important, to keep misunderstandings down (
and user operations rudning smoothly. The data
processing coordinators work as liaison between
districts and OTIS. Each district's coordinator
assists in training'of users and communication of
district desires and 'needs. Coordinators meet
periodically to di uss problems, new services and

procedures.

I-

OTIS' ,field service ,staff, each person an expert

in ,a specific servi4e'and with a.general working
knowledge of all services, is a direct. communica-

tion line between user and OTIS. When a,school
comes on the OTIS data processing system, a repro.
sentapide of each service area shows him how and

why the systemworks. When districts need help,
or h1re new personnel, field 5ervice staff people,
are ready to smooth the way,"

Users fromfourteencountieS in Oregon are.serv-
ed by OTIS through over 200 terminals: Represent-

atives from county and districNducational orga.
pizatipns throughoutihe state Lake up QTIS'

Advisory Committee, which is coniUlted.on import-
ant policy matters and system development.

In terns of upgrading luality,and furthering
equality of education; OTIS' impact on Oregon
school systects has been great. 'Clerical duties

are minimized at school and 'district level; edu-
cators have More time for students, apd students
have access to instructional computing systems. A
district with 200 students can get the sam types

of reports and information as a Large district, .

with more students and'a large t tax base. Only a'

few districts cObld afford to irovide the services
OTIS can provide; through the on-line teleproces-
sing system all school districts ha an equal
*opportunity Go avail themselves of-data pr,ocess-

ing 'end instructional services.

t

OTIS HARDWARE 4

Computers A

1 IBM 5/360 model 50 with Ampex add -on fast cora-

1 GTE iS1101 Computer
3 2000F,Hetilett-Packard Computers

Input/Output Devices

4 2400 Series Magnetic Tape Ut\its

2 2314 Direct Access Storage Facilities
1-2321 Data Cell Drive, Model 1
1 2540 Cad Read Punch
1 1403 Printer, Model NI

10 Double Density Disk Drives

Sup2;ted Terminals

Teletype t33

Teletype 38
hzeltine 2000/1

\
00/1000

0

OREGON TOTAL INFORMATION SYSTEM '

1200 HIghway 99 North, Eugene; OR 97402

Robert L. Dusenberry, Director

)1.
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DEVELOPING A METRO

COMPUTER CONSORTIUM:

PROMISES AND PROBLEMS

D.,Thomas King

41
St. Paul Public Schools, it. Paul MN 55102

4
14,"

ABSTRACT: Providing for joint computer services in five school districts with a combined population of
150,000 students is a demanding, challenging problem. To effect this consortium approach, each of the
five'Twin City area districts, already with sophisticated EDP, must analyze current systems and project
its anticipated needs Ale fit the new, regional METRO II effort. In turn Metro II must align with the
statewide MECC (Minnesdta Educational Computing Consortium) design, Problems with equilment, software
and people can be solved and resolved, but not without some obvious difficulty. However, changing tech-
nologies and more sophisticated MIS would seem to preclude the fouhding dictum: equal or better service
for no greater cost. Greater cost may be justified if more cost-effective utilization of computerized
MIS occurs in administrative decision-making and services are enhanced. This appears to be happening
with Metro II.

Metro-II, a regional, metropolitan computer
consortium, began in 1972 a a joint powers
agreement resulting from som enabling state
legislation in Minnesota. Aw e of the consid-
erable tax dollars being expo ed for hardware
and diverse computer systems being developed by
various state and local governments and agencies,
the Minnesota legislature passed a law which, in
effect, consolidated educational computer serv-
ices at all levels: elementary, secondary, -vol
cational (ESV), state college system and the
university. To appreciate the extent of the
problem to be'solved, one must,realize that
just prior to the consolidating legislation,
dozens of computers,-software systems, applica- "
tions. and reporting systems were operational '
with a multitude of Applications. Uses ranged
from insti4tion (CAI and CMI) and pure re-
search to a wide range of administrative ap- -
plicationo,

.

Computing machines ranged in type from
analog to digital, in size from.the desk top
to special purpose, and on to large, complex
timesharing systems.. Informational and organi-
zational reports were generated internally and
externally for all these educational systems.
Operating systems were revised and expanded
frequently. Computing people in education were,
in effect,, mass producingEthe invention of the
wheel. Developmental costs were incurred by
school districts for producing essentially
identical student systems, for creating and
maintaining equivalent instructional program
libraries and a'host cd other essentially_
isomorphic systems, For example, CAI '

braries had near identical versiofis of.arith-
metic drill and practice as well As the latest
updated version.of Star Trek incorporating
Supreme Grand Master attack strategies. Where
did it all'lead?' We foUnd increasingly complex
systems andmachines, in their replication,

500

scooting the taxpayer exponentially treater dollars.
Probably for the wrong reasons and a lot later
than it should have ccurred, legislators de-
cided to put on the disk brakes"!

Actually, legislators, who in the final anal-
ysis had to approve funds for much of the state-
wide cOmputing.operation, at least indirectly,
were beginning to feel.the pinch. More directly,

they felt, and rightly so, the need for a more
comprehensive, uniform information reporting
system. While many educational enrollments
declined, reque tea budgets increased. Hence the
need for bette information for better decisions
at all levels, including the legislators who
must apRropr c.te.the dollars.

In 1970,
,
the Governor's Task Force recom-

mended comprehensive statewide information net-
works. In 1972, Metro-Ifwas conceived. "Metro"'
identified the metropolitan nature of the-1volved

school districts. The "II" refer(to
the fact that there existed already anothe metro-
politan educational computer network- -TIES. 'TIES
had served a large number of Minnesota school
districts, mostly, metropolitan, with a total stu-
dent population of nearly 25f1,00 students sine
the 1960s. But the thrust of Metro II was dif-
ferent. ,These 5 districts with about 150,000
students, were already relatively sophisticated
in their computer applications. They differed
however in,cortain applications. St. Paul had a
rather comprehensive student,and POBAS system.
Minneapolis already.was providing extensive CAI
applications. ,Mounds. View possessed an exemplary
instructionai\Management- -system. Robbinadale
had developed comprehensive It-12 student system
incoeporating, cAdemic, health, transcript and
extensive extra- utricular information. District
916, clearly, was in.to extensive vocational ap-
plications in EDP.

'



To make such districts fit consortium-wise
from an MIS. viewpoint, perhaps almost seems
imMIScible. But to the chagrin of the "nay-
sayers, and to the credit of the "can-doers",
it appears that it will indeed function .and,
eventually, function effectively.

6:3

UsIng a systems approach adopted by the
State 411.Minnesota called PRIDE, each of the
five di4tricts first listed, insome detail;
all pre$ent applications as well as.future
computer directions. Considerable man-hours
were exPended during this phase documenting .
current systems operations, meeting jointly.
to dis4u$s related problems and enlistIng
positivOsupport from staff. Many feared or
opposarthe regional consortidh approach dur-
ihg ,thi; period, adopting a "head -in- the - sand"

approach: .if we don't look, maybe it will go
away! i'tf course, this strategy seldom works.

It only makes one, more vulnerable tb attack
ftom.the posterior.

After considerable stressing and strain-
ing, a complete list of "needed-nows" and
"neededlaters" was produced by each district.
The systems consultants involved, although gen-
erallymOst helpful; somehow managed to make
the matters worse by keypunching thiscompre-
hensive list of needs land then computer-print-.,
ing it for return for check and sign-offl How-
ever, they cted to order or identify the
needs beyond a Witsonian elementary manner, Sand
'each district searched through forty pages of

. randomized documented needs analysis -to see'if

_their artifacts were earthed somewhere.

. MetrO7II, in late 1975,'beon'to feel the
positive effects of leadershWwhen its hew
Executive Director was named. Not, long after-

ward, MECC, the parent.stateWide organization
hired a full time Executive Director also.,
Although MECC's chie'f cpstern at the tip was
taming 1 Univacf1110 to provide CAI services,
the addition of stable, responsible leader-4
ship there bad a positive effect on all co-4
operative computing services.

Each district currently is making satis-
factory progress toward completing various
systems .phases4 personnel-payroll and stu-
dent are progressing most rapidly. Financial
and instructional management also are moving
toward time-line phases. Greater difficulty
has.been encountered ih the ao-,called Facili-
ties -Other area: one man's'miscellany is #

another mans.umission. For example: while
busing may re exceedingly complex and horrend-
ous in one district, in another, the regular-
ity of streets, .and consistency .of enrollment,.
policies beget total computer solution. In- :71/

any event it is expected and hoped that by
1978, designing, devqoping, testing, re=
testing, piloting and parallel operation
will cease and Metro II will be ready to go, -
fully operational. 4

The presently-adoptpd computer config-t
uration calls for a central, host computer'
site housing a Bdrroughs 6700, with 5 sater-
lite Operations (8 1700),,one in each of the

five districts, -.Fully converting each of the
present non-Burrough's users to the new systems,
will be a problem located below the water-rine

of the iceberg. For the largest part of the con-
version problem would seem tb be the retraining
and re-education effort: all the users--and
particularly the non-technicai users. Each dis-
trict has clerks and aides, secretaries, teach-.
erst counselois, psychologists, researchers, '

principals, district office personnbl, school
'boards and the public--who, in varying degrees,
are producers and consumers of computerized_ -

information. All are involved with the legiti-
mate, computerized need-to-know: The consortium
approach will produce different effects for all
those involved. ,

To provide an example of just part of the
problem for one of the users consider some of
the first phase requirementa!,as submitted by the
districts shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1

METRO-II NEEDS ANALYSIS

SCHEDULING & NARK REPORTING:,

Section I

A. SCOLNDULG

1. Provide capability of scheduling element-
ary schools.

2. Pgovitle for scheduling students district-
wide, e.., scheduling of classes outside
of home sdhool.

3. Provide capability of registering and
scheduling students in Community schools.

4. ProvicNithat student request file and
master'schedule be on-line for update,
prOcessiag.

5. Provide capability to schedule on demand ''

any number of students even after the

bulk ,bf studenES*ave been scheduled.

6. Provide capability,of scheduling on-line
on demand 'during' prime

7. Provide capability of on-line course
tally, matrix and segment matrix (one
course against all other courses).

8. Provide capability of on-line independent
'study.tally (open mod' availability).

9. Provide capability to edit current )416....

codiselo requestSandcredits earned 4
against past course history-and district
requirements.

10. Provide capability of purging student
data base to proyide user with tallies
of students not haying completed speci-
fied required Courses to assist in
teacher staffing and master schedule
building. .

Provide master schedule builder.
12. Provide capability to integrate master

-- 6 ' schedules for diverse progiams (e.g.,
learning centor: individualSechools
evening Oigh'school).

13. .PTSvide capability Of scheduling a stu-
dent'S" Courses basdd on prerequisites
withih the school year, i.e., schedule'
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'Math I before Math II.

MARK REPORTING

1. Provide capabilityof grade reporting
for modular programmed classes with

' 1 grade and attendance.per subject,
__2-- Provide capability to print assess-

- ment and evaluation statement type
elementary. report card from codes

maintained'on the data base.
1. Provide capability.of having teach-

er comments on the grade reports
and additional grading methods.

4. Provide capability of recording and
reporting' community school attend-
ance, grade reporting, and credits
earned.

5. Provide capability for, city wide mark
reporting students in more than 1'
building. ,

. Provide capability of each district
using its own type of grade reporting
format, Tor:,, and notations.

7. Provide cariibility Of updating courses
and grades on-line during report card
cycle.

CENSUS & TRANSPORTATION' ,

Section II

. A. CENSUS
0

1. Provide capability of intaining stu

dent records via a fam number and
generating complete family lists.;

2. Provide on-line ,capability to

census-enumerator forms printed fo'r
. selected census addresses. ,

3. Provide capability of preparing seta
tical reports by family, including re-
:school students. . "-
Provide capability of having additional
statistical correlations.

5. Provide capability of reporting and rer
cording door to door census,.retaining
records'thru age 21.

6. Provide capability of merging'school
census with government census.

B. TRANSPORTATION

1. Provide abili &y to prepare statistical
reports of pupils by census tract,
census block tract, by school, :etc.

24 Provide capability of maintaining,'on-
^ line,.a bus scheduling and rouging

, subsystem including distance matrices.
3. Provide capability of maintaining at-

tendanceand participation -records for
transportations

4. Provide 'ApatAlity of using street
intersection nodes in transportation
route Scheduling.

"

5. Provide capability to maintain onl-
line for each census addresp the fol-
lowing:

a. kindergarten, elementary, Jr.
high apd sr. high school assignment

t '

codes .along with distance from ortal

to portal.: .

b. transVertation eligibility and state

aid eligibility codes,

6. Provide ability to identify transporta-
tion'eligibility and information for-vari-
ous courses and programs other than
normal school-program (e.g., learning
centers,zspecial courses in other schools,

STUDENT & ATTENDANCE

Section III

A. GENERAL

1. Generate student transcript (on demand)

at school level.
2. Provide capability to maintain both com-

--------MUnity, career and adult *cation
records'.

3. Provide capability to integrate all data
systems provided by CC (both instruc-

ve) ..tional and administrat

- 4. Provide functional edit
system on-line for enti

5. Enhance capability of as
for the net year bycom

6. Provide capability of su
by use of census records.

ng and updating
data base. ,

igning students
uter.

veying parents

B. STUD

1. Provide free lunch eligibility lists; re-
ports, ID cards and mailing information., -

2. Provide capability to-identify AFDC and
.

Title-I and provide target area identi=

iication. ,

_

1
. :

3. Providg capability of-merginOuition re-
ports -and records With the studehtlin7,..

formation system., . ,

4. Utilize state ward number (G. number) 'for.
identification and processing purposes ,

for Special Services Department.

C. ATTENDANCE

1. Provide the capability, of daily attend-

ance reportiOlifor as many calendar report
lperiods asecessary, Include enrollments

data for reporting period. Generate

school absentee lists and 'summary data
at the end of each t4im,and sch61 year.

2. Provide Capabilitkof keeping records of
attendance and pOticipation in all spe-
cialeprograms. ' .

.. .

1CH417bRY4
. 1

1. 'Maintain student records on students from
, " date of first 'enrollMent-(irades, at-.

- ' *' tendante scbedule.14..classes§,Ipmagramsy.v.,................
4

etc.). a. .

lit
2. erate cUnulative records and trans-

.

pt of crddits.

. 3.. Generate mastertoster of students from
past ; ecords td verify viriots aspects of ..

: .0 .
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requested'informayion.

E. SPECIAL PROGRAMS

1. Maintain Common Program Directory Infot-

oration (Special Education,.Federaa Pro-
jects, E.S.A.A., Right to Read, etc.).

2. Provide capability of- generation of the

federal Title-I comparability report,
(combine student, finance', and person-

. nel information).

F. GUIDANCE

1. Provide guidance information for oc-
cupational plans, information to be
tied to student's record merging stu-

- dent data with counseling package.. (i.e.,
occupational plans and goals).

21, Provide the capability of a computer-
ized vocational information system (like

CVIS).

G. TEST REPORTING

1. Provide ability to scan,. score, analyze

and prepare reports for teacher,tade
tests, standardized tests, compAier
achievement monitored tests, curriculum
assessment' tests, etc.

. 2. Provide ability to do correlations of
various tests to one another.

3. Provide ability of progress monitoring
of individual student on tests.

4. Provide Capability of producing indi-

vidual test skills profiles.
,Provide capability of producing tor:-
relations between the grading systei
and testing system to include histori-

cal data.

6. Provide capability of not'sling all

standardized tests including also

criterion referencing.

U. RESEARCH

1. repare special transfer statistics.

2. Provide capability of using'student

files for needs assessment, sight

.
count (suspensions, retentions, lunch
program, graddate follow-up), and

other. smtveys.

'3. Must identify for'research purposes,

courses but not completed

from curre and history data.

4. Provide a wide spectrum statistical

package.

.

I. SUMMER SCHOQI,

1. Provide capability of handling summer

school - including registration,
scheduling, mark reporting, attend-

. ante and transportation for elemen-
tary,.secondary, andspecial education

programs.

CONCERNS

tection IV

The members of the'METRO-II Needs Assess=

ment Coupnittee submitting their respective
needs, for the statewide MIS, have also in-
cluded'a number of potential problems and

needs. The committee fee's that these concerns
to

should be addressed by appropriate MECC person-

nel. These areas of concern deal with hardwde '

capability, data volume, district resident .

hardware, etc.. The following list identifies
the concerns which were included in the MIS

needs submittal to MECC:

1. Capability for minimum turnaround of
reports and data 48 hours or less:

2. Capability for bdck up runs on emer-

gency basis if computer down.

3. Ability to deliv r forms on a daily-
basis to schoo s. . .

4.a Problem with all schools opening same ,

time and datavoleme. .4
c

5. Scanners needed in district for edit

capability. ...

,.

6. ility to p;ovide COM services.

7. llity to convortpast microfilm
records, not on computer, to on-line '. ''

terminaN , .

8. Terminal update (file maintenance) at
school and district office level.
Require both CRT, card readers and
printers for user.

9. Capability of compiling and executing

. Fortran IV for a variety of statisti-

cal reports.
le.. Must have capability ro handle all

aspects, of non-public school proces-.

sing.
.-

11. Provision for CAI- ented program

which provides planation of data

base and is available to dis-

trict pdr nnel.

12. Capability o$, producing any.government

report.

13. On-lind.service request plus status

of 'request.
r.

.
.

Subsequent phases in developmeht call for
refinement of these needs into more precise
language, and'the detailed systems analysis
necessary to begin the preparation for the

'Massive. progra ing effort. 'many of the Metro

II districts already are planning for telecom-

. munications systems. This lends another di-

menidon to the system but also.more probleths.

1

In St, Pau 3 4. .we currently are.utilizng two

CRTs in t Student Accounting Office primarily

4 for file inquiry ,4 Creating and modifying stu-

dent recOrdsfis planned for fall, 1976. Al:-

'though the 'district is faced.with declining
enrollments and, therefore, dollars, it is hoped

thatselected schools will be UtiliZing tele-
communications-within a few years.. Data can be

considered truly accurate Only wham those who
provide that data, in this case'the schools,

use it. Instantaneous access,to and correction )

of student files promotes overall usage and,

t
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hence, accqracy.. An of course, in the student

area, where numerou internal reports are pre-

pared to assist[ decision-making and exter-:

nal reports are ade for various local, state
. and federal aids nd reimbursements, accurate'

data is cNitical. Since Metro II is funded by
member districts as well as state contribution,
the consortium has a stake in this vital area
as well. Not only do district payrolls have to
be on time,and correct, so also do the member-
ship foundation aid reports. ,

Ancipier concern is data security. While
most districts now have their bum approaches
to security problems, security becomes some-
what more critical in a consortium. In

,Minnesota, we'must comply not only with a fed-
eral law

a

oe.data privacy, but we are also
sublect to. comprehensive state law which

covers all records on individuals maintained by
local governments. This includes school dit-,
tricts. Thus, each school diltilct has set up
regulations and procedures deading.with the
privacy aspects of data for their own dis-
tricts; some have instigated security mess-
ures as well. In St. Paul, magnetic cards are
required to Inter the data processing areas,

have also developed fotms, brochures and
procedures to complyswith the privacy laws in
data collection and reporting. The present
cltTs in use in our district require sophisti-
cated identification procedures before files
may be accessed. Alpongh the temptation to
illegally access files might exist in the eat,-

cational sector, there does not seem to
exist the more compelling'security paranoias
as are pre4alent in the Private sector_, School

districts do need to establish proper security . A
measures and procedures dealing with proper
collection,aintenanvp and release of infor-
dation. But, overlS' elabOrate and exces-
sively costly security procedures probably
are not essential fn the educational domain,
Our problems generally arise more from in-
attention than intent, carelessness-than cal-
culated plotting. In any event, Metro II will
provide for data security within and between
didtricts. It is hoped that, as'an agency of
state g verninent, Metro II will assist in

bring g about more consistent procedures

deali thp 'collecting and reporting of

information. While the proverbial song sheets
do not havt'to be ldentiCal, they should by
similar enough fo provide harmony instead of
cacophonY! Inter-district transfer of stu-
dent records, for.exampl, should be a simple,
consistent procedure to insure the smooth
flow of the.educational,process when a std-,
dent transfers from one school district to
another,

, , .

A related concern it the reporting of in-
foamation to the state. Metro-II has taken an
active rolein cooperation with our State De-
partmentof'Edticatiow to revise and reform, as

much as possible, antiquated,'pre.-compater
reporting systems. For example, presently, all
reports submitted to, the state are labori-
ously hand-transcribed from computer sheets to
state forms. Since those state fot'ms are .

essentially pre-deluvian (many not revised in

SOY
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several decades), much of the data needs to be
massaged before it can be transcribed. Why not
one reel of tape fro- ys to them instead of reads
of paper? Or, if school districts now, finally,
begin to utilize the telecommuoications tech-
nology widely adopted in the private sector a
decade ago, there are even more efficient meth-
ods. Another problem: some years age, state
aids in Minnesota were based on Average Daily
AttendanCe. Now those aids are determined by
Average Daily Membership. Yet, school districts
still are Yequired to complete voluminous ADA.
figures or the animal State -report. We have
estimated that,.in the St. Paul Schools alone,
the collection, maintenance and reporting bf
this data costs nearly $100;000 per year. Assum-
ing that someone, somewhere in a state cubic'e
reviews these esoteric figures accurate to, three, .

decimal places, is it worth the cost? Metro II
is helping to get an answer to this question.

While much work has been accomplished, much

yet remains to be done. Timelines call for
piloting and parallel operations next year, ,con-

version in twoyears. Dollars are needed; support

i ,needed, much hard work/is needed. If these

.e sential components can be maintained, Metro II
become, a functioning, effective computer

s.consortium, We would hope that, in a ayner
gistio senses the combinatiOn of our five school
districts will be whole greater than the sum of
the parts. If so, problems will be solved and
promises will be kept. Good decisions require
good Apformation. Making such decisions is a
promise to ourselves that we must keep. In that

sense, problems are instead, a true challenge

to us all,

Nai
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MANAGING THEJARGEISCALE INTERACTIVE INSTRUCTION NETWORK'

Robert E. Schaulis

Coast Community College District, Costa Mesa. CA 92626

AASTRACT. Issues and alternative approaches to planning and managing large interactive networks in an
instructional environment are addressed. Large scale networks are defined as having more than seventy-
five terminals used by several tho4iand students with several hundred author - instructors from many
ciplines.

Special categories of planning and management issues.addressed include:

1. Hardware. - Issues relating to what kind of and which vendor's computer are appropriate for
instruCtional networks art addressed. 'qiie impact of mini and micro-computers on instructional 'computing
is assessed. Alternative networking techniques are presented. Communications equipment 'including ter-
minals are discussed in light of economic and educational objectives.

2. Software - Altelpative software environments are addressed. Operating systems, teleprocessing
monitors, data base management systems, general computing itinguages.,and author languages are defined
and discussed in an educational perspective.

3., Courseware - Alternative' OrganizationoSa incentive models are.reviewed in light of their
ability to provide instructional materials on the computing network.

,4: Futures - Conjecture about the educational computing network of the future are presented.
Economic and technofbgical fprebasts are reviewed with appropriate deductions and inferences for edu-
cation in the near and intermediate future.

4.
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THE TIES DEIGN:
AN MIS TOOL FOR EDUCATION.

EfiRonald Carruth . Russell E. Weitz

Director of District Services ' Director of Design & Development

MINNESOTA SCHOOL DISTRICTS DATA PROCESSING JOINT BOARD
,1925 W. COUNTY RD. B2, ROSEVILLE, MN.55113

.
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TIES (Total Information for Educational 'Systems) is operated by the Minnesota School Districts Data

Processing Joint Board, a consortium of fifty school districts, serving approximately 300,000 student's

and 50,000 employees. TIES, through an on-line integrated file structure and major application components

serves the management information needs of its member school districts it3 a cost-effective and timely

manner. Jhe appliAtion components serve needs in the major area of; cengus, student accounting,

scheduling, mark reporting, attendance, payroll,yersonnel, finance, instructional management, instruc-

tional timesharing andOresearch. A Generalized Extract System permits the generation of information and

reports that are not part of the standard system,. 'Data elements are updated through Visual Display

Devices and Intelligent Marls/Card Readers located in the ind*iduarwchool.districts.' This places tha

responsibility for the intewity Of the data close to the source. TIES obtains its operating funds

entirely from the per student membership fee which is the same for ell"districts independent of size and

geographic location. This encourages districts to make full use of all the varied services provided to

the fullest extent.

The key to the success 14 TIES has been its recognition that its role is to provide services to

PEOPLE in school districts through the development of the SOFTWARE necessary to meet the needs expressed

by those people and to use whatever HARDWARE is appropriate and cost-effective.

THE PEOPLE SYSTEM

TIES is totally funded and governed by the
Minnebota School Districts Data Processing Joint

Board. The governing board of the organization

is bade up of two representatives from each member
district and meets semi-annually.

,e
The,operational policy group is an eight member
Executive Committee elected from the total Joint

Board. This Committee meets monthly and is
directly responsible for pqlicies that goverA the

day -to -day operation of TIES. The operational

control of TIES is vested in the Ixecutpe Director.

41The Joint Board was formed ia.1967 when'twenty
school digricts undertook the establishment of a

.0 unique educational service called Total Information

for Educational Systems MO), Those twenty dis-
tricts enrolled 112,000 students.' By mid-1976 in

Minnesota TIES is producing administrative, instruc-
tional and research:Service for fifty member
districts with near 300,000.6tudents and 50,000
staff located in over 330 school buildings. Each -

district it responsible for its own intewated data

base. Maintenance of the data base is achieved
utilizing on -line, visual display devices and

intelOsent mark readers. Neither distance from

the central facility nor size of a district is

detrimental to the service obtained. One district

is ',255 miles distant, another only a half mile
from the-TIESbuilding located in Roseville,

Minnesota. The smallest member district has an
enrollment of 800-students; the largest around

I

32,000 students.

The structure of the TIES Central staff,'of some
sixty individuals, has developed, over the years

and now there exists two distinct,but interrelated

groups er divitiont. The District $ervices Divi-
sibn is responsible for the day-to-day provisint
of services'to the member districts., Within this
ditision are the Computer OPeration'e staff, the'

I/O C6ntrol group and the Services. Coordinators
who are responsible for user-manual production,
trouble shooting, in- servi3e trainitfg and'in

general being available to district personnel at

all times. The'Design and Development Division,

composed of application. oriented Systems analysts,
software and hardware specialists; programmers and
researchers ds responsible for new development as
well as the'maintenance and enhancement of already

existing systems. The Design and Development.
Division is advised and supported by committees

composed of users from the school>districts;
teachers, payroll clerks, research and evaluation

specialists, business managers, principals and
assistant superintendents for finance, personnel
officers, pupil services directors, federel pro-

.
grattcoordinators and lc on. -These advisory
groups have the responsibility of bringing their
needs to the TIES management,.helto design the
applicatiOn, monitor the necessary testing$And
provide feedback at each stage.

In addition each member distri employs an

SOb
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ormation Systems Coordinator who is the day-to-
day liaison between the TIES staff and the school
districts. These coordinators are appointed to -

committees and an elected group serve as advisors
. to the Executive Director and Executive Committee

In the area of priority setting. With few
exceptions the recommendations of this group of
member districts personnel are accepted as the
system priorities for theTIES organization each
year.

' THE SOFTWARE SYSTEM

The data base is organized in logical and
functional files. Physically the data within
these files are stored randomly on disc. The

structure is such that it provides great flexi-

bility. .It uses the "master/trailer" concept
and for each master record there may be many

trailers. As new applications are developed to
meet expressed needs and additional data elements
are identified, extension of the data base through
the addition of new trailers allows flexible low-
impact enhancement.

Data _elements which'are of a permanent or semi -.

permanent nature are stored in the "master record".
For example each _student has a "master record" in
which.are stored such data, elements as date of.

birth, schdol attended, current grade level,
credits and honor points earned, priqr attendance

! record, ,The family link is also part of this
record.. This link is the pointer to the family
mastercrecord which contains address, telephone
numbepftind other, pertinent data common to all

members of the same faMily. Thus many students, 4k
,attending different schools within a district,
can be linked to one family 'record and-common data.

eleMents for these students are stared only once.

Data elements subject to, regular or sporadic change
(current classes attended, etc.) are stored in
trailers to theAtUdent master., Free form trailers.
are also available to the stigent master to satisfy

the special individual needs,cif!districti. This

free form trailer concept is particularly valuable
in the research area.

,Similar master/trailer structures are used through-
opt.the TIES integrated data base. In the Personnel/

Payroll System (PPS) current data relatiVe to such
items as voluntary payroll deductions, payroll
distribution codes and current teaching assignments
are stored in trailers to the personnel master. I

the Finance/Budget and Accounting System
major expenditures accounts are stored as,master
records and actual individual expenditures (objects)
against this account are stored 'ap trailers.

I

a nd a tertpdate image of the record is stored on .

magnetic tape. This Atg ing of before and after 4.

image of all updates to he data base proy. S an*
audit trail against hirdwau malfunction and even
protects against disasters of SignifiCant ma ni-

I.tude by providing a means,to recreate and re tore ' *

data files. .

,In addition to FCP TIES has developed anumberof
other techniques, to facilitate the access to the . I .

data bade. Thtse include the links between the' !

i;central processors' and the communica ns,control'

computers (front=enders) and between ese front

''411 aenders and the over 100 terminal devic4b .operated
_.,... . .-

- by membeilist4ata. '4, , .
'

. ,

0 I/
i .

Systems software development at TIES is based.o
...,

the concept that application programs are users cif

the data base. The structure of the File Control
Program is such that access to daeW by application , ,-

programs is'well defined and can be completed with
relative ease. ,Thus new applications requested by
member districts can be 40veloped more readily.

For ease of management the appligtions software .- .

are divided into several functional modules.
".

', . ,
.

Student and Census with responsibility for State
Statistical Reports, Reference Lists; Projections,
Scheduling, Mari, Reporting, Attendance, Trans--;

portation, Class Lists,'SpecialStudiap and
Auxiliary Reports. ,

, .

Financihl Systems with responsibilities for',
Paychecks and Registers, Distribution Reports;
State and Federal-Reports, Fixed Assets, Seniority
Lists, Certification Reports, Leaveltiscs,, Budget '

and'Board Reports, Accounts Fayable,,Cost Accounting
Reports, Revenue and Expenditure Reports.

Computer 'Managed Instruction and CoMPuter Enhaaced
Instruction responsible for all classroom rel&eed
activities; Comprehensive Achievement Vonitoring,
Computer Literacy, Basic, Fortran, Cobol, SimUla-,

tiOns Drill 4 Pracace, Tutorial, Guidance and
,),,cpuncielOg.

o. Research Services included in which are ,

Experimental Design, Survey Design and AnalySis;
Salary Simulations, Program Evaluation, Enrefl-
went Pfojections, Folldw-Up Studies.

4

Al

The pivotal point of the TIES software is, the File
.Control Program (FC1) which permits access to the
data base for Inquiry and/or update from ,both
remote'devices as well as application pcmgrama
producing necessary reports. The Pile Mntrol
'Prograll accefts requests for specific records or ,

parts of records to be retrieved from the data

base. The request is validated by FCP for correct

format and also for legitimacy in terms of data
security (A multi-dimensiopal securityaystem is
.operatinnal.). If an update is involvir, the before

4,

.. SO7

.applicatiOn programs, except for a few in the
mputer Enhanced Instructional Area have been

designed and developed at TIES. Input frdM User

Advisory Committees has provided an inv uable

base foe this4gOort. The end result' the

.partnership of _user and bechnician is a system
which is respbnsive to the educationil.user and
can provide accurate, timely and useful informs-
tfBli in a variety Of formats acceptable to a wide

range of users. .

THE HARDWARE,SYSTEa

2

The hub of the TIES hardware syritem supporting
the data,base is two Burroughs B4700 Systims, each
with internal memory capability of storing SOO

thousand characters of information. These systemi
-are multi7programmable and the memory site is large

J.
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enough to allow fifteen to twenty fire programs

- tb be 'in the "mix" simUltaneously.

The.extensive data baseit TIES is stored on five

t5Hcanketrof head-per-track disk. Each hank'has

the capacity to maintain 100 million characters

of information. 'Supporting this on-line data base

' disk storage system are disk pack-systems capable
of storing additional 500'million characters.
There are eight magnetic tape units capable of
recording data at &rate of 320 thdirs)Jnd characters

' per second at a density of 1600 BP/. These uhits

are used primarily to store information for back-

up and emergency re-creation of the data base.

This multiple sack-up system ensures that in event
nUthe complete loss of the data base, it can be
reconstructed in its entirety within a few houtie

thus providing minimum interruption of
/
services

to member districts.
.

The ntmerous reports (payroll checks 100,000/
month bur example) are produced on three 1100
line'l minute painters. Card input is minimized

at TIES and is accomplished through the use of a

1400 card per mintitereiede.

Td service and Eo rol the over 100 Administrative'

'terminal devices,'t incorporates four .

Burroughs B774 Front End Processors each capable
of handliog'32 half-duplex voice grade telephone

lines..

Support of the over 200 instructional terminals

located in classrooms, learning enters coungel-

or's offices and'elsewhere in school b ildings

is provided by .three Hewlett Packard 00 series

systiems each with 32 ports.

THE FUTURE

Although'TaES has been in 6pgration for over

'*.'°r:'' eight years and much of the day-to-day needs of '

school:districts have been met, t)e Design -and,

Development staff is as large now as it was-during

the initial development effort. As well ael en-
% hsncing,current applications, this group keeps

looting to the future and 1.4 developing applica-

-elons to aid in the total operdtiow of a school.
,,At'least of these is related to an enlarged and

.
much improved interstt4ve einem for the total
management of a.etudent's program in school to
Otovi4e'the teacher and the counselor a tool to

maximize the leiining through a well designed

prograh of activities for 'each and evezy student

,based.oeindividua needs. Toiimprp9e the over-

all planning within adistriet)the Design and
Development applicAtiOn group are poking at

simulations and models to develop 'total n4e-
mEnt InformationZystim that can; used a day-

to-day haeis"Im'a,disprlet:. At cal

place 7dailyi and in keeps ti;IES
lal/el stove:lent i perating so re t

philos o prow diAg the distr

much c roat the pcal.level a si ielis
l'

1

AVIGft g dos are underway to #epetImine the ...

fessih 1 ty 9f proyiding clusters' of mid o-

proce o catralid remote devices it, ch dis-

tricti o allow distributive, decentralized .".

prOce ei

OvArall, the TIES organization will continue to

' direct its resources toward enhanced application

of computer technology is the eghcational spectrum. ..es

,



CAREER CHOICE

THE ALABAMA OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM

David E. Sawyer
.Executive Director

AOIS, Montgomery, Alabama 36104

, t

ABSTRACT: The State of Alabama is currently implementing a computer based occupational informatic system

that holds high promise for "putting it all together" in the matter of career choice. The system uses

Time Share Corporation's Guidance Informatio'n System II aea base to develop a unique program for use by a

variety of educational clients across the state. The system serves as an interpreter betweeg data gather-

ing agencies and-individual users in secondary and postsecondary institutions. The system is operational

with nine inieractive filei accessible by the student in his institution. An optical scanning interface

is under development whereby students not convenient to the Communication network may access the various

files using marked sheets. The system will be.available to 66t of the population within four years.

If you, recognize any of these deficiencies,

then a computerized occupational information
system may be the solution. .f

At your local education agencies suffering

from any the following "lack of" syndromes?

-Lack of occupational data for students to effec-

tively explore careers, make career decisions
and/or plan for realistic career options:

-Lack of local accessing procedures for students
to obtain specifically relevant and accurate
data pertaining to his or her interests and/or

aptitudes:

Lack of- a comprehensive system for efficient
,. utilization of existing labor market and educa-

tional data. collections, analyses: and report-

ing and disseminating practices;

- Lack of appropriate data in the ntsrooms to
enhance career guidance activities and career

exploration instruction;

Lick of pertinent localized occupational data
vocational education program and facility

Atnning;

Lack of sufficient data to pl ce the maximum

number of-terminating stu nts.in productive

unsubsidized employmen
A

Lack of accurate, re iable and locally reli-
Vent data for, design ng classroom and on-the

job training programs meet the needs of

local labor markets; c's

Laok of a ross-indeilng system job

'skills, aptitudes and abilities 40 job

quirementsland trailing prOgramsi

Lack of data to assist in placing students

in traini progra or in jobs equiring

skills te tad to ode Obssessed or fan

which tra ing is veil le.

A

rela ed
re-

A

jthe State of Alabama is currently imple-
menting a computer based occupational informa-
tion system that holds high promise for putting
all of these "lack ofs" together to impact on
the matter of realistic career choice in the edu-

cational environment. The development of this
program is being supported under a grant from
the Employment and Training Administration of
the United States Department of Libor.

The,information system is designed to:

accomplish the following objectives:

1. To help students learn about and under-

..,
stand the range of career opportunities present-
ly available andthat are likely to be available

in the future.

2. TO/help entrants into the labor forte
becoire awae of occupations which they would find
acceptable and personally satisfying.

3. To encourage persons in the process of
Career exploration and decision making to,seek
out Career information on their own.

4. To increase gWarened.dk major sources
Of occupational i:nfOrmation foethe purpose of
Acquiring know edge 9f careers 4d. Preparation
programs. I .1

' Si To pr de upport fb dated programs
including c re red cation, c r and employment

unseling, an Sean r and ed Cationabplan

ing.

S 0)3
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systemm. o rates as a 4parate function'
f State goverpme t responsible''to a Board of

Directors appoin d by the Governor. the State

I'
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Superintendent of Education serves as Chair;nan
of the Alabama Occupational Information System's
Board of Directors.

The Alabama Occupational Information SyStem k

(AOIS) is using TimeShare Corporation's Guidance
Information System II as the base for its
prhgram designed to beused by'a variety of per- '
sons across the State. The primaty strategy is
fpr the occupational-information system to serve
as an inebrpreter between data gatheringkagen-
cies and system users in secondary and post-
secondaiy institutions, Employment Service
Offices, rehabilitation centers and pre-release
centers connected with ourState'prisons.

Current collections of labor market, educa- .

tion, financial aid, and career resource data are
comprehensive and voluminous. Alabama's approach
takes these data and reorients their format to
best serve students who are seeking "facts" rela-
tive to career choice and career planning. Access
is then made available through terminals con-
nected to timR sharing systems.

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

AOIS is operationalwith nine computer files.
Each file, its Capabilities and uses are de-
scribed below:

National Occupational File (TimeShare Corpo-
rario0, The National Occupational rile contains
morethan 1300 primary occupatiosand 3000 re-
lated occupations which exist in the world of
work. A wide range of approaches,to exploring
the occupatiohal information file is av
A direct access or a structured search
may be emAoyed. Specific selectors
,able to enable the student to
estp rapidl and precisely.'
system. output include 1) cha
industries; 2

echnique
e avail-

im t his inter-
ategorles or
teristics about

characteristios bout occupations
within industries; 3) perbonal nteres(vari-
ables.; 4) persona itude va iables; 5) levels
of formal educe n re. ed. 61 special train-
ing requiremens; 7) other preparation require-
ments; 8) area of work within occupations;.
9) employment outlook; 10) descriptive work
activities occupation; 11) working condi-.
tions; 12 physiChl demands; 13) other quali-
ficatio.-, 14) earnings range; and 15) special

pns. The system is organized aroundcbnd
the USOE occupational clusteis. Each occu-
pation is cross referenced to the Don code.
Alabama purchase!; this file from TimeSh
Corporation under an annat.-licanse-agree-
ment: An extfnple of an occupational descrip-
tion follows. The student may also ,reqdest an
itemization of '11 codes relevant to any
occupation.

. I
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rop FURTHER INFOEMTION:
THE ANErcICAN INS ITUTE ' :'F ARCHITECT:

1735 HEW YORK AliE , HH.. OR:.HINGTON.

D.C.J:000t%
:OCIET OF AMERICAN REGISTERED

' ARCHITECTS
1;.00 S. MICHIGAN. CHICAGO. IL. 1.3-45
VETEFAUS ADM/NISTRATION
2 ?5 .:IRLINGTOH PD., APLIhO0d, 11A.

State Occupational Information File. (AOIS).

The State Occupational File follows the same
structure as the National .file but reflects State
and regional data including local occhparionpl
outlook. Occupationeincluded on the State file
are selected from those identified by the Alabama
Department of Indust'rial Relations in its publi-
cation Emplopent by Industry and Occupation.
Preilminary work indicates the inclusibn of over
350 occupations. These occupations reflect all
levels of pieparation and training and represent
over 90% of the employment in Alabama. In'addi-

tion, this file takes into account the needs of
target populations ,such as handicapped students,
prospective trainees, the unemployed, and others.
An example of >S state occupation including an
exerpt of an itemization of relevant codes
follows:" .

STATE OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATIONFEADY

ACCOUNTANT
DOT;., I60.ISS

PELATED OCCpPATIONS:
160s:1a$ DODGET I iCCOUNTAI T
160.1SO.COST ACCOUNTANT
16C1.1'.:1S PRORFiRn ACCOUNTANT
J60:1,38 TIV:13CCOUtirtiT

,)-10D DESCRIPTION am) WORKER REOUIPEMENTS:
/ACCOUNTANTS PREPARE C., ANALYZE
FINANCIAL. REPORTS THRT FURNISH
MANAGEPS I/TH UP-TO-DATE FINANCIAL.
INFORMATI1N TO MAKE IMPORTANT

, a

DECIS ON.
Y

PUBLI-; AlIACEMENT, C, GOVERNMENT
THRE MA. OR ACCOUNIIING FIELDS ARE 1

ACCO NTItG. I

. 1

PURL C ACCOUNTANTS 13RE4NDEPENDENT j
PRACTITIONERS OR EMPLOY .ES OF
WOUNTING FIRMS. MANACEMEITT I

ACCOUNTANTS,' OFTEN CALLED INDUSTRIAL.
OR PRIVATE ACCOUNTANTS; HANDLE THE.

I

4



1

a

3.

FINAMIAL FE6.11..:1:-1.T THEIR FIRMS.
GOvEPNMENT ACCOUNTAUS E:AMIHE THE
RECORDS OF GOvEENNEHT AUDIT
FRIHRTE BUSIMESsES : INDIVIDUALS WHOSE
DEALIPGS,APE SV.:-:JECT 7C1 GOvEPNMEhl '

REGULATIONS. 4

.FEOPLE PLANING w CAECEF IN ACCOUNTFHO
SHOULD.HAvE AN APTITUDE FOP *

MATHEMATICS . HEATWCSS ACCUFACY AL:10
APE NECESSARY. COPLO4EPS SEEK
ARFilCANTS MHO miner rESPOHSILLLITY
C.CIP1 WITH LITTLE sUPEPVISTN.

A

:POP FuRTHER REFERENCE;
ALABAMA ASSOCIATION OF
ACCOUNTANTS
1Ci SOOTH HVLL .TFEET
MONTGOMERY. AL- S610a

1

ACCOUNTANT

SUSIflESS AND OFFICE
RROFESSIOHAL. TECHNICAL, AND
_4rHNAGEETAL OCCUPATIONS
mDNINISTRITTIVE SPECIALI:ATIONS

zoo 'AUNPATION 11EAL-c WITH ,.

1.:-.4.1ECTS

INvOLHES SCIENTIFIC TECHNICAL
ACTIvITIES

INVOLvES HON-SOCIAL ACTIOITIfS'
HBILITi TO PEASOH AND NOE

JOricENEHTS
HDERSTAND AND USE 1:10FDS

LI1-ECTI1Xli .

DO mFITHNET1C QUICK0 AND
.1WCURATELY

?5 ...-x1rLDERSTAND VERBAL :TAULAR
NETTEcIAL

INHOLHES DIRECTION CONTROL, ,>

PLANNING OF AN ACTIVITY
PECUIRES EVALUATION OF
-.INFORMATI-ON -FFM PEELINGS OR

OPIWOHS
Ii OLPES INTERPRETATION OF
FEELINGS/ IDEAS OP FACTS.

.i'50 REQUIRES ATTAINMENT OF
PARTICULAR cpALs AND

, TOLERANCES!
,?61 NOSTLY INSIDE ..

D5-00 HOUR WEEK/ WITH:
0'73 OVERTIME FREQUENT
?SO OvERTIME OFTEN SEASONAL
2S1 . OCCASIONAL TRAVEL
Z..90 DEDENTARY LIFT 10 LPS.,MAX.,

LITTLE WALK/ 0 OR STRING
a97 INVOLVES RERCHi1G HANDL NC

FEEL/NC
a.1)9 IINOWES A IL TY TO SEE CL RLY'
.;p1./eINVOLVES P TH STANDING AND

SITTING I.

320 BACHELOR'S TEPEE REQUIRED OR
PPUERRE

41E.1 maS.TtR'S D.GFCT REQUIRED 0
PREFERRE r

FONT GRAM TE'PROFESSIONAL
DEGREE R DU RED OR PREFE.RED

DE:3 DOCTORAL 1.OR7E REQUIRED 0
FREFERRE*

IV

-C

'.177

J.??

a

ON=THE-J0D-iFAINIHG .

BUSINESS SCHOOL al. LEAST .S. YEAFS
ESSENTIAL ESERIENCE Ii SIMILAP

.ALLJaL,:oc TFAINNIG TINE
i

FCQUIRLD. - X1E: AND .1VER
MO SPECIAL TOOL SEQUIPE1
STATEWIDE PFESENT ENPLOYMENT IS
4000 .:;,999

4

CHPLCH% OUTLOCO .COOTH PCUGH
SALANGE OF SUPPLY Ali'D DEMAND

,TATEWIDE AhNUAL AvG. CIP
OFEAINGS -.00 TO .J9

STATEMILE UDUAL ANNUAL STARTING
SALAPI. IS 6.000

519 :-TATENII.E. OSUAL atimAL NIGHEDT
Si,LhF*1 ID J7..000 J-,D9D

5::.) STArEhIpE.1.1SLIAL STARTING HCtIIPL
HAGC S :..D0 D. .9

STAIENIDE 1.r.1IAL HIGHEST HOURC:*
J t ICE I S S. 00

OTNEF vontiF:criTTpus WHICH NW
liQUIPC:a :CF7IFICATION -...,

5*$ '6ThEL NC:LIP:CATIONS WHICH OW
:i FECLUPCD. E.:AMIHATION 1

0711Er Gr.ALIPTCATIONS WHICH HAY '-
i.E rumml:mursr

*S11. BIRMINGHAN P5ESEN7 ENRLOYWENT IS
j.000 .7.J S-99 0, -

S'pl BdAM:CMPLOY. OUTCOO1 vET'l GOOD..
7.E.NAND GREATEP Th6N DUFF.L4'

S66 'BMW AHNLWA.. AMEPAGE'JOB .

OPENINGS. /SO TO J7-
z.a.? PHAW USUAL ANNUAL STARTIHG

SALARY IS S0000 ,--,.3.??..?

9S6 E/RMIH0HAM USUAL 3tARTING HOURLY
HAGE TS: *-:-60--'-'.-.9. '

9'5 BIRMINGHAM OTHER QUALIFICATIONS;
CERT/FICATION.

97f> BTRMINGWAM OTHER-UpALIPICATIONS;
cidaroViorf .::, _

979 BTRMINGHAO:OTHER QUAL.7F1,71TIONS;
LICENSE'

1010 MOBILE FRSENT EMPLOYMENT IQ.
1

.

10:-e. NOBILE.EMPLOY. OUTLOCCeDOODJ
ROUGH BALANCE OF SURPLY f..

DEMAND . /

4a6 PIOBILE ANNUAL. AVG. JbBIORENINGS
SO TO 7a .I

:tassi morLE.uSUAL AmiuAL STARTIUG
SALARY IS .93060G- Si999 ;

ii.S6 MOBILE UWFt. STARTING HOURLY.
WAGE I.S....00,-..a.:9

1175 MOBILE OTHER QVALIFTCATIONS:
CERTIFICATION

1176 MOBILE OTHER QUALIMATIONS:
MAMINATION

' 1179. MOBILE OTHER QUALIFICATIONS.
LICENSE

-1 .06 MONTGOMERY PRESENT EMPLOYMENT I.
600-- 699

.1.61 MOMTTERY ANNUAL AVG. JOB t:
.OPE !HOS 2.7. TO a9

I
i .S7 HONIG USUAL ANNUAL STARTI/

SALWAY IS 6,000 6/1-994
i 19 MONT( MERY USUAL ANNUAL HI HEST i

4SA RY IS 15/000 - 1t09 '

fiSa monfi:, NERY USUAL STARTING 1URLY
NAGE IS :400 - 7449

Ja62, MONTO0hERY USUAL HIGHEST H URLY
WAGE IS S.0040.49, -

a;
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State Occupational Training File (AOIS).
The State Occupational.Training File contains
information on public, private and 'proprietary
vocational and trade schools including area
vocational centers and State technical colleges.
In addi ion the file maintains information on

gprograms (new industry training, appren-
hiceship or other trade association or labor
,organiNtion programs, adult vocational educa-
tion programs, etc.) that are scheduled for 4 ,

weeks duration or longer and have been submitted
to our information developers no less than thir-
ty days prior to start-up.' This file includes
entrance qualifications; physical qualifications:,
tuition and fees, if any;, length of course pro-
jected emplo nt,Opportunities upon completionA
average $alar expectation upon completion, etc.

Two-Year College Information File (TimeShare
Corporation). The Two -Year College Information
File is designed to help explore opportunities
available at the community. and 'junior college

level. The file includes an extensive_list of
objective characteristics relative to selecting
an institution with a two-year curriculum. In-

formation consisting of over 400 characteristics
on over 1000 two-year degree granting colleges
is available. T1 file is national in scope and
can be delimited using various serettors includ-
ing by sire. Categories for student input in-
elude 1) onv rational academic programs of study;.

2) technolog 1 curriculums; 3) location; and
institu 1 characteristics-including ad-

miss ormation, costs, competitiveness; etc.,

Four -Year College Information File (Time

' Share Corporation). The Four-Year College In-

fdrmation File is designed_to help explore
opportunities and provide the student with quick
and convenient access to comprehensive and up-to-
date information on the-nation's 1600 four-yeag
colleges and universitiedr. Over 600 character-
istics can be used to select an institution.
Input variables include 1) conventional academic
programs of-study; 2) location; and 3) institu-
'tional:C5aracteristics including tests, acctedi-
tation information, campus life incormatiom, .

athletic ograms etc:
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Scholarshi. and-Financial Aid File
oration ._The Scholarship.ad,d
Fi e issenereliz detailing
pissibilities from

r

ources such as

vernment,'foundati 8, business,

cue associations and abor organika-
NAs religions and atilable
hare's file reprek Js otter $750

ties.
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State Scholarship and Financial Aid File
(AOIS). The State Scholarship and Financial Aid
File is similary structured to the national file

. except that it exhibits local potential includ-
ing these unique to fnstitutions in the State
and those offered by private agencies and State
and local associations and organizations.

Career Education Resource File (AOIS).1 The
Career Edocation Resource File is designed for
use by teachers who dedire to incorporate occu-
pational information into their respective
instructional programs. Information found with-
in this file'also provides guidance personnel,
administrators, and career counselors with
resource information related to specific problems
or community projects. A loan library is main-
tained by the State containing nearly 5000 items
including books, films, filmstrips, monographs,
and multimedia kits. The materials in the Career
Resource File are annotated and are made avail-

.
able on a two-week basis to system users. An
example of an item on this file follows:

HATIOIRL APRFEHTICEHIP TPAINING
'-,TANDAPDS FOP CARPENTPY 1G-AT-D--4

5,12

ALFTHOF:

US DEPT OF LABOR, MANPOMEP
ADNINHJFATION
NATIONAL JOINT CARFENTPY
APPRENTICESHIP TFAINING COONITTEc

P.ESOURCE DESCFJPTION:, 41

THIS DS-PAGE BOOL17gT, PEvISED IN C-475'
CONTAINS THE LATEST TECHNIC:1.1ES
7T1iNDAPDFICIF MORI THAT ObVER .M5TC
PEOUIPEMENn FOR EFFECTIVE ,

APPRENTICESHIP I1 THE rrElp or
CARPENTRY. IT OFFERED AS A GUIDE .TO
LOCAL OFGANI2ATIONS OF CONTRACTOPS
JOUPNEYMEN IN E:JAAISHING LOCAL .

7:1STEMS OF APPRENTICESHIP RAP FOP
IMPROVING EISTING SYSTEMS.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE
CONTACT: .

APPRENTICESHIP C, TRAINING DEPT
UNIT'EP BPOTHERHOOD W CARPENTERS ,
JO/NERS OF itERCA

10I CONSTITUTION AVENUE. N. II.
,44A.SINDICTOr1y D.C.; a000i

'

kAri:0_ fp,fRENTJCESHIP C. TRAINING

-Oh,TRUCTION
1,1;41 ...3,,LiCTURAL,WORK OCCUPATIONS
J66 CONSTPUCTION iGARPENTRY,

MASONRY, ROOFING/ ETC)
20a HIGH SC OOL (GRADES JO-Ip
2015' ''ADULT

3tS DOOKLE
.a,0' ADIS
ZOO 0-1E6, TA T& TRAIMIUG.FJLE
800 .CHECKHE OCCUPATLONAL FILES
.;00 CHECKITHE FINANCIAL P:ID FILE

_



Employment Service Job Bank Summary File
(AOIS). This file is designed to key system
users with skills to currently listed job
openings by local ES offices. Accessing this
file by either local office identifier or the
Six digit D.O.T. code for'a given occupation
provides the user with information on the
average number of vacancies based on the pre-
ceding week in any requested geographic
area. "Placement assistance and referral, service"

is provided:by the local ES office, as referenced
n the file.

SELECT/ON STRATEGIES

AOIS includes procedures to allow students
to retrieve infdrmation-based on. their individual

interests, skills and/or aptitudes through on line
selectors. Specifidklly the following selectors
are provided for eacb file:

'The National Occupational File:
A. USOE'occupational 'cluster (15 selectory)

8. Occupational Characteristic (9 selectors)

C. Persodal interest Characteristics,(10
selectors)

D. Level of formal. education (14 selectors)

E. Special training (15 selectord)
F. Training other than formal education (9

selectors)

G. Personal aptitude Characteristics (10
selectors) .

A\t\o

The State'Occupational,File:
A. USOE occupational cluster (15 selectors)
B. Occupational characteristic 49 selectors)

'C. Personal interest Characteristics (10

selectors).
D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

(
Level of formal idu/cation (14 selectors)
Special training (15 selectors)

Training other than formal education (9
selectors)

State geographic area(3 seledtors)
Personal aptitude characteristics (10
selectors)
Handicapping condition (14 selectors) .

"We- State Occupational Training File:
A. USOE vocational program code (415

% sel

B. Ins intim type (5 selectors)
C. Geographic area (8 selectors)
D. Institution/Agency (II of selectors

varies. '

4V.

Two-Year College File:
A. Major (23 selectors)
B. Technological and occupational curricu-

la (80 selectors)

C. Location (64 selectors)
Siz
Enr
Co
Co

Re

of city or town (5 selectors)
llment (5 selectors)
Ucation Characteristici (5 selectors)
ol (2 selectors)

'ion
affiliation (5 selectors)

sion infbrmation (13 selectors)
1 tuition and fees fir in-district,t

f-district, or out-of-state stu-

(12 selectors)
1 tuition, fees and room board for
strict, out-of district or out-of!,

I.

51.3

state students (12 selectors)
L. Financial,aid (13 selectors)

M. Type of institution (8 iselectors)Nesti

N. Regional accreditation (3 selecto
.

0. Special programs and services (8 select-
ors)

P. Calendar plan (5 selectors)
Q. Campus life (18 selectors) .

R. Academic characteristics Of the student
body (22 selectors)

S. Faculty characteristics (2 selectors) y,
T. Athletic programs available (30 select-',

ors)

U. Campus activities {12 selectors) .\
V. Major (23-selectors)
W. Technological and occupational curricula

(80 selectors) .

X. Admission Information (13 selectors)
Y. Academic ChariEteristics of Vle student

'0 body (22 selectors)

Four-Year College File:
A. Major (330 selectors)
B. Location (64 selectors)

Size of city or town (5 selectors)

"'D. Total enrollment (5, selectors)
E. Coeducation characteristics' (5 select-

.

F. Graduate student enrollment (2 select-
ors).

G. Control (t selectors)

H. Religious affiliation (5 selectors)
i. Tests required prior to admission (5

selectors)

J. Time of admission (6 selectors)

K. Personalland geographic factors of ad-,

a-mission (3 selectors)
I.:* Admission decisions policy (2 selectors)
R. Institutidn admidsions competitiveness

(6selectors) ""
.1R. Application deadline (5 selectors)
O. Annual tuition and fees (10^ selectors)

P. Annual.tuition, fees and robin and board

(12 selectors)

Q. .Pininaial aid (9 selectors)
R. Student financial aid.award descriptions

(4.selectors) '

S: Type of institution (9 selectors)
T. Regional accreditation (3 selectors)
U. specisl.pro4rams available (12'selectors)
y. Calendar plan.(6 selectors)
W. ROTC available (4 selectors)
Xe Campus life variable:8118 electors)

Y. Academic Characteristics of undergradu-

.

ro

4.)-4r

/tuts (20 selectors)

Z.- Athletic programs, available (3.1 select-
.

ors)
.

AA. Faculty characteristics (2 selectors)
A8. Campus activities (12 selectors)
AC. Courses in emerging fields of interest

(7 selectors),

The National Scholarship_and Financial Aid
File:

A. Religious affiliatiOn (12 silectors)
B.

Decent:
Racial or ethnic (15 Select-

or')

, C.

D.

E.

organizations -(19 selectors)

Career plans (49 selectors)
COoNeative.work-studyiprog am (33
saloctors)' 111111



F. Parents'associations (10 selectors)
G. Parents' unions (16 selectors)
H. Parents' present employment (13 select-

ors)

I. Parents' past military service (6
selectors)

J. 'Parents' current status (26 selectors)
K. Miscellaneous work experience (16 select-

.
ors)

L. Contests, competitions, and examinations
(32 selectors)

M. Miscellaneous work experience (16 select-
ors)

The State Scholarship ancLFinancial Aid File:
A. Religious affiliatlea(12 selectors)
S. Descent: Racial or ethnic (15 selectors)
C. Student organizations (19 selectors)
D. Career-plans (49 selectors) .

E. Cooperative work-study program (33
selectors) 1

F. Parents' associations (10 selectors)
G. Parents' unions (16 selectors)
fii. Parents' present employment (13 select-

ors)

I. Parents' past military service (6 select-
ors)

J. Parents' current status (26 selectors)
K. Miscellaneous work4experience (16 select-

ors)

L. Contests, competitions; and examinations
(32 selectors)

M. "Institution (varies)

The Career Education Resource. File:
A. Area of interest (15 selectors)

B. Occupation (96 sel tors)

'C. Caresi guidance (6 se rs)

D. Oracle level (6 selectors)

E. Media (8 selectors)
F. Location and cost (3 selectors)

The Employment Service Job Bank
File:
A. , Six-digit D.O.T. (varies)
B. Geographicilly (26 offices)

INFORMATION DELAVERY

Information delivery is Iiih terminal phy-
sically located in the user agency facility; be
it a dChool, an.ES office, a prisoner pre-
'release center or a rehabilitation center. The
delivery is accomplished using a series of mini-
computers each capable of providing service to
mulFtiple.simultaneous users via timesharing.
Such a procedure allows for immediacy of in-
formation retrieval and an opportunity for

/I

interaCtion with the available files. Unlimit-
ed-ca ict.tipe is afforded each user age cy at

SUErtify

a nom' 1 cast.

terminal is tude t operabl

quire no siecialtr ining or typing
User eve manuals ailab ethat p
proper orientation for to their fi
ence a the terming lbelprintout
the computer belong to the student
referetwe or for die ssion

parent*

Am optical scanning

-r07,
s.

the
xperi-

dedby
uttikr

with counsel rs 4,51

interface is be ng de-
.

f

3"

S14

veloped whereby agencies not convenien to the

communication network may access the v ious
files by using a marked sheet. Such a procedure
cancels( the immediacy of retrieval an inter-
active benefits but will allow for ;n rmation
dissemination to the rural and more re to areas
of the State.

Putting it all together in the mat r of
Career Choice? Alabama, via computers
education, is making a concerted effort at
accomplishing this goal.

*am
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WISCONSIN'S COMPUTER BASED CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM

Dr. Roger H. Lambert Associate Director

Center for Studies in Vocational and TechnicalEducation

University of Wisconsin-Madison

and

Director, Wisconsin Occupational friformation System (

_ ABSTRACT....

L

The Center for Studies in Vocational and Technical Education, University of Wisconsin-Madison, has been

chosen bywthe U.S. Department of Labor National Occupational Information Service to implement an occupa
tional information systen in Wisconsin under a grant to the Wisconsin Manpower Services Council. *The grant

Was one of an initial eight for state-wide occupational information system development. Lys expected to

,, continue over a period of four years with the amountpf federal aid decreasing after the second year until

V 4." agencies and users bear the total cost of the system. The Wisconsin Occupational Information System (WOIS)

combines computerized and manual informatiOn files, audio-visuals, and printed materials relating.to

national and state occupations, training institutions and institutions of higher educiiion, financial aids,

human resources and careers in the military. The central staff of WOIS collects information from such

"providers" as the Job Service, Department of Labor, and educational agencies and organizes it for easy
indkvidual access by such "users" as high school students, the unemployed,' and other job seekers.

ot-ir

WISCONSIN'S COMPUTER BASED CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM

The Wisconsin Occupational Information System
(WOIS) is a computer based program'to provide -quick,
accurate and up-to-date occupational information
for career decision making to a variety of publics.

Student en rants into the labor force, the unem-
ployed, dnority groups, educational) and manpower
planners', inmates of correctional institutions and
clients of vocational rehabilitation tacilities

are all potential users. The goals of the pro-

gram -are:
.

1.- To help persons learn about and undUr-
stand the range of careers nog avails-
ble and likely to be available in.the

future.

2. To help labor force entrants become
aware of occupations which are accept-

. able and personally satisfying.

3. To encourage persons'in the process

of making career decisions tn,psplore
vocational possibilities oriAteir .own._

c,

4. To increase awareness of major sou es

of occupational information.

5. To provide support for related pro rams-
including career education, career and
employmerit counseling and manpower and

educational training.

System Componenys

WOIS contains four major components foi delivery

of information to users. The heart of the system
consists of separate computerized files for'.

1) national occupations 2) state occupations'
3),4 year colleges nationwide '4) education and
training of less than a baccalaureate degree

financial aids 6) human resource's and 7) an

index to military jobs.

Access to the information files may be direct
or structured andas accomplished via, a computer
terminal located at the school or other user site.
Structured acceas,enables.individualste insert

'-self descriptiOns'which are then used by the
computer to silect occuPationt or other informa-
tion depending upon the type f file. Direct

access enables the individual to identify immedi-:
ately-specific information about jobs, colleges
or ether items from any file by directly insert-
ing a code number Which corresponds to the
particular occupation, college, financial aid, or

training program.

The second major component is the ual-

deliverrpro ram, which utilizes the
.

Wi consin I ormatiONfOr Students and ounselors

(W(CSC) Deck called the VIEW.deck in y states.,

t 'provide nformation on microfiChe. TheWiSC
k and th computerized' files are cr ss-refer-

ced, aaLt e'W/SC deck contains explin ed infor-
tiori on t e various occupations and, raining

p ograms. eprimary difference betw en the

't c lulterize files and the WISC deck ate 1) the

WFSC deck.opes longer descriptions of the oEdupa-
-dons and training programs, 2) it is updated
every two years, Whereas the COMputer gii is

dated every six months, anSI 3) it does of have

structured access progrbm, °Illy direct acceap.

S's
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The third major delivery component is printed

. material. This material, primarily in the form of
career briefs, is available as general background
on various occupations by industrial clusters, is
updated approximately every four to five years,
and contains approximately ten to forty oFcupa-

tions per brief.

The fourth L,oulpoladt-of-the Wlsjonsin Occupa-

tionaL Information Systet consists of various
types of audio-visual materials sudh as the
Employability Skills. Program and other career edu-
cation filmstrips, films, and audio tapes. These

Materials supplement the information in thee auto-

mated, microfiche and printed material files. A

Graphic Display of the componentsof-WOIS-foLlows.-

Involvement of Students, Parents and Professionals

The major components of WOIS 'are design

be usable by the student. The computerized files,

the WISC Deck, the Occupational Briefs, the
Employability Skills materials and other augo-
visual or printed materials are all easily manip-
ulatel-with relatively little instruction needed,

prior to operation. The students are provided
with instructional guide, worksheets and computer
command displays developed by self-instruction.

'

When.the student types in the appropriate
*command, this signals the computer to respond on

the basis of instruction. If the student is just .

starting the system, the computer will ask him/her

, to identify the program or file. The student then

types in a code, such as OCCU for occupational
information AtIthe national level, or-SOCCU-for-
ibformatipiLat_the_state level. He/she may also

choose aoy of the other files in the system;-steps
for accessing the files are contained in the user

gdide. Disposable worksheets are provided so that

the student guide mag.be reused many times% Five

basic Commands are used to interact-with-file -

4information. , The "A" command means add, "S" means
Subtract, "Er' Meansfeither/or, "D" means delete

and "P" means print. In addition to the specific

letter command the student inserts the numeric

4

number of characteristics to be included in the

search strategy. _

Each file operates in the same manner. The
student selects from desciiptOr groups, adds,
subtracts or deletes items as he progresses
through theexploration of the file contiht. At
various points.he/she,may ask the computer to print

rtain kin o information uch as el,list of '

8, o Lion ,:humah reso ces or financial

He/ e y so ask the C puter.to print(

fit i fo ti on any one r.several of the

s pre iously- isted. For e ampler the, search'

eve b en nary d to three petific occupi-

. Fi4egt thetitles of tb$ ccupations can be

ed and then e co4Plete 4 cript4ols of one

or I three. T prp,touts Pt idernerpenenfe
reco d for the s ent and may. used ;for discus
aons yith couns liors, peers pr panics. When

sufflicient info tion has been secAA, an app;pr
pridte command smnteredyhitch signssoet thefile
and readies the system.lor seilethop of anotaer

about whether the necessary information was

provided. Foe example, if satisfactory information
is secured, the computer responds with the not

step in career planning. This may be a visit to

a counselor or consideration of another resource
such as Employability Skills or other printed

materials. If the student does not secure the

information, the computer will respond with
directions to re-enter the 'system or obtain
additional information from other resources such

as the WISC Deck or printed information. The

specific directions will' depend on,the student's

assessment of the interactions with the system.

The WOIS instructor guide details the file
information and the-strategies used in accessing

'the-computerized files. The interrelationships

of the computerized 'filer, thelmanual WISC Deck,
the Occupational Briefs and the andio=visdn1
materials are also explained. Thetinstructor,

guide provides information an access,to or
'utilization of the file which is not included

.in the student use guide.

A -guide-lbt.parents is also included. This

xplains the system, kinds of information,
d.the process used to obtain the information.

I also includes suggestions on how parents might

di uss this informationwiththeir thild', an
ek01 ation'of the computer printout, and a

listi of other information which may be

avail le to the sttprres..., _

g /I-
File ntents

- The Occupational informationfiles are the
mbi0 significant part of the system. Detailed

dasCriptlahsof over 400 occupations at the state
level end:over 1,30 oCcupationS at the national

level are included. The WOIS staff are working'.

cleimly with the Bureau of Research and .

Statistics; Department,of Industry, Labor and
Human Relations, the Jolt,. Service offices -

-throughout_the,state, and other information-
sources to supply icutate information. Each

occupation is assigned a 6 digit code number from
the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. This
serves asa,source for exploring other occupations
with related work characteristics. Each-

occupation is,cross referenced to the other files,

.to th WISC Deck; to educational/raquirementp and
', to, military occupations. / e e

eThe puipeseof each jobds defined and
explain d in tlerms.: specific duties and tasks.

1

,The.wor ing conditi ns-or work envitonmintare also
detaile . InfOrmat on is Ana ded on 'here the

work is.done, i.e. aside, odt ide, a sembly line

or omal office.' 'irk hours, mitat ons,

tedpei tire and cl e coedit ns, t e degree of .,

physlk involve:no (intludin any a ecial or

dexter ty prob);eas the aMount.ff pe sonal contact

with o ers. -d e TOnmental ;noble are

incotp rated. tion on'earnings, toFluding''

houtly.ra es, g, average iind maxiMum

salaries appea tote deacription. Pay Prd:

visio ring efits, vacation'and other

econo consiaera ions' including costs to eh

out c

scho
aids.

.9rpec

itl

file or thee exit program. isN 046 worke or union. pherehigs, tools, unifOrms..

equipmpnt atecalno found in this material.

The exiting strategy questions the stud0 e is a complete descriptfOn of job. upply and

Fr
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with employment forecasts on state and regional
'bases.

Each job descripelon has a formal career
ladder and explains promotional opportunities and
pre -entry requirements including training levels
and locations. Jobs with similar wqrk traits are
referenced, as are several source of additional
occupational information within WOIS. Military
occupations are cross indeZed to enable the user
to relate civilian job titles to those used in the
military. References direct the user to the
military occupations soutte books for further
information.

The education and training files contain
information on four year colleges nationwide and
more than one hundred Wisconsin institutions which
provide less5chana.baccatilearate degree. The

Wisconsin fitekNill cover all of the public voca-
tional technical schools, the two year University
centers, proprietary schools, aqd others. Infor-

.% matiod on programs of study, fees, tuition, size,
location, extra curricular activities and many
other points of information are covered.

, The financial aids fife contains information
on Federal, state and local student financial aids
and scholarships. It describes the type of aid,
the eligibility reqUirements, the amount, the
numbpr awarded, the application procedures, dead-
line dates, sources of further information and

other pertinent' details.

~The' human resource file is designedto provide
.the user with names and.adiresses of individuals,
agencies and organizations which may be contacted
for further information concerning occupations,
careers, career planning or other student needs.

The Software for Delivery System

The-oftware for the delivery of the comput-
'erized information is the duiaince Information
System (GIS), a product of Time Share Corporation
and the Houghton-Mifflin Company. The present
Guidance Informhtion System evolved-from concepts
and experiences resulting from a project sponsored
by the D. S. Ofgice of Education at Harvard
University, This project, the Information System
for Vocational Decisions, was a three'year effort
initiated in June, 1966 by br. ?avid V.-Tiedaman,
Professor of'Education atHarvard.

The Guidance Information System makes it '

popsftlor students to explore large data file
stored in a computer. and to examine the ways 1.1144

which their personal criteria for selecting bou4
cations, education and the other information
affect? the range of opportunities availablp to

them. When'theltudent sends instructions to th
computer, he/she receiveslan immediate response
which allows him/her to cOmpare the results of '

choices and decisions with the resblts of other
choices. 4

The unique aspect of. the Guidance Information

System is that it,allows for direct interaction
with the information. The individual may ch' ge
instructions at any point, thereby taking re ponsi-
bility for decision-making. The intention i not

/
op

3)7

t

to provide matching or placement servnes, but to
close the communications gap between the facts apd
those who needito use those facts for effective

career choices.

The design of the software system is such that
each file is entered individually. This

istic has both advantages and disadvantages. Th

disadvantage is that a student must select one file

to work with at a time and therefore cannot secure
information from another without changing files.
the advantages of this type of system include:
1) core requirements are small,'making it inexpen-
sive to run and 2) the addition of files to the
system, such as a human resource file and financial
aids file or others, does not Overload a small
computer.'

Hardware for the Delivery System

Hardware used in the delivery of the WOIS
includes computers, telephones, computer terminals,
microfiche readers and/or reader/printers, film- '

stripstslide and movie viewers and cassette play-

ers. Several types of computers are currently
being used,,including the Hewlett Packard 2000 and
3000 series, the UNIVAC 1-110 and the DEC PDP 11/45.
In,the near future it is expected that the program
will run MP IBM and. Burroughs equipment as well as
models ofAprev4esly named systems.

Teletypes connecting the,computer system vary

in costand'destgn.. The.ropst common are basic

teletyp; units AtOblo of printincun characters
per sdhcald, although other units capable of up

to 30 characters per second are also used. The

slower units usemechancial printing capability
while the faster ones generally have thermal
printing features. Cathode-ray tube (CRT) termi,
nals with thermal printers are also possible. The

,printing capacity is necessary to provide usels
"i with a'permanent record of the information request-

' ed. The terminals are connected to the computer
by either dIdicated-telePhone Hiles or dial: access
systems. The dial access vilizes a regular
telephone with an acoustic coupler at the terminal,
When the telephone receiver is placed on the
acoustic coupler, it connects with the computer.
The didicated line is h direCt connection from the
terminal to thb computer and is_generally the most
economical. Microfiche readers and ottler.audi-
visual tools ,found in most audi -vpual departments

,

are also used with the program.

,

jWOIS User Costa
o

%
The cbst of,Providing1WOIS to the user is be-

tWeen three and four thousand dollars peg y(ar,
Ter terminal rockion. This Cost includes'the
computer time, terminals, lime chargea, in-service
training, the WISC deck, the student user guided,
instructional manuals, an the student Worksheets.

Additional Cost on a cite; ime basis May bp incurred

to acquire sudio.lisuals'and of r rinted

materials. The cost to an indi id 1 school

depends on three things: 1) terminal

rented or purchased 2) the di tan e and type of
communication line to the comp ter source and

3) the number of,students ha% fig cress to the

individual terminal. gvery at eat has been made
to keep the cost to a minimum.' sidering the

1
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quantity of information, its comprehensive and

current nature, the cost for full time use of WOIS
is surprisingly low. Approximately .1,200 students

can be accomodated by one terminal during an
academic school year. In many schools, the cost
of the hafdware and communications can be spread
over additional uses, such as computer assisted
instruction and administrative systems available

. at, the distributiqpcenters.

Organization of WOIS

The Wisconsin Occupational Information System
is governed 1;ia Board of Directors which is a
policy making consortium representing secondary
and higher education, manpower and social service
agencies, management, labor and other interested
groups. The Board constitutes a Special Task
Force of the Wisconsin Manpower Council and is

. authorized to receive and expend Federal monies.

It meets on a bimonthly basie and is actively
involved in the develgpment and implementation

of the program.

A central staff takes responsibility for over-
all system development and updates occupational
informatiOnlor the delivery centers. It collects

information from "providers" such as the Job
Service,'Department of Labor, eddeational
agencies, state planning-agencies and business
and industry and organizes it so that "users"
will have easy and consistent access to it

through various mediums of delivery. 'These

mediums include among others, written materials, .

audio- visuals, computer terminals, and microfiche.

Statewide delivery of WOIS is organized
through regional distribution centers, existing

or planned facilities capable of delivering
computer assisted instruction to local high
schools, colleges and other agencies. Regional

delivery oskes use of existink computer center
and terminal configurations, minimizes tele-
communications costs and allows the system

to run on different types of hardware. A

central computing facility will provide
regional centers:with an updated tape twice
each year.

Development of WOIS

'Currently in its first year of operation, the
program is a result of a grant from 'the U.S.
Department of Labor/National Occupational Informal
tional Service.- "Seveli additional states from an

initial 45 applicants were also funded. The

Center for Studies in Vocational and TecOacal
Education; University of Wisconsin-Madison, was
chosen to implement the program with the

Wisconsin Manpower Services Council acting
as the state agency responsible for receipt of
fundi. .The grant is expected to continue
over a period of four years with the amount of
federal aid decreasing after the second year,

U til the tdta
t e-agencies a

Ioperational cost is bore by
users inVolved. `7-.'-Ninvolvedd.

search of jobs or job training. Nonof these
programs were o£ sufficient scope to be classed as

a statewide comprehensive occupationpl information

system. The necessary stimulus forthe statewide

network was the,WOIS grant program.

SITEREX

The Wisconsin Occupational Information System
provides young persons and adults in Wisconsin

with a unique and comprehensive source of informa-
tion for career palnning and decision Taking.
Using the automation of computers coordinated with
manual information files, the system relieves the
professional staff of the time Onsumidg chores of
gathering, filing and relocating information for

student or client use.

Major components of the automated system
include* information at the local, state and

national level pertaining to occupations,
vocational training, four year colleges, military

jobs, financial aids'and human resdurces for
personalized job information.

The involvement of numerous state agencies in
a,consortium effort to provide this comprehensive
systa of career information and related guidance
materials enables local schools, colleges, techni
cal institutes, job service offices, vocational
rehabilitation officei and othersto utilize the
system benefit; at a fracti6n of the cost of
individual development and maintenance.

1 The need f x a statewide Occupational idfor
ii nation system in Wisconsin was made clear when

several agent es within the state made indepen-
dent attempts.to provide information to 'those in

$
$

I
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GIS II: AN INNOVATIVE'APPR0iCH TO THE' DISSEMINATION
OF ,

CAREER GUIDANCE INFORMATION

Linda 1....Kobylarz
Education Consultant

Time Share Corporation
!.

ABSTRACT:- The concept of "Career Education" has been nationally advocated es a means to
more fully meet the needs of students facing both the choices and demands prepented by a
rapidly changing technological world. To Facilitate effective student decision -ma ing,
the original Guidance Information System (a computer-based data retrieval system h using
Information on occupations, colleges, and financial aid),has been further developed to
equip students with instantaneous cross-referencing capability to access additional in-
formation on careers from a ,variety of multi-media sources, as well as from local data
sources. GIS II can be easily. infused into. existing Career Guidance programs and can
serve as the hub of an action oriented Career Resource Center. GIS II is equally useful
to college and adult populations Peeking career guidance information.

During the/past few deJdes, our na- Much of the responsibility for pro-
tion has been faced with extensive sacio- viding Career Education related informer
logical, psychological, and economic changes. 'Aion falls within the realm of school
Concurrent.witfi thepe changes has beeh a tre- guidance personnel. Throughout the coun-
mendous increase in the number of options a- try ,there are many attempts underway to

implement new approaches to career gui-
dance., That these new approaches are
sorely needed has been highlighted by a
recent study (Prediger,et kl, 19730.9)
af.the career development needs of high.
school students. The students, chosen
from a nation-wide sample, indicated

- .

that help with making career plans was
their most important area of need, This
was in sharp contrast to the amount of
help in career planning students said
they recievedfrom their counselors.
he students in the Prediger study alsb
videnced an alarming lack erknowledge
bout the world of work per se (Predi-
er, et al, 1973, pp.29-33).

The inportance of information to the
c reer decision-making process is often
ci ed in the relevant liturature. In his
we 1 known work on career development
th ory, Donald Super notes that informa-
ti concerning occupations is a vital
ele ent of the crystallization and ape
cif cation stages of vocational develop -.,
men (0aipow, 1968, p.124). In the "Con-

- cep ual Framework of Occupational Choice"
des ibed by Blau, et al (Bailey and
Stad , 1973) occupational infokmation is
char cterized as one of the immediate
term nants.of occupational choice. Hop-
pock sums the role of occupational in---
formatign thii way* Nit)...aftects
occupational choice by helping us to dis-
cover the occupations that may e t our-
needs and by helping us to anti' ate

vailable to individuals. To help young peo-
ple meet bhe challenges these and oth2r fac-
tors pose, educators are faced with thetask
of improving existing programs and deVe14-
ing new ones that are designed to betters
equip youth with the wide array of skills
necessary to realize their fullest poten-
tial.

BACKGROUND

The concept of Career Education has
been nationally advocated as a means to
more adequately prepar young people to
cope with both.the demands and choicbs
befaire them.' In the broadestSense,
Career Educatiop is k developmental pro-

, cess through which an individual can be
helpedto gein,knewledge of himselV and,
the world of work and to learn the 'skills
needed for effective planning malpl active
participatioe,in-the greater soctety.
Three of the key components of mast Ca-
reer Education programs focus onto;, in-

creasing a person's self -awareness ,, in-
creasing his/her understanding of fe-
styles and career roles, and increa
ing hisLheF skill level in decieion-
making %Id planning.. Basle to leach of
these elements is the availability of
wound information. Whether 'the 'infor-
mation is about an individual's inter-
eats and abilities or about the potent .
tial job market for lawyers in 1985.
it must be readily accessible, accu-
rate, and upto-daze.

/
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how well satisfied we may hopd.to be
in-onenecupation as compared with an-
otherZ (Hoppbck, 1967, p.112)

AN INNOVATIVE APPROACH

-Recognizing the critical need to
prbvide career information to'studerits,
.forward looking guidance departments are
'reassessing not only the quantity and
quality of the'information' now available .
td theirstudents; but also, the manner
in which the information is presented.
The utility of traditional methods of ea-
reer'information dissemination are being
questioned and new technique.; of accom-
plishing the Objective are belng sought.
The Guidance Information System I1 (GIS .

II) draws upon the latest technological"
innovations to help counselors deal with
the problem of providing a career infor- .
mation delivery system that is current, '

accurate, and easily accessible. -GIS ,II
is a vomputer-eased system which pro-
vides instantaneous remote access to occu-
pational, college, and scholarship data
whichis regularly up-dated and checked
for accuracy.

GIS II traces its'roots taa pro- .

ject conducted at Harvard University un- r

der the dire6tion of Dr. David V. Tiede
mann.. GIS II is the result of'a five
year developMental process of modifies- f
tio*, improvetents, and expansion's car -
riedout) by Time Share Corporation in
cooperation with.HoughtOn Mifflin Com-

, bany. This well-proven and highly shd-
cessful system is now utilized in more than
1000 high schools, colleges, and .careeC-
centers through out the countrk:'

The actual operation of IS II, from
' the user's point of view, is reallyquite
simple. A student or counselor "comMu-
nicates"with the computer storing GIS II
information through d'terminal located in
,h1s/her own school. The user types sim-
ple instructions. through the terminal,
which allow him/her to interact in a re-'.
ther unique way with information on over

,-1200 occupatkons and more -than 25001,001-
leges. Individuals workihg with GIS II
use the.Student.Guide, whibh details" .

many characteristics about occupatibns
or colleges, to select those items they A

might want to include in their search. ,r
For instance, in the Occupational File,
jobs/art grouped by both the 5,clusters
identified by the U.S. Office:6f Educa-
tion and the DOT Worker, Trait methods. 4
Individuals can also chobse froth char-
acteristiqd of occupations such asap-
titudes and interests mually related
O a particular JO, and education or
training required The Student Guide
also provides a way for users to get

,additional.informaii n from the coM-
'plater on salary rang s, employmentout-
look,physical demands, tc. for'each

so
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occupation in the file. The Student
Gtride is structured so that it provides:
initia,. broad organization to a eollegt
or oedhpation searchrwhile at the same
time allowing for great flexibility with-
in that organization. . . .

.
...

alp I/ makes ,ft possible for a stud-
ent to examine the ways in which his/her
personal criteria for making decisions
about occupations or colletes affects th*
range diloptiOna available. Because the
instructions bei g iven to the computer V,

04010t point'can be moBifie ..' y poinpIS II also
permits, each user o see not only the re-
sults of one set,of decisions; but, to .

IS.change his/her mind andto explore the .

ramifications different choices would
have. Thi Ilexibiliti greatly enhandes
the usefUl ess of GIS II and m'kes it a
viable tool in the development of.deci
sion-making and planning skills. In

essence, GIS Ireloses the communication
gap between the facts and those who need
to use them for effective decision- making.

Not only does GIS II supply large
amounts of computes -based data it also
provides a-special cross- referencing sys-
temwhich allows its,users to access addi-
tional sources of career information.
The referenced materials include sound
film strips, kits, printed job briefs,
posters, and microfiche usually found in'
career resou;De centers, .GIS II can thus
form-the hub for extensive career explor-
ation-and decision-making experienePn
and bring students into contact with a
variety of information presentation.for-
mats,...The, value of ,this feature is .

easily appreciated when one considers
that sudents Vary greatly in the ways
in Whieh each best assimilates'informa-'
tionvie. some students react best to
oral presentations, some to visual, etb.
The erdss.referencing aspect.of GIS II
can also be used by career resource cen-
ter managers to enhante the' visibility
of other materials in the center.'

.
t

SUPPORTIVE RESEARCH '

,.'

.
,

Questions. haye Peen' reimed regard-,
ing the effectiveness oP,the. new tech-
nologies in presenting career informa-
tion. Several recent studies: indicate . ,

that. computerized occupational=informa- - _,

tion systems' positively affected the oar-
reer decision-making akills of students.

''S'Pier e(1972) repoks a high degree of
succees with students utilizing compU- ..

tars in pursuing occupational informa-
.tion. .

Chick comments that the intera
tive nature of'the process used to oh
twin ata from a computer mettle to eI i

from s ,dents a great r sense of invol e-
ment'a H responsibilit i their dec

te fele that t,...\h

sions. She further no es that evalu ,

tion 6 some computer- as d systems r \ '

ffecte at students o
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was easier to relate to-the computer '

(bias-free and non-judgemental) than to
another person. (Chick, 1972, p.34)
The author assisted Dr. Thomas English .
(1973) in his investigation.ofthe impact
of GIS Ind VIEW .(Vocational Information

, for EducatiOn and Work--localized career
information in microfiche format)on the

. vocational maturity of students attend-
ing an inner City high school. CoMpAred
to a contra]. group, users of both ,VIEW
and GIS gained signifiqantly in the areas
of "Planni6g Orientation" and "Informa- 4

tion and Decision-Making" as measured
by the "CsIreer Development, Inventory" _

. (Super, et al, 1971).

Although the research confirms the
IPvalue of computerized techniqups inSi-
cessing career information,.a word of
caution might be appropriate atthis
oint. A study of ,career cente)'s in,
California (Jacobson, et al, 1975, pp.
44-45) revealed that although students
preferred audio-visdal materials to ---

priaed materiala,the actual use.of audio-
visual materials was far less.than Axpect- \\
ed. Studenteliorking independently in
carets'. centers hesitate to use the com-
plicated looking, AV equipmeqt with Wtkichs

. they are often unfamiliar.% In the Cali-
fornia Study it was recommended thgt ai.I'

1

stddents.bougven 'hands-on ekperiences .

with theequiliment in the career centers.
Computer systems might face a simj.lar
problefn. With this' is mind, Time Share
has developed a complete training ro
gram which provides in-service:tra n ng
for counselors working mifh GIS Ili. and
a sound filmstrip which introduces GIS II
to students and fully demonstistes how
to use the total, system. A film; designed
to acquaint parents, school administra-
tors, teachers} and community groups
with GIS is also.available. It has been

. this writer's-experience that after
only a short orientation to GIS II,
studentp begin to use the system inde-
pendently and with ease.

In planning acomprehensive career .
guidance program, counselors wodld do. . ,

well to note, as indicated above, that
ample evidence exists to support the
adoption of a.computerizedihforma-
tion system. such as ,GIS II and/micro-

'. fiche information systetnt sut as
VIEW, which, incidentally, can be

"":cross- referenced by GIS II. ' ' .

V : CONCLUSIONS

system in a total career guidance effort -
It imAlementsethe counselor's rqe'by
reliefing himAer orthe mechanical tasks
of information,collectioq, revision, and
dissemination so that the counsqlor is
free to spend more 'time with stfidente to

.

help them personalize and:integrate the
information they have xecusixed into plebs

. that are oonsrstent with their asp ra-
tions and goals.
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Abstract! SIGI, a computer-based guidance system
for college students has been developed by ETS..
This presentatidn will summarize the program's
conceptualization!and operational experience to
hate. '

A computerlpased guidance system designed
to help college students make weer plans and
decisions hag been developed bylithe Educational
Testing Service of Princeton, New Jersey. Called
the System of Interactive Guidance and Information,
or SIGI, the new approach is based on a guidance ,

theory that emphasizes each student's own values.
A student taking patt in the guidance program
interacts with one of several, terminals connected
to a PDP-11 RSTS/E computer system manufactured
by Digital Equipment Corporation: Development of
SIGI at ETS started in 1968, with supporting
grants from the Carnegie Corporation and the f.
National Science Foundation.

.sSIG..is based bn a humanistic philosophy, a
.theory of guiddhc*hat emphasizes the primacy of
individual" values, a vast store of occupational
data, and a strategy for processing infor'hation--
all blended into a unified system.

The system is designed so that different
students may use it in distinctive ways. Every
student represents a unique combination of needs
values, interests, abilities, perceptions, pre-
ferences, and plans. Different students may be
at different stages in career decision-making.
Each student, therefore, require; unique treat-
ment. Yet there are regularities within the
process of decision-making that can be used to
establish a structure within which these unique
'characteristics operate. Thus,. SIGI provides a

clearly defined structure, but responds flexibly
to individual, needs and circumstances.

What does SIGItry to accomplish?
The main purposes of SIGI are to increase

students' freedom of choice, tr develop their
understanding of the elements involved in
choice, and to improve their competence in
the process of making informed and rational
career decisions.' In this process, they
examine their own values sear ingly, explore
options systematically, interp et relevant
data accurately, and formulate tentative

: plans as hypotheses that can bd tested realisti-
I t lly. They also learn to modify their plans

as they gain new insights experience, and
'inf rmation. -

e choices dir fr considered include

educational and pational options.
Emphasis, ho er, is not only on the content
of decisio , but on the ptacess of decision-
making,

:'How does SIGI work?

The student interacts with the system
via akcaltode-ray tube (CRT) terminal, one
of several connected to a PDP-11 computer.
The terminal consists of a.screen and an
array of response keys. Messages., called .

frames, areyrdsented (or constructed) on
the screen, and the student responds to a
question, asks a question, or gives

directions. to the computer by pressing designated
keys. Sometimes the screen gives information
to the student. Sometimes it gives the student
Choices of what to do next. Sometimes it serves
as a spokesman for the student, who may try-out
and modify various expressions of his or her own
values, specifications of minimum requirements, dip._
and occupational goals and plans.

. The student's dialogue with the computer
about career decisions takes place in a multiple -
choice format. This format candidly and explicitly
specifies the structure of the system to students,
yet permits them to branch through a multiplicity
of pathways within that structure. It instructs ,

them in the rules and possibilities of the decision -

making process, but allows them to make the
decisions for themselves.

,

Eacli4ttudent proceeds at s or her Own pape.
Scripts are written for the eig th-gtade level of
reading, but slow readers have been a
SIGI--it simply takes them longer. M
spend two to four sessions at the to

le to use
st students
anal,

although some will use considerably more.

The computer records everything that each
student tells it and keeps traEk of every branch
that each student fopows. As students progress '

through SIGI, they develop competencies and
masier strategies for rational decision-making.
They learn to move ffeely within thestructure
of SIGI,, and eventually gain control of the
'system to use as they see fit.'

What is the content of SIGI?
Stored in the computer are sequendes of

frames, or scripts, that flesh out the model of
guidance for Career decision-making. The full
model incorporates six major subsystems:, VALUES
LOCATE, COMPARE, PREDICTION, PLANNING, AND
STRATEGY.

S24

a

The student first goes through an overview
.of the entire system. This overview enables
the student to sample all six Irbsydtems. The

student then becomes an "initiate" and is 'free to
use any subsystem at any time. Throughout, the
student encounters recurrent attention to values.
Valued serve as a major synthesizing element in
an individuals' self concept and a dynamic force
in decision -mak

along which stu
and analyze occ

ng: they provide the dimensions
ents construe their own desires'
patoinal characteristics.

VALUES. Students explore the role of values
in decision-making and examine their own values.
They learn that making4a decision often requires
choices between competing values. A series of 10
occupational values are defined in operational
terms, and-the students weight each value in
accordanee-with its importance to them.
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FIGURE 1
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After this independent weighting of. one value
at a time, the weights for al1,10 values are
gathered in graphic formoand the student has a
chance to make comparisons, have second thoughts,

and adjust the weights. Thep, tb stimulate
students to scrutinize their values more closely

in a clearly playful and gameline (nonthreatening)
context, they are confronted with a series of

values dilemmas. The first step is to choose .

* between hypothetical occupations that represent a

pure manifestation of each

FIGURE 2

WeliOrne to the Stout Emoloorant Apency

The *Os currentty evadable we mud Wm.

TORP1ST

Its TorPrIl ri chOrra mb for a potion atto youes WWI, *move The
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hands, adosstag the yanmeter. or with your brains solvent the On
Orly Oa. You teat). work waft Nook. work ova, 4001 M.M ,dotd
tools and problems. If route.* n your enemy inn n ten fob f odkrOu
But you need a toothed for yOu never knoll what von come u nett

WHIMS or 121 to wow ahem pob You

Having made a choice, the student finds--as
in the real world--new decisions to be made,. A

series or problems or opportunities,. each
featuring a different value, is encou'ntered.' Fort
example, the occupation chosen nAy lie deficient

in opportunities for leadership; or there may
be a temptation to move to an occupation offering

higher income. The decision to stay or switch
indicates the rilative importance, to this
student, of the.two competing values,in a given

context.

At the.end of each round of the game, sillm
student sees a display in the form of a balance',

scale.

FIGURE 3
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. .
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tenure was LESS rhOrtent CO you
OW the Values on the left sde of the
scabs

Loewe

1'

PremsNEXT Pets RE XT.

The game is intended to stimulate further
thinking about values, and the student i$ not held
accountable for inconsistencies. Students' own
evaluations of their inconsistencies show up when
(after completing as many rounds of the game as

they wish) they,reweight their values.

VALUES

4 FIGURE 4

WEIGHT (IMPORTANCE/
None Shia ifecbum Strong Highest

III HIGH INCOME I
(71 PRESTIGE 3
(3) INDEPENDENCE 5
14) HELPING OTHERS 2

ISM SECURITY I
Ill VARIETY 4

et
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III INTEREST FIELD S
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To SUBTRACT a pant fro. that Value. ant the 'umber II

hew 1 to add or Ito abtract as many pants as you wet
VThen you ate umbel with the *tint you haw gym that Value. pane NEXT

A new constraint is introduced here: to
distribute a fixed sum, (40 Points) among ttie 10

values. This constraint reflects the sad truth
thai one can rarely expect to get all of every-
thing desired in the real world. Hard choices

must be made - -to give up a little on onervalue
in order to retain more on a value of greater
importance. The result of the adjustment is a
profile of the student's "examined values."

°

LOCATE. The student putslin 'specifications
on any litre values At a time: The computer uses
these specifications to screen the occupational
data and instantly display on the screen a list
of occupations chat meet, or exceed the specifi-

- cations.

.
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FIGURE 5
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The student can change the specifications, and
can substitute other values, to generate additional
lists'of occupations that are worthy of further '

consideration.

COMPARE. The student cap then ask painted
questions about any three occupations at a time.
The occupations can be chosen from those Suggested
in Locate, or from the entire list of occupations'

i1/4

in SIGI at a given time. The questione cover
-such topics as work activitie entry requirements,

inconSe, personal satisfactiong,sconditfOns'of '

work, and outlook:,

FIGURE 6
Now you Can get information about the threw occurament.
Parr Cu rffonbea la the Quetta, you would Mrs to Awe answered
(After you bet the answer you can keep corning back te this let to
ask more outspent
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dPPORTUN IT lit ANO OUTLOOK

INCOME (331 EITC103yMent outlook?
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gut Impostor)) 130 Alvancementl
(22)-Tolooabgitret1 137) How many ..anent
(23) How eateries var.v, 40

- The information stored in the computer pnd

_used to answer these questions was gathered from

many sources, carefully interpreted, re-
cons tructed; and documented by SIGI staff members,
then reviewed-by specialists in the respective

occupations. Although national rather than
,local information is:piesently used in SIGI, all

national data are Checked against representative
regional and local data; an effort has been made

to incorporate regional differences when they

are significant. Local information will be

,- added later.

PREDICTION. To help students judge
their chances of success in the various programs
offered it ircoilege., -they --ta_liyen probability .
statements based onmarks obtained by previous

students. More specifically,students see an
estimate of their "chances in 100"- of getting a
given mark (e.g., A, II, C, etc,) in the "key

course" for each program. Ideally, a key

course is defined as a course that comes early
in a sequence of coursestfor a program, is
required for that prograg,sand differentiates
students who do well from thoso;who.do poorly

OEFINITION AN() OESCPUPTION
11I) Defairtion of ocCupanco)
1171 Oincrestoon of work *cum.'s,
113) Leveluf skill in intseactiri

with data. people. dun"'
114) Where to get more elf ormatZw)

EDUCATION, TRAINING, OTHER REOUIREMENTS
(151 Formal educetron bryond (wen school?
DS) SpiCrIWOCC.Pab0^61 U4111.11,
117) ReteNeconege-courtes,
Ill) P610,110vallItcatt004)
1191 Other rsourrements)

in that program. .

-

The data used for predictions are, of

course, unique to each college. Predictor

variables include test scores only if a college
requires tests of all students; in any event, '

students also enter relevant information about
themselves' and rate themselves on factors which
have been identified as predictive of marks in

each key course. The best,combination of pre-

dictors (often including the student's own
"informed estimates " -of marks Lathe courses) is

stored as a regreskion equation from which each
student's predictiahs are computed on-line.

FIGURE 7
Chances sr) IN for WA of

MAJOR FIELD 4 11.3.11 2
PROGRAM AS

Hum &ScSc.
Ws hoc. Is
Acctg 3$

Engr. ScL IS
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Electreract 35

11- 2 I Mb* 2
C Selo* C

When you Awe (instilled. you
OM gr 8 COIN Of this
chart
For a copy. Preet PRINT.
Otheevere. yew NEXT.

, PLANNING. This section helpd students see
howl to get fram4here to thSre for any occupation
in $1G1 that they may be considering. They are
showp the requirements for entry and judge whether,
theyare willing and able to meet them. If they
Sie undecided, they seedisplays of the rewards
and risks of trying the program for that occupa-
tion far a semester or switching to.another
program. They can then see an overview of a
complete plan for entering the occupation,
followed by a specific semester-by-semester course
of studies recommended at their own college.

FIGURE 8

A wavelet:I ENGINEERING SCIENCE program le:lucks
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EN 501 Enpneened Orient
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EN TOG DeassiptIveGeornettY 4

PH .104 Lbw. Physass II
MA 414 Cermeutt4 'form "

Hrwith & Phyg Ed

FOURTH SEMESTER
MA 212 Meth Analyst IV
PH 214 Univ. Physics IV
CE 20$ Drunks

Soc. Sol Elettwe
Technocel Elective

Fos a espy pram PRINT. othenvelr Pest NEXT

If itransfer is required, students get
informadton about colleges in the region that
offer a major appropriate for the occupation
they.are considering. They can also summon up

extensive information about financial aid.

STRATEGY.. ThigseeEion brings together
st;aeTi77;wiac.cittupaiional information, and
predictions for three occupations at a time.

*The weights previouslassigned to values are
retrieved and may be revised to show the current

importance of each value: SIGI then displayi a
rating that represents opportunity offered by
each occupation to proVide the reward or satis-

fgation represented-by each value. The weight
for each voila (shOwing its importance to the

52b
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student) is multiplied by the rating (the degree
of oppOrtunity offered by the occupation); the
sum of these products for each occupation
provides an index of _its over-4,11 desirability

for that student.

Desirability is then modulated bythe

probability of success in entering the occupation.
Students scan the steps necessary for entry and

estimate these probabilities. Finally, they

examine their choices in the light of these
relative risks and rewards; for example, if
the occupation with the highest desirability.
does not also have the highest probability,
is the higher reward worth the extra_sisk?
Thus, students evaluate their choices and
explore alternative strategies for choice.

What hardware and software are used for

SIGI?
SIGI is written in BASIC-PLUS, an

extension of Dartmouth BASIC,'designed for
operation on Digital Equipment Corporation's
PDP-11 family of mini-computers under the RSTS/E,

time-sharing monitor. MultiplSIGI terminals
are supported on a small RSTS/E configuration
built around the PDP-11/40 processor with ,

removable mass storage. With additional core

storage and mass ptorage, 'the RSTS/E time-sharing
system can support concurrent operation of other
standard termioals as well, up to a maximum of 17

(SIGI plus non-SIpI). Configurations built

ar,tmd larger processors, such as the PDP-11/45
oiPDP-11/70, can support up to 64 terminals.

The terminalby means of which 45 GI inter-
acts with the user is a high - capacity athode -ray

tube display and keyboard, with an associated
low-speed printer. Teriinals may be located near
the processor',or may be operated over telecommuni-

cation links at remote sites. A single RSTS/E ebn-
figuration ,,pan support a mix of local and 'remote

terminals. SIGI terminals may be used for
other tasks under RSTS /E when not in use for SIGI.

Will SIGI replace counselors?

SIGI is planned, to fit into the regular
guidance programs at a school or college. It.

will not supplant counselors. Rather, it will

complement the work of the-guidance staff. .

SIGI does superbly some things thathuman
counselors cannot do efficiently,br-at all.
It stores,, retrieves instantly, and manipulates
vast amounts of information putting great
resources at the fingertips oepach student,
tailored to his or individual needs. It

brings together many sets of variables--
personal, occupational, and institutional.
By combining these sets of variables in
distinctive ways for each student, it
.constructs new and unique. information--as
illustrated in the description of Locate,
Prediction, and Strategy.

On the otherhand, SIGI does not attempt
to do what many,counselors ao superbly. It

doe; not provide' a warm human relationship; it

does nottry to solve personal, social, or

$

academic problems; it ddes not attempt to cope.

with emotional upsets.

There are, however, ways in which the

counselor's work may articulate quite closely

with SIGI. the CoUnselor's Handbook for SIGI
suggests how the counselor can capitalize on

student' experience, with SIGI. SIGI may stir up

concerns which the student'will want to discuss
with the counselor. Furthermore, while SIGI
deals with occupational decision, it does not
include information about specific local jobs

.within an occupation. A counselor or placement
officer may apply many of the paradigms usecr in
SIGL to studentl' cHbosing and seeking jobs

within each locality. Thustworking itogether,

the counselor and SIGI can help students much

mop than either could manageiindependently.

.

I
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THE COMPUTERIZED VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE'SYSTEM.- VOCGUYD

Russell N. Cassel, Ed.D.
PROJECT INNOVATION, Box 566,
Chula Vista, California 2010

10.

ABSTRACT: Emphasis is placed on the importance Of suitable career choice and planning for the happiness
and productivity of individuals, and in the need for decision competency,developmeneas a necesgary
requisite for making,a career choice. A self developed profile of both school and work special aptitudes,
with an indication oKork value.,embraced serves as the model for selecting a concert of,up.tdvjeighteen
triterta to be used by the computer in narrowing career choices from the many to ,a few. when a particular
career job of interest. is identified the computer proceeds, to PRIPOrrogate the partitipant to determine

. ' the degree of agreement between the world of the individual and the requirements for success in that job.
A Career Success Index (CSI) is provided the individual depicting this agreement. Each participant is
-expected to secure from 4 to 6 jobs with a CSI of average or better for purposes of more concentrated
study under aGuidance Counselor.

..-
.k

. .... ,
-

. ., .

The ColFputerizd Vocational Guidance System
. 4'

Just as one would not expect an individual to

(VOCCUYD) is designed to relate the world of an , , pia classical music on'a piano unless indeed one

individual to. the world of work in a meaningful has %already, learned tp play the piano; so one can

yet comprehensive manner. It is intenOed for use not expect an individual to do effective career

by individuals in their own-life career planning, planningunless that person has already developed

and is designed specifically to provirde a scient- competency in scientific decision making. DEDEV

... ific meansfor reducing of career planning ' is intended for use in developing improved compe-

ohoices from the "many-to-the-fey". The few would ---- tency in decision making. Similarly, marketable

- then be studied in more concentrated way wi.th the. skills necessary0for joh success in any career
e

assistance of A Vocational Guidance Counselor. It are the product of a school or an educational

serves as an effective vehicle to foster career .experience, and EDGUYD is intended for such plan-

. maturity in individuals by providing 'information ning. The real critical keystone to job success

about" through use of Computer Assistel'instr.: and progression remains successful interaction

uction .(CAI) auxiliary guidance programs, and 4 with people, and HUHRELAT is inteddedfor the

"experience with" through Search and Screening development of "career maturity" in this. arena.

. criteria involving fundamentals crirical to real Final} y, personal satigfaction of individuals is
is

largely'dependent on finding new and better ways
for-tinting-kin; even in the face of adVersity-
PLUDRuo is intended for use in accomplishing this.
objective. PSYCHIC - The Science of Psychical

VOCGUYD is a revised and completely up- Activity ha's been developed in anexWimental

d d version of an older program by a sithilar 4, form, and seeks to introduce the realm of Trans.:.

title far which the author hps served as the personal Psychology to the career planning arena.

major architect over the past decade at THE .-.,

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN (now retired). It is ;World of Work : 4
one of a series of computerized guidance pro- -

.

grams developed largely by the author, all of VOCGUYD contains all of the 1326 job titles

which are intimately relatVd to effective .included in'Tle Occupational Outlook Handbook for

career planning through the development of 1414-75 together' Ath their major "shredouts"(in- '

"career-maturity": 4 117a7i7f one nurie, for example, there are .

'several differelt specialties in nursing, etc:).. -

.. EDGUYD -,-/be Computerized Educational
Guidance System.

t IWo major types of such shredouts are involved: A .....

- a -' * 6
.-...SPECIApTIES -'iAt.hin same.car;er'tited:of . '

).DEDEV - The Computerized Decision , .4 ; .. nursing, for example, witaight
Development Systerk. -

t
include psychiatric nurses,0.., , . .

, ...HumAELAT - The Computerized Human 'public health nurses, general

,. RetitionstSystem. nurses, etc.; for airplane

'Abuse Education System.

engine mechanics we might have
.. PLUDRUC - The Computerized Drub{ ''' 4 7 .

s
13-521,2bc9, A-111, Rockets,

,..

. job success.

Computerized Gutdance Programs

4

. etc. ,



.. LEVELS - different skill's within the same
career field, for example, may

\ involve a reading teacher with 2
years of college'preparatron, with
second being a regular elementary
school tea6 er, and still another
being a hig ly eminent college or
university rofessor. It may be
a professional athlete in relation
to a college athlete, and where
acceptance of pay is the discerning
variable,"for another example.

i

'

B sed on the 22 Job Skill Requirement Areas con -
t ined in The Dictionary of Occupational Titles
(DdT) the VOCGUYD job titles are distributed as
follows:

No.

1

2

3

Job Skill Area Number lags

Art

Business

Clerical

52 03.9

46 03.5

106 08.0

4 Counseling,Guidance,Social Wk. 33 02.5

5 Crafts 109 08.3

6 Education and Training 48 03.6

7 Elemental' 217 16.4

8 Engineering 130 09.8

9 Entertainment 46 ,-035

10 Farming,Fishing, & Forestry 69 05.2

11 Investigation, Inspection,& Tstng 56 04.2

12 Law and Law Enforcement 32 02.5

13 Machine work 59 04.4

14 Managerial and Supervisory 59 04.4

15 Mathematics and Science . 36 02.7

16 Medicine and Health 58 04.3

17. Merchandising 19 01.4

_ 18_ Music _ 13 00.9

-19
,

Personal. Services 57 04.3

20 Photography and Communication 56 04.3

21 Transpirtation 07 00.5

22, Writing 18 01.4

TOTALS 1326

*o.rld of Individual

The world of the individual, for purposes of
UYD , is comprised of 18 different criteria

wh ch are designed for Search and Screening (S&S)
among the 1326 job titles, representing the
world of wont. Each of 'these criteria dells
squarely with some consideration deemed critical
to.job success. A five area classification is

used to depict these 4iaonsions:

I. PERSONINTEREST - this includes seven dif-
ferent occupational int-
crest classification

' schemes and inventories.

II. SCHOOL APTITUDES - three special aptitudes
.

related to. school success.

100

III.. WORK APTOUDES three special aptitudes

.
40

V

related to wor success.

IV. WORK VALUES - the four work val e areas
froth Super's S le:

V. SCHOOL SUCCESS - Grade Point Aveage or the
ave-ftskzrade given.

While t
is of conce
ougb old age
selection is
experience.

.Critical Natu

Requisites for VOCGUYD

e general subject of career guidance
beginning with kindergarten and thr-
the more'serious business of career
typically iulaociated with high school

' Career ma prity.on the part of an individual
deals squarely with one's recognitiOn of the real,
importance for career planning and preparation. It
is typtcaliy during junior high school when career
maturity receives prominenca..in the school guidance
program. Second only to the selection of one's mate
is the matter of proper career planning.and"actual
career choice. Most of personal adjustment problems
may be traced in part to faulty careeeplanning,or
deVelopment, and the absence of marketable skills
to do the Job.

---Decision Competency

Unless.An individual can demonstrate effett-
ive decision competency, one is not ready for the
serious matter of career planning and selection.
DEDEV - The Computerized Decision Development
4ystem is intended for use in fostering such dee-

. ision competency in individuals. Just as one would
not ask one to play Bach on the piano unless they
demonStrate competence on piano;so one Should not

be expected to make sound career choices unless
they can demonstrate competency in decision making.

School Relevance

Each and every«indriridual must be considered
to be-one-of a-nation's' "human-resources9i and-to-
properly-fulfill this mission in life it is most
essential that one posgss "marketable skills" .'The

.
principal function of a school in relation to man-
power-resources is, to be sure, the development of
suitable marketable skills. When, and only when,
school experiences are related directly to the dev-
elopment of marketable skills do the activities
become meaningful in nature. Thus, there is a very
direct reiatiOnship between career maturity and the
perceived relevance of school experiences. Where
such relevance for school, experiences are not
perceived beginning 4n the juniorhigh school pro-
-gran, VOCGUYD may be utilized-for this purpose.

Q.
The VOCGUYD Student Work Sheet -

The VOCGUYD Student Work Sheet is a four page
guide for the use of individuals desiring to use
VOCGUYD, and it provides a functional index for
each of the 18 different Search and Screening (S&S)
criteria. It contains the "Self Projected Profile
on Select Job iuccess Criteria" form which serves
-aA an initial planning base, and with provisions
to indicate criteria to be used in concert for four
separate Searph and Screening exercises on VOCGUYD.
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This profile is intended es a functional part of
one's own personal record.

.

Self Projected Profile

This profile provided on "The VOCGUYD
Student Work Sheet" serves as a means for one's
own personaf assessment of special aptitudes land

work values related.to,career success. Where such
persons have taken appropriata-standardized coy-
thologiCal teats, those scores may,be'used in the

(DAT), The General Aptitude Tes Battery
self-profile,i.e., The Differential Aptitude Test

4
Battqry
(CATB),, Super's Work Value Inventory, toulame but
-a.few. Where no such Scores are readily available
or desired, the participant'may make a personal
estimate of what such scores might be in relation
to typical individuals, and baser the profile on

that personal, estimate:

.. SCHOOL SPECIAL APTITUDES

\ Verbal Ability
Number Ability
Abstract Ability

.. WORK SPECIAL'APTITUDES

Clerical 'Ability

Mechanical Ability
Space Relations,-**-

.. WORK VALUES

Material health

'Good Life K
Self-Expression ",

. Behavior Control';

gCH L SUCCESS

'ade Point Average for High School
Grade Point Average for Senior Year
(0EPA's substituted aSi7Fia-eZ)

Personal' Likes Pattern

The "Personal Likes Pattern" (PLP) of an 1nd-
-iv-ill:lel consists of-from maybe 4-to 7.of the 18

different S&S criteria from VOCGUYD, whoilPhich are

atended to reflect a ?ether accurate picture of
the "world of the individual", and as the Individ-
ual alone perceives it; not as the counselor,

parent,or some other percieves it.

Emphasis, in the development of the PLP 1$ to

be placed on peisonal interest, and with special
aptitudes, work values, and even grade point ave-
rage considered as being secondary in importance.
Typically, the first criterion may represent one

of the vocatio 1 inventories (Kuder, Ohio, HEW,.

etc.). A second criterion might be basecon Roels

Socio-economic Hierarchy,i.e.,prOfessional, semi-
professional, business, skilled trade, semi-
skilled, or laborer. The third criterion might
derive from the DOT Interest Areas,i.e.,prefers
working with data, persons, things, data and per-

sons, data and things, etc.. The 4Durkh might deal

with School Level for Job Entry,i.e., high school
graduate, two yearA of college, college graduat-
ion, etc. For example, a Ruder (4), Roe 0), DOT
Interest (2), and School Level (8) PLP depicts a
career job with personal interest in
persuasion, becoming a professional, working with
persons, and doing graduate level schooling.

. .

mi t include such jobs as: laW, ministry, sales, '

act
(T
g ry,management, milita,apolitrcerrT-etc.

Narrowing of Career Choices

,
-,-.704 . This-represents the setdnd stage in the use of
:IRCGUYD. Heie the computer proceeds to relate the
S "world of the Andividuarias represented by.the PLP

41. with the "world of work"A represented by the 13U .

'job titles from The 4Dccupational Outlook Handbook

. for 5974.
-,-..

,.., Search and screen ng function. I- t-is very

'important-that criteri in the PLP be arranged in

order of imporfince as rceived by°the participant
with the most important one being first.Individuals
should begin with no fewer criteria in the PLP than
maybe 4 or.5. The computerapplits the PLP as a
single permutation ift,concert todetermine if any
of the 132rjob titlph,are congruent with the
synthetivnotion. If no job titles are found in the
first iteration, or initial computer screening of
the particular PLP; the Computer advises the
participant that-the last, andIteast important
criterion is being dropped, and ahtomatically con-
tinues with a second screening:If.no job titles are

ing, the comppter advises 'that the existing lastt

. found congruent{ with the PLP in the second creen-

criterion is dropped, and continues with a third
screening. This precise same prodedure is continued
until either all criteria are expended, or some
job titles are found with congrhence to PLP being
used. This computer based geiltch and Screening pib-
cess is a "beauty to behold" that goes far beyond
the capability of human counsellrs to "narrow job
titles" from the universe of such listings from the
"many-to-the-few" for more concentrated study:

, .

.
.4omputer-based interrogation. When JO titles% 11

are found that are congruent with the PLP depicted
by the participant, the computer first indicates
the number of'sudi job titles, and asks if .a
listing of such titles is desired; or if another
screening is desired. Where the=participant asks
computer to list job titles ,that _are congruent _.

. with otm-pLP, such titles are ,listed in groups or
10, or fractions of 10, and asks ifthYpersqn is
interested in examining further any of the listed
job titles. When an individual indicates anint.-
erest'in one of the titles, the computer proceeds
with, the second stage in the "narrbwing of choices"

which is a "computer-Mead interrogation". Hert,
then five different questions are'askeg, each one
bearing directly on conditipos essential for
expected succesein such job expefience. For each

questioda percentage of weight has been assigned
that is commensurate tO the importance'of the -cond-
ition-lyipplated, and ranging from 1 to no.more t

35 percent. The total for all five questions_is
always 100 percent. For example, if an individual
does not wish to complete collage, but indicates
in the PLP that a semi-profession is desired, the
particular question would count 35 percent against
congruence;.and as reflected in the "Career Success

Index" provided.

Career Success Index

The Career Success Index (CSI) is a number
that depicts the degree of agreement between the
world of the individual and the requirements for
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the specific job:title at hand. Adjectives used by
computerito report this congruence range from
"poor" thrbugh "low" and "high`" average to "above
average" and "superior ".The CSI is presumed to be
an empirical measure of expected success for an
individual. The notion of basis for successrests
squarely on personal interest of an individual,and
with the belief that there is little personal
motivation present unless one is interested in the
requirements that characterize the job. For ex-
ample, if one selects the job of Forest Ranger,but
answers negatively in reLatioreto desire\to work
in the outdoors, such person is not likely to find'
personal motivation in' such job activities. Tfiere-

fore, it follows logically, that the first and
basic reqdlsite for job success remains the per-
sonal interests and work values of the individual.

Where the CSI for an individual is "average" of
better, it is suggested that a deeper study be
made of such job area with the aid of a Vocational
Guidance-Counselor. la is Suggested that each
participant in the serious business of job-career
planning try to secure 4"or 5 job titles for which
there is average or better congruence as indicated
bthe CSI.A more careful and, de ailed study of
such jobs should seek to rank th in order of the

preference perceived followings h study, but with
no intention of reducing the choi es to a single
career choice until after maybe to or more years
of college; or fOr the non-colleg person, until

after marriage or adult settlement .

Suggested Uses of VOCGUYD

The overall purposes of VOCGUYD is to assist
individuals narrow their choices from the mlny-to-
thsrfew in terms of career choices.

pevelo:Oing Career Maturity

VOCGUY6 is recommended for use by students in

the fifth or.siZth grade, or for use Ito junior

high school fo#PUrposes of developing "career.
maturity". Here groups of, from 5 to 8' individuals

may work around a single-cathode Fay tube (tel-
evision set) or teletype for use of VOCGUYD. One
of the persons with reading competency at the\
fifth grade leyel or better operating the typing
for communicating With the computer. The Operat-
ing of tie, typing may be rotated from one person
to another, but with the entire group participat-

ing in the discussions and choices,

; %Ong; all participants dal with
critical crtteriain relation to job iuccessvand'
thrbugh the experience gain improiral,career maturi-

ty.

V111
phys
othe,

high
reduce

rather

ughtkrAif the
1Yintent on ecoming

iv9CGUtb.alo g wch,,
if they ar Ill :_j_--

intent is not to
many-to-the-few, but
ty.''

For example, the son or da
ge physician, who *re ful
cians themselves, may use
'similar inOvidualseven
chooi seniors. Here the
career choices from the
to _foster career maturi

Career Plannin

This, 6 be sure, is for the individual at

i concerned with precise career planning, an Tie-.

sires to narrow career choices for more intens re

study of a, select few job career areas. The VO UYD

Student Work Sheet should be used for planning d

...
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record -keeping purposes. While other perscjI.. may be

involved as observers, only the participant alone
elects the choices and operates the computer 6RT or

teletype station. Generally, objective is to

id ntify 4 or 5 job 'titles *for m re intensive study

I\

wi h an-average or better.CSI. r

VOCGUYD Computet Adaptations

VOCGUYD has been developed largely under Fed-

eral monies and is therefore considered to le
"public read" status. The computer program (soft-
ware) is available free except for the st of

shipment and putting it on tape or car

Presently, the program is operational on the

UNIVAC 1100 series, and the DIGITAL PDP/1145 and

DEC 10. It has also been run on the HONEYWELL 6000.
It is written-in both Extended Basic and FORTRAN V.+
About 20K of computer memory is required for auob
storage. The source deCk contains about 900 IBM
cards, and the data abbut 11,000. The author is in

the process o\ adapting VOGGUYD'and.the other
computerized gyidance programs on a microcomputer
with an 8080A domputer chip,i.e., ALTAIR 8800, and
EMSAI. It is hoped that-this-mew adaption will be
operational for SePtember,1976, but this is admit-
edly an ambitous plan. It is hoped that such Com-
puter may be purchable for $5,000 or less with the
miniature peripherals necessary to handle the
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: THE COMPUTERIZED EDUCATIONAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM -"EDGUYD

Russeli.N. Cassel, Ed.D.

Editor, PROJECT INNOVATION*BOx 566,
Chula Vista, California 92010,

ABSTRACT: This program is a computerized means fok assisting individuals in their post high school
educational planning. All 1448 accredited four year colleges in the United States as indicated.in Barron's
Profile of American Colleges - 1975 are included. The Marketable Skills Inventory (MSI)serves as the
initial planning base for use of EDGUYD. Here the participant first draws a profile on a stanine scale
Indicating what one Believes to be their present development on 40 different marketable skills, and then
a second profile indicating where they 'desire to be. The "Difference" score between, the two profiles .

depicts where schooling is needed to meet personal objectives. Eleven Search and Screening criteria are
included on The EDGUYD Student ,c,ork Sheet for use ift concert to identify a Job career area thatsis con-
gruent with-one's Personal Likes Plan (PLO. When a college or universiXy of interest is identify in the
screening, computerized interrogation proceeds to determine agreement between school conditions and the
likes of the individual involved. An Educationaf !Iccess Index (ESI) is provided depicting congruence
between desires of individual and school conditions.

F

.: ~The Computerized Educational Guidance System-
o

EDGUYD is designed primarily to assist individuals
in their planning for post:high school educational
activities in relation to four year colleges and 4

universities. It provides an effective scie tific .

i

means to consider all 1448 such institution in

the United States when narrowing one's choi es
from the many to the few.The few colleges that
agree with one's interest pattern would the be

examined in more concentrated fashion under the.
help of a Guidance Counselor. tkaphasis is 'laced

on "marketable skill" development as a mean for
fostering relevance to educational experien es,
and to generate motivation for educational ursuit
by participant:

7i Junior COIeges Eliminated

Computerized Guidance Programs

EDGUYD is a revised and completely urdated
version of an older computer program with a simil-
ar name. In addition there and several other high-
ly related programs for which the author has been
the major architect oveethe past, decade at THE
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN (now retired):

VOCGUYD - The Computerized Vocational
since.System.

DEDE0Oh The Com uterized Decision De
ment System.

HUMRELAT - THe COM uterized Human Re ations
System.

PLUDRUG - The Com uterized Dru Abus. Educat-

All-q)f the 1448 four Year-or "uppertlivision"
4SYCHIC - The Science of Psychical Activity.

`Extension of Career Guidance

,Mdaningful educational' guidance followS\lOgi-
_cally'dellanning for Inarkatikble,skill .gevelop-

.

ment in relation to cereekjob choices. Oti'the
other hand, the putposes for marketable skills is
j6b productivity; for national productivity deriv-
es Solely from hanpower guided resources, and which
in turn is dependent on the educational development
of people. If, then, curriculum offerings beyond:

the junior high schooPare to have relevance to the,
students, they, must inevitably be related qo job

' and career plItnning. fn addition, a nation's pro-
ductivity and general welfare of its people are
both highly related phenomena, and effective educ-
ational planning-an8A/Vtloment is -the necessary

,. colleges and universities ticluded in Barron'

Profiles for American Colleges (1975) are included
in EDGUYD. Junior colleges and odiel, post-h gh sc-

t0"---1

hool,,opportangties.were excluded for a var ty df I'
reasons. Generally; post-high school educ ional04

offerings except for the four year colleges and "
-:- universities remain a local and community enter.-

,;,,;,prase, tailored largely to needs of local per-

SOnnel, and with promotional programs for these
enterprises. Typically, high school seniors pre
quite familiar with,such local programs, includ-

....z--.---tug the community junior colleges, and do not need

,,computerized screening for such purposes,i.e.,
barber, nursing, mortici40, data processing,busi-

. ness,.technical schools, etc. Move-often-than-not
few persons from outside of the immediate district
attend such local enterprises. 4 ,

V
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req site'tor both'of them. When ono's produCtivi-
ty is low, there is little or no job progression
presen and where there is an absence of progress
there is, enerally low morale of persons involved.
Where morale is low, there tends to be high un-
employment, divorce, crime, drug abuse, and all of
the other social evils.

*

Search and Screening Criteria

The world of the individual in relation to
post high school, education planning by use of
EDGUYD is represented by 11 different Seatch and
Screening critetia (S&S). Each of these criterion
may be.critical to some aspect of college or
university selection by an individuagl. Any one or
all of. the criteria may be used by a par4cipant,
in college or university selection. ThesecrLteria
are as follows:

(1) LOCATION - state or location,i.e., Maine,
Texas, Oregon, etc.

(2). TYPE - nature of organization,i.e.,liberal
arts, university, fine arts, etc.

(3) STUDENT BODY - distribution of students. by
sex,i.e.,co -ed equal sex distri-

bution; co-ed 'mostly male, etc.

- budgeting and administration,i.e.,
state, Cathblic, Protestant, etc.

(5) ADMISSIONS - requPrements for student admis-
sion,i.e:;most-competitive,
ly competitive, etc.

(6) ENROLLMENT - number of students attending,i.
e. very large-over 10,000;large-'
from 5,000 to 9,999; etc.

(4) CONTROL

(I) TUITION annual'cost for attendance,i.e.,
ao.54* over $4,000; less than 500,etc:

(8).00MMUNITY - type4pf place where lo ted,i.

'e.; metropolitan and up rds of

. ' 100,00 population; rura ; etc.

(9) DEGREES -,college degrees conferredqi.e.,
A.A.; B.S.; M.S.; Ttc.

(10) SCHOOL TERMS - quarter, semester, etc.

(11) SPECIALTIES -
offe

r 'Asia

itical school speci
ipgs,i.e., Bible Ti
studies, ptc.

TheMarketable Skills Inventory

Skills is a

st dent work sheet intended ' a necessary requis-
it for uae of EDMUND. It is intended fOr use in
as essintneed for education 1 pursuit, and to,
f ter motivation Oh the par of participan by

f casing squarely oh purpose for schooling. Ten
,411 d*fferent.broad.argis withesub-categories of

marketable skills areIlite4
nine point rating scale (stanine),.4 Fourty differ-

ent skills are listed 'hat are'believed to be
directly' related to cert in-aspects of lob and

career success, largely kclusive of the technic-
al knowledge and skills ypically associated with
job preparation and entry:

I - COMMUNICATION - self-eXpreasion, listening,
cybernic involvement, and

Y.

hidden communication.

II -ASSESSMENT - arithmetic, statistical manip-
ulation, and irreaftty and
objectivity.

III - COGNITIVE - creative and abstraet, hypo-
thetico-deductive, and
analogies testing.

IV - DECISION MAKING - locus of control, models
of excellence, systems
analysis, vector and valpnro

. analysis, and wedding acti-
vity to purpose.

- discerns sympat* from
empathy, vantage economic
manipulation, self-actualiz-
ation sensitivity, and per-'
ception of fAedom levels.

HUMAN RELATIONS - personal attraction dy=
namics,'perscinal rejection
dynamics, reconciling con-
frontation; and leadership

' development.

V.- EGO DEVELOPMENT

VI

.

VII VOCATIONAL Sj(ILLS - mechanical, clerical,
space and artistic literacy,
musical playing and listen-
ing, and dance and rhythm.

VIII AVOCATIONAL SKILLS - N-achievement pres-
ence, leisure time involve.,

ment, and health and physic-
al status.

IX - VALUES - dignity/worth of person, equality
of individuals, democratic
principles, and religion and
morality.

X - RRALITY LEVELS - autogenic or biofeedback,
transcendental-sensuality,
transcendental meditation,
select parapsychology areas,
and individual aura impli-
cations.

To complete the MS; an individual is expected
to make own personal assessment of the degree to
which each of the 40'marketable skills are present-
ly posessed, and then to dud a profile'bn the nine
point stanine scale provided.Following this a sec-
ond profilei is drawn for the same 40 skills using
same stanine scale, and depfcting-bwn desires for
levels of development in each area. Following the
drawing of the two profiles,(percieved status in
relation to desired status on the 40 marketable
skills), a "D", or diffgrence score is computed
depicting clearly educatiOnarneeds irelaticip to 4t
each of the 40 marketableyskips: Thus,, educational.
planning is based on perceived needsof individual,
and curriculum offerings take on new Meaning o4

'relevance. '

The EDGUYD Student Week iteet ..,

The- EDGUYD Student Work Sheet is intended for
use -by students plan:ling to use EDGUYD, and in
developing readiness for the computer application.
It serves as the basis for relating the world of

Ape individual, as depicted by thd 11 S&S criteria,
-16 the total number of colleges and universities in

the UnitedOtAtes (1448 from Barron).
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Personal Likes Pattern

The Personal Likes Pattern (PLP) of'an indi-
vidual. in relation to a college or university for
attendance is based on a concert of the 11 Search
and Screening (S&S) criteria: Space op The
EDGUYD Student Work Sheet contains provisions for
four separate PLP's. Thus, an individual is able
to make fours separate narrowing of choices from
the 1448 four year colleges and universities to a
few for more intensive study under the supervisi-
on of a Guidance Counselor,

,

The PCP may onsiseof any number of S&S
criteria.Typidallye one would use One of the
interest inventorfes,(NEW, Kuder, DOT, or Ohio)
as the initial criterion..Thil might be followed
by*tuition or admissions policy, dependibg on the
fats of individu0 involved-if, for example, the
individual came fromra wealthy famil where money

is of little concerti, tuition may not be used. If,,

on the,other hand, the Grhde Point Average (GPA)
of the individual were so, low that Ivy League and
competitive universities would not admit one, then
"admission policy" would be a MUSTS This might be .

followed by type of university, if one were inter-

ested in Music or fine arts, or maybe in technolo-
gy. Where.religion is a critical aspect of one's
PLP, certainly Institution Control would be inclu-
ded. For nirty individuals, the size of the college
enrollment, 0,size of the community in which the
college, is-situated may be critical. For still,
others, the 4ex distribution of student body, type"."
of degree granted, or kind of school term may be
important.

. Typically, five or more S&Seriteria would be
included as the PLP, and for S&Sx purposes in .

EDGUYD. Such a PLP on The EDGUYD Student Work
Sheet might be as follows: 1.04,202304,406,505,
705. This is interpreted as an institution located
in California (104),a liberal arts college (202),

women students with few males (304),Catholic reli-
gion ggontrol (406), less competitive (505), and
tuitide from $500 to $145d ger year (705).

Narrowing of Choices

-C' therewe ,,two separate and distinct stages.
involved in EDGUYD for the narrowing of choices
from the many to the few.Each of these stages
seeks to determine more prepisely the degree of ,

.congruence between the "world of the individual"
and the conditions and requirements relative to
a college or university for personal attendance.

Search and screening. Here the LP's develop-

;sot.

ed by a participant sre'inserted one-at-a-time.
All- 1448 colleges and universities are considered
in the SAS, unless one of the criteria limit* the
search to a particular state. FOr example, if one
were to use the S&S 132, only colleges and univer-

_,

si es.in New York State would be included. If,
'insiPtutiohs were identified in the first

ration of tile.se4ruh, et to partici:Onion could

write into, the computer "-132", and.tle second '

iteration of the search would include all of the
colleges and universities in the United States.

If, their, one desired to eliminate New York State,
but include California instead, they would write:
"-132, 104", and the next iteration would use the
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same PLP, but only with colleges and universities
ie the state of California. Such changes may be
made for each succeeding iteration, or Search and,
Screening function for a single PLP in EDGUYD.

Where no institutions are- identifieren a S&S
iteration, it is, of course, necessary to eliminate
'one or more of the S&S criteria; as thePLP does
not fit any of the institutions included. This is
done immediately after such an iteration, and by .

simply typing.a minus (-) sign before the S&S
criteria to be eliminated. One should weigh very
carefully which one of the S&S criteria that is
eliminated in order to identify an institution
that best fits the PLP developed. The more,S&S
criteria included in the PLP, the fewer institut-

ions one would expect to find.

Computer interrogation. The second stage
the narrowing of. choice proCess always involves a'

computer interrogation phase. This stage can be
accomplished only when one or more institutions
have been identified that match precisely the PLP
utilized in the first stage. After the computer.
has identified 1 or more schools. that fit one's
particular PLP, the computer indicateg the number
of institutions found, and asks if participant
desires to see the names of such institutions; or
desires to use another PLP for S&S purposes. If
the individual asks computer to "List" the Ones
identified, the names and state of location are
displayed in series of 10, and with the computer
asking if there is a special interest in any one
o/ them. If no interestis indicated in the first
10,!the computer may be asked to list the remain-
ing ones.

When the individual sees the name of an
institution that'is of interest, and gives the
number of the institution to the computer, the
computer interrogation proceeds. were five differ-
Sent questions are always asked, and the participant
indicates a "yes" or not is the conditions that
ate cited are acceptable. Such questions always
pertain directly to the particular institution at,.
hand, and range from number of .books in the
library, through pay of faculty, presence of
graduate students, philosophy of school-no drink-
ing or smoking by students, no eating of meat,
compulsory attendance at chapel, no permission for
cars by students, compulsory dorm living, absence
of organized athletics, absence of fraternities or
sororities, etc. Each question is assigned a numb-
.er indicating its importance in relatimt to the
University or college involiree,lbut iii no case is

the number greater than 35 percent. The total for
all five questions adds up.to 100 percebt.

Educational Success Index

The Educational Success Index (ESI) is a,
number with an adjective rating- ranging from

t

;poor success" to "superior" depicting the degree \

lof agreement between, special requirements fo the

institution and the Aeiires of the participan .
Where the ESI is "average" orrbetter, the parson
should do a more anceihrated study of the insti-
tution with the aid of a Guidance Counselor.
Typically, a participant in the serious business of
selecting post high school educational opportunit-
ies, should use EDGUYD to identifypaybe 2 qr\k
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institutions, with average or better ESI's for the

more concentirated study purposes. '

!. 6

Preci4,Educ.ational Planning

Suggested Uses of EDGUYD
3'

There are, to be sure, many highly specializ-
ed aspec-es-Of guidance in regards to the lives of,

individuals. These areas might include t'he whole
gamut of personalconcerns, such as personal-, sex,
economic, family, career, among still others. All
of these are intimately related, and often there
may be considerple overlap among them. Education-
al guidance,deals squarely with each one of these,

and none of them should be excluded:

Developing Career Maturity

Educational guidance, tonis intimately,re-
lated to the "career maturity" of individuals, and
may be utilized for fostering this objective. Beg-
inning about early junior high school (7th grade)
career maturity assumes critical importance, and
serves as a necessary requisite for. relevance of
school and curl-1441 offerings. For this purpose
it hgs been found effective to have maybe from 6 to
8 persons working on the,same teletype in the we
of EDGUYD. The slow working teletype-with the sound
of typing gives the feeling of being alive to such
younger students. For the older high school student -
the Cathode Ray Tube (television set) that is made
to operate much faster is often better.

. In the developing of career maturity the dis-

cussion of the computer interrogations serves to

focus attention on'critiCTt-fadtors,related to
varying institutions,i.e.,tuition variable, type
of institution, control, degrees offered, etc.
Here "experience with" critical phenomena in relat-
ion to educational guidance becomes the rule, and
which is ,so necessary for career maturity.

Auxiliary Guidance Programs

Both EDGUYD and VOdGUYD hat a series of Com- '

puter Assisted Instructicfn (CAI) programs that deal
with critical' factors in relation to both educat-

ional an vocational guidance. Such CAI programs '

offer participants an opportunity to learn about
these critical factors directly trough computer
interaction, and, thus, eliminating the Problem
of going to library and trying to find such inf-

carnation.

EIDOYD. This includes units on critical
factors related to educational.guidance. For ex-

amples, some 9f tile characteristic testing batter-
ies are described,i.e., Iowa Tests of Educational
Development, Scholastic Aptitude Test Battery,
Merit Scholarship Dtamination, etc. It includes in

- :addition su9h things as: I.Q., Mastery Learning,

Point Average, among others.

; VOCGUYD. This includes units on
A
criticlal

faciors related to vocational, and career guidance.

e For examples, it includes a descriptiOn...ae Arne of

\- the( group tests used in career guidanoe: General
Ap rtacle:,,Tdst Battery, Dif,ferential Aptitude last 0

- Battery;'amongiothers,.It includes* descyiption

or each of the S&S criteria used in VOCGOYD, and
such other phenomena as: job satisfaction, women /

and career planninkamong othexq. . 5

;-
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Each and every individual has a right to be

able to considera4 post high school educational
opportunities for their Partiscular personal plan-
ning purposes. That, thew,. is the purpose for

which EDGUYD was gesfgqedr and principal use for
EDGUYD. Here each person plans own PLP pattern by
use of The EDGUYD Student Work Sheet, and tiien

proceeds to the computer for, the S
the S&S function, only the partici
invOlVedin making the aoi es. In
participant seeks to obtain from 2

,or universities with an ES of4ave

and which will be studied in g-reate

.
concentration with the aid of'a Guidanc

'EDGUYD Computer Adaptations

S function:.In
ant alone is
theory the
to 4 collij.eges'

age or etter,

depyti and

Counselor,

?.

ti

EDGUYD has been developed largely under
Federal monies, andtis therefore consideredto be
"public read" status. It is available at no'tharge
except.the cost for punching cards dr putxing.it

on a maghetic tape.. Presently, EDGUYP 9s written
in both FORTRAN V, and Extended Basic prograMming
languages. It as been adapted for running on both

the UNIVAC 1100 series (1106,1108, and 1110), and
on the DIGITAL PDP/1145 and Dec 10 computers.The . '
source programs include about 1000 cards, and the
data about 11,900 cards.lit requires about 20K of
computer memory in aattion to that required by -
compiler. This proulm has beeh completely up- .4

.dated fot 1975.

Presently, the author 4in the process
adapting EDGUYD, like all of the,other'referenced
computerized guidance programs, for running op 4.

microcomputer-an ALTAIR,880O., andlan IMSAI with fh
8080A Computer Processor Chip,,andwith 64K of 8- ,

bit memory; Hopeful this adoption will be complet-
ed for September,1976-but this is admIttedli an 11:

ambitious g41. Hopefully?, such computer, can be
purchased for $}5,000 ,or less., ' "
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.THE WMVS/WMVT PROGRAM SCHEDULING SYSTEM
,

j (An Overvieadd Develdpmental Perspective)r

by (3

. Robert W. Bridgford
and

Roy P. Duvall, Jr.,

District Informational Systems
Milwaukee Area,TechnitaT College

1015 North Sixth Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsih° 53203 .

ABSTRACT:

A system for ttiekibrarying, Booing, and Saledulin of Public Television Programs

has been developed at the71143w

;Stations, WMVS,and WMVT.
e

This system is in o eration on MATC's Honeywell 6060 computer system.

Using this syste , station management is-able to dynadically maintain and'query, via
interractive timesharing dialogues, an IDS (Integrated. Data Store) data base containing
infoimation Pertinent toithese and reiated operating functions.

Through this system, station management may also generate appropriate operating and '

reference repqrts,.as they are needed.

0.

ee-Area Technical College for its Public Television

An off-line tape-resident Progkam Library also maintained as part of this system

and serves as the basis for a nationally distributed Library of Public Television

Programs. Thistlibrary is now distributed quarterly on Microfiche to interested

subscribers.
b

This report provides an overview of this system and relates the approaches use d an d-the

problems encountered in its implementation.
.
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PARTITIONING COMMUNICATION NETWORKS: A COMPUTERIZES APPROACH
TOWARD THE ANALYSISAND DEVELOPMENT OF LARGE SOCIAL SYSTEMS

Rolf T. Wigand, Ph. D.*

Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizolia 85281

1/4

.

ABSTRACT: Communication networks consist of the regular pattern of communication contacts which develop
among people within a social system as they use various forms of communication (face-to-face covversations,
memos, telephone calls, etc.) to accomplish certain activities. Information regarding the functioning of
the various types. of human communication networks is important since it can be used to understand the sys-
tem's flow of information'and.to assess its effectiveness and efficiency. .

A formal algo.arbmforanalyzing communication networks has been implemented in an extended FORTRAN '

program for the CDC 6500 computer. This algorithm can be realized on any large, general purpose machine,

ir

and it r surpasses any other similar analytic technique,that the author ts aware of, in terms of utility,
capacity,and efficiency. .1

The goals of network analysis are (1) is detect and (2) to describe any-strgcture at the dyadic,
,group, or systems level of the network. The FORTRAN program. provides additional information with regard
to connectedness, integrativeness, etc. of individual nodes as well as entire grohps for networks of up to
4496 people.' .

The article describes a set of procedures for analyzing such\communication networks in liage systems.
These in4lude (1) identification and evaluation of Various kind4-.if networks, (2) assessment of the organiza-
tiona.r.hierarchy, (3) appraisal of various parts within the system, and (4) evaluating the individual/and
group communication behavior.

Rolf T. Wigand*

Communication p_er se 16 a relatively complex
social process with many dimensio . Essential
functions in any social system are pomplished
through processes of communicatio These essen-
tial functions have been divided nt three basic
categories by Barnard (1938): (1) production,
(2) maintenance, and (3) innovation. Although
other scholars developed ifferent schemes into
which the runctians of so ial systeds can be'cate-
gorized, mbrobers of all s cial systems engage in
activities that resemble arnard's thinking. Tffese

, functions, however, can on y be cafiied outthrough
Various forms of communication. If the researcher
studies the forms of communication.in which the
thred'functionm,of production, maintenance, and
innovation are inherent; it can then be said- -
within limitations--that the social'ststem has
been analyzed with regard to communication. Each
time the researchspfocuses onoeoe of these three
activities, as they are refle...ted within the realms
of communication, he specifies d«particular com-
munication network. If one would superimpose all'.

,existingcommunication,networks within a system,
this pverall networOcould be considered to re-
flect the communication behavior of a social system.
* The author greatfully ackllowledges the assistance
received by the Communication Program, Arizona
State University, Tempe,'Irizona, .the Departmedt
of Communication and the Computer Institute qbi

:Social Science Research, both Michigan State Uni-
versity, Eaht Lansing, Michigan.
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One area in papticular that provides insight'
into methods for de 'Ming large, complex systems
is systems theory. ckley (1967), for example,
considers the notion f wholes, parts; structure,
interdependence, etc f primfty importance.
Similar emphasis can e found with'von Bertalanffy
1940),Rapaport (10 ), and others. The'prohfem

14: hou/ver, that a s ecifichtion of how to find
p4rta or 'units of formAtive-process' has ndt been
adequately established.And--constitutes today one
of the major issues in systems theory (Krippens
dorff, 19711. ,Network analyAs attempts precisely
to overcome some of these inadequacies and take
into account some of the notions that are centr 1
to systems theory. , 4 .

The paper focuses on the techniques and met
ods underlying the generation and anarigts of co
munication networks it large, complex social sys- .

tems. p4iiimmunication oefworks consist of the de- ,

tected patterns of communication contacts among
individuals within a social system., These contacts
can b 'arrested' epr anslysispurposes by asses-

' sing th sittributes of faczto-face communication,
communi at by memoranda, by telephone, by
lette , etc Pool ,(1973) has described networks,
as the three that holds social systems together. .

The an lysis f networks. can thus provide descrip-
e. t....ions nd cha acterizatiobs of the systro's strut-

ture. It should be noted that dteapplicatiOns of
the n work analysis technique are appropriate to
many dims of social systems such as organization%.

, .
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villages, class rooms, entire-industries, inter-
organizaipnal analysis, and others.

TT

s.
Relational Analysis

The basic unit of analysis in network anal
ysis is a relationship between two system elements
within the lame system. The term relationship
deserves some specific attention before present-
ing further concepts. Generally, in network anal-
ysis, one is interested in dynamic, functional

relationships, i.e., activeinteraction between
the related elements. This kind of relationship,
obviously,, is of prime importance if one is to
construct a network composed of relationships.
Conceptually,the existance of a relationship
between two elements is constituted by the recogni-
tion of some constraint which restricts the'be-

s havior at least minimally Of one or both of the
elements. Such a constraint suggests one other
characteristic of a relationship, namely that of
Interdependence between the elements.

Social scientists frequently have urged the
need for relational analysis by emphasizing the,
importance to turn-away from monadic and aggregate
data (Cf., e.g., Coleman, 1972;, Rosenberg, 1972):
The proponents of this approach to view 'reality'

argue that the researcher not only manages to
arrest data of two elements, A and B, as in the
monadic analysis, but that additional information .

is added to the recognition of constriants or,
generally, a relationship.between A and B.

Four major'properties of relational constraints
can be identified: symmetricality, strength, spec-

ificity and transitivity. A relationship r is
said to be symmetrical if ArB ("A is related to B")
implies BrA. This relationship is asymmetrical if
ArB does not imply BrA. Singe it it usually as-

0 tubed that communication is a two-way process,
communication Would be a symmetrical relationship
between two people by definition. An asymemtrical
relationship would metely indicate a one-way flow
of influence or information.

Strength, as a second propertybf a relation-
ship: is understood as the extent to which is ,

influenced by A Or A is influence:ay B) in the
relationsnitor in ArB. Other conceptualizations
for strength can be operationalized as importance,
intensity, influence, etc.

The specificity of _a relationship expresses
the entent to which the relationship is not able
to be replaced by another relationship that wptild
alrow for the occurrence of the same behavior of
t'he relational syste% as before. In relational 11
expressions, if the r in ArB cannot be replaced
by some other,r, e.g:, Arq, the.original r is de-
fired asbeing specific to A and B. In terms of

orgianizational settings, it is easy to conceive
of situations in which there is only one periOn%
that has specific knformation and where this person
could not be replaced by another person in order
to achieve the same, initially intended goal

' Transitivity, the last property to be pre-
sented for the purposes of this paper, of a
relationship r is then existent when ArB and BrC

bogethe; imply ArG. Consequently, r is said to
be-intransitive if the first lo Arationshios do
not imply the third relationship. p. In terms of a
communication Situation-4 a transitive communication
relationship suggests that A influences B and B
influencel.g, and that at least in part the be-`N '

havior of Cis influenced by A via B. Transitivity'

Sg8
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is one of the key features of most balance-theoretic
encekualizations of social relationships (Cf.,
Barad, Norman G Cartwright, 1965; Heider, 1958;
Newcomb, 1953; Bales, 1950).

With regard to network analytic purposes; a
system, viewed as a set of elements' imbedded in
a.network of relationships. So far, the units of
analysis, i.e. relationships, have been described
and specified. Next, a collection of relationships
constituting a network as well as the manner in
which these relationships can be analyzed and de-
scribed will be viewed.

Measurement and Data Representation

Network analysis allows the researcher to
identify the communication structure of a soaial

system company,scho01, class i'bom,.village,

'invisible colleges'). The analysis is started by
building the existing structure with the smallest
units of analysis that constitqte the input data.
The smallest units of analysis are relationships or
interactions or links. It is essential that these
relationships within a social system are.found'and
recorded. These relationships can takeon various
forms of interaction Such as in face-to-face com-
munication, telephone calls, communication via
memoranda, letters, etc. The more intgraction
exisIs-4etween two members of a'sacial system, the

stronger is their communication link. The overall .

communication structure of the system is determined
by the recognized patterns of,these communication
links and their relative strengths. .7

The detected propertiis of each network give
certain insight into the way in which communication
flowi within a social system. .Ineder to find the
communii.cation links from.theseproperties, a net-
work analysis data g4therihg in trumenr is admin-
istered to'all or a represents a (cf., Coleman,
1972) set of members of the cial *stem to be
analyzed. This instrument. is used to determine,
among other areas,of interest to the researcher,
the existence and strength of links (apd,"con-
sequently, the lack hereof) between members of a

.
isocal system. Each instrument anticipates min-

imally five basic requirements"

(1) a definition of the tool system, 14'

(2) a definition .ot-the-Tetwork type to'
be investigated, ,1,'

(3) the identification of ther4spopdent,
(4) the identification of theAptpohdent's.

(5)
contact(s) or contactee(d),

f

determining the strength of, the link
between the respondent andA is or her r

coniact(s).v.

A sample data gathering instrument is attache{]
in the appenUix from'which all information 011 be

ttransferred onto comiouter Cards. Generally,the
data are sequenced!as follows: respondent ident-,
ification (ID) n6mber, the ID number of the re-
spondent's firsticontact, the value for the frequen-
cy that communication link, toe value for the
communication strength of that link, the ID number .%
of the respondent's second contact, etc. continuing,
until all of the respondent's contacts have been

. recorded. Typically the following format is used:

Columns:
f

n.

1-24 Project identification code

.
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3-5 Resporident's ID number

6-8 First contact ID number
9 Link value (frequency) for first

network

10 Link value (importance} for first
network
Link value (frequency) for send
network (if needed)

12 Link value (importance)
network (if needed)

ll

ni - m

n5

.
for ,second

Second contact ID number

Link value (frequency) for first
network
Link value (importance) for first
-network

, .
.

etc. 4.) etc. . etc.

d e

There are a few Considerations thl need to

. be kept in mind when considering data that become

1 (input for network analysis. First, it should be.
1

noted that a link is not necessarily to be under-
stood like a relationship with all its character-

' \ isOcs. A link is merely an indicator.of the

, existence of a relationship, obtained through the

process of measurement.
Secondly, the properties of the type of rela-

tionship under consideration should be mirrored

in the data; the data themselves do not constitute
the properties or relationships.

Thirdly, the data can only be isomorphic to
the real world to the extent to which the measurer
ment,process is precise, accurate and represeht-

ative. ,

From Relationships to:Networks
Although a general description of relation-

ships has been.presented, it is useful to V*w in 4
some detail the historical development of telation-
ships to networks before considering' the 6nfigura-
tion of a multitude of relationships as networks.
Most,coneepts and methods related to communication
networks have been developed by sociometriciap as
Verras social psychologists. The literature

dealing with sociometry is rather extensive and

becomes quickly evident when'fdmiliarizing onesd1f
with the review presented by Lindzey and Berne

(1969). Not too many of these studies deal specif-.
ically with communication relationships and com-

munication networks ar se.
One way of representing a communication net-

work is through .the use of a sqciogram (Moreno,
1934),"in some way a form of graph theory (Kanig,
1'936; Harary, Norman & Cartwright, 1965). Moreno

ufes points or nodes that represent members in the
\,network and connecting lines etween these pofhts

express- certain relationships. All nodes and all

lin6s within a sqciogram repre ent the structure-

of 4 system in terms of the-re gnized relation-

ships. There are a number of r ther severe
limitations to the 1186 of socio rams for a rigorous
social scientist.(Wigand, 19741) 1

(1) Thd data input for sonograms does not
.% allow for a multidimensional represent-

ation of the relationsh ps among system ,

\
members.

5,39
r

(2) The strength of aveiationship is
difficult to express aed asqbecomes
larger, nearly impossible. i

,

(3) Sociograms may be of some us for the

representation of the System that is

relatively small. As N becd es 50 or

larger, .there are severe spat al limita-
tions to represent the sys em two-

dimensionally. Consequent y, it becomes
increasingly difficult to produce and

interpret a,large sociogram.
t

(4) Few criteria, if any, exist that specify
the length of a link or relation hip,

f
i.e. it is to be decided by the esearch-

er wheiher$the length of a link Is to,

express the amount, frequencY6 duration
or communication or a combination thereof.

It is unclear how the analyst can specify
the angles constituted by the incoming
and outgoing links at a given focar node.

(6). With the availability of computers, the
sociometric representation compares to
being tidious, cumbersome and inefficient.,

Conjointly with the development of sociometric

and graph-theoretic represefitation of 'networks,

one approach that overcomein part some of the
above mentioned limitations of sociograms is the

use of matrix methods. Katz (1947) Festinger

(1949), Chabot (1950), Luce *(1950), acobson and

Seashore (1951), Weisi,and Jacobson 1955), and
Weiss (1956) have utilized matrices o represent
relationships iu networks in which v rious tech-
niques allow for the detection of gro ps or cliques
as well as certain characteristics th reof. The

analysis of networks through matrix m thods are of

"utility as long tis N remains small: en the use

of computerized techniques becomes prohibitively
expe'nsive when N becomes larger, if not impossible,

when N equals, e.g., 100. With a 14 of 100, each

of the 100 could communicate with 99 ethers.
,Consequently, 9,900-potibible connections'Wuld

exist. if N would be 5,000, nearly 25,000,100
possibleinks exist.

Another area that has contributed to t e ,

development of network analysis s that of mall

group research typically conducte in labor Cory

settings.. This research is said to have st rted

with Bavelas in 1948 and has led to numerou

studies. Review of these studies and some c it-
icism are presented by Glanzei and Glaser (1 9,

1961), Shail (1971), and Collins and Raven,(1 69 .

Some of the key cenceptspha emerge from sma 1)\ i"

group research deal with tas complexity, en rid-

ization and decentralization f networks, s 11

as various communication net rk configura

(t.g., wheel, circle, al% chan el, etc.).
Of the main criticism of small gioup resea
that research is artifical 3r-conducted

laboratory and that the analys s may allow for
gederalizations,within a specific group, but not

for generalizatiOns for,the higher-level behavipr
of several groups or an entire Social syd!item or

organization. ., .

Social networks have been investigated with
regard to rumor diffusion, diffusion of innova-
tions, information flow and other communication

(5)
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aspects (Cf., e.g., Barnes, 1954, 1969a, 1969b;
Bott, 1957; Coleman, Katz & Menzel, 1957; Mitchell,
1969; Rogers, 1?73). Most of these studies ere

conducted in urban or national settings as op osed
to strictly orginizational settings.

An analysis technique of social systemd that

laygely overcomes the above mentioned shortcomings
is network analysis. It is directly complementary
tothekey notions of systems theory. Network
analysis provides a spgcific method of handling
the relationships in 14rge, complex systems. The

technique is%describedliAthe followidg section.

Network Analysis: The Technique
The unlque'characteristic of network .analysis

is the method/by which communication groups are
formed. The method considers first the-entire
pattern of relationships among individuals be'fore
a decision is made what constitutes a communication
group (or clique or cluster). This implies, if
persons in the network leave or if studies of the
same network are conducted over several points in
time, different communication groups sie likely to

be detected. The network analysis technique, then,
divides the system into pants only after descrip-
tive data are obtained such that this method of
'analysis can be regarded as reflecting more ade-
quately emAr eat properties of a system than
methods whilh merely impose a structure -before the

analysis be i s. A priori decisions with regard
to the part 1t oning of a system is inappropriate.
It becomes qui kly apparent that in the case of
communication, all communication rerationships in
the systemto be analyzed must be considered be-.
fore a division into parts can bes5gkdn into
account that is appropriate to th t system. 'All
individuals that interact in a system must be con-
sidered in order to describe - -and definitely not
to prescribe--the communication structure which is

present.
The above suggested procedure has been trans-

lated into, the form of a computer algorithm
(Richards, %1971) using many concep s drawn from
matrix analysis (Jacobson & Seashore;_1951; Weiss,
1950, graph theory(Festinger,' 1949; Flament,
1963; Harary, Norman d Cartwright, 1965) as well
as set theory (Wigand, 1973). The present program

entitled NEGOPY is capable of the efficient anal-
sis of the relationlhips within systems of up
o 4,096 members.

NEGOPY has two primary goals: (1) to produce ,

t}le typological description of the\yetwork under

investies on (more specifically, a list of the
groups wit in the system and a description of the

rolesof al the individual members within the
system), an (2) to calculate a number of statis-
tics descrip ive of several parts of the system
at various levels of analysis.,

With regard to the desired structural aspects
to be detected from the system, the folllowing set

of itefinitions and criteria emerged:

I. Non - participant. nodes

connected to the rest
or are only minimally connected.
include:

1. Isolates Type One
have no links and are
within the network.

2. Isolates Type Two are
have merely one link.

are either not
of the network

They

are nodes that,
truly isolated

nodes which

6;
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3. Isolated Dyads are nodes with a single
link between themselves.

4. Treenodes are nodes that have a single
link tqca participant and have some
number` of other isolates attached to
themselves.

II. Participants are nodes that have two or
more links to other participant nodes.
Usually, this type of node makes up the
majerity of network elements and thus
allows for the development of communica-

tion structure. They includes
1. Croup members are nodes with more than

stme percentage of their linkage with
other membets of t=1W4Same group. This
pAcentage is hereafter referred to as
a-criterion. 44'4

2. Liaison nodes fail to meet the a-cri-
terion with members of any group with -

in the ne ork and they haveche major-
ity oaf irkeractions with members of
groupg, but not with members of\any
single group.

3. Type other are nodes which fail to,.,,
meet the a-criterion as well as the
classification of the liasion and
group member role.

III. For the recognition of a group the follow-
ing five criteria must be met:
1. There must be at least three members.

2. Each must meet the a-criterion with
the other members ofthis group'.

3. There must be some path lying entirely
within the group, from each member to
each other member (connectiveness
criterion).

4. There may be no single node (or ar-
bitrarily small set of nodes) 'which,
when removed from the group, causes
the rest of the group to fail to meet
any of the above criteria (the crit-
ical node criterion).

5. There must be no single link (or sub-
set of links) which, if Cut, causes
the group to fail to meet any of the
above criteria (the critical link
criterion).

The olassification of the members of the system in
terms of these specifications is achieved through
two major steps. First, an approltimate solution

is generated through the use of a patter- recogni-
tion algorithm to the results oran iterative
operation. This operation troets each link or re-
lationship existing between two nodes similar toa
vector. Vectors have two.bat4s-t.cributes:
direction and magnitude. The direction of each -rbej

vector is understood as a nominal variable specify-
ing to whom the link goes. The magnitude, however,
is operationalized as the strength of the relation-
ship, i.e. he extent to which the behavior of the
two nodesis influenced due to this relations p.

Other measures. of magnitude cam:be operationali d

as frequencgimportante, intensity, ettc. Under
cohsiipration of these additiona4chail3cteristics
of a rekationshAp or.link, a relatlonship is de-
fined ast 1

.4

'The mode or process in which members of ,a

social system are connected 'orossociatedcg
interdependently among or betweAeleachr
other; i.e. a partial unificatiWof members

when considered irrespective of such a

.

10
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relation, would be incapable of being c
oeived together (Wigand, 1974b).

The tentative solution that is generated through
the above describ0 algorithm is only an approxi-
mate description dr the system's structure.

An exact solution is generated afterfthe
above specified criteria are applied to the approx-
'ima'te solution, Similar to the process described

in the first stage, several heuristic devices are
applied such that the efficiency of the algorithm
can be maximized.

' Once communication networks have been analyzed
according to the above described criteria (see
fig, 1), it is then possible to represent this net-
work with a focal emphasis on groups (see fig. 2),
on liaisons (see fig. 3), and otheenetwork roles.
In addition, these detected network roles can be
utilized in the form of an overlay onto the formally
design10, hiprirchical structure of a system, e.g.,
a company (Cf., fig. ; with fig. 4).0 This compar-
ison between the actual communication structure and

the designed hierarchical structure may then be
utilized as a rather powerful and heuristic method
in redesigning a social system, in this case, a
company (Cf., Monge 5 Lindzey, 1974; also Wigand,

*1974a; Farace 5 Wigand, 1975; Wighnd, 1976). This

method, generally, relies on more prec4e data than
mei other known techniques in the many and highly
popular, but frequently dubious forms of organiza-

tional development. Many of these popular tech-
niques have not been tested for the# effectiveness,
thmre is a lack of longitudinal stales, and some
of them take not into account the dulitdimensiohar-
ity of social behavior.

re
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big. 2: Communication links between the four commun-
ication groups in the network of System X
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3

G
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Fig. 3: Liaison linkages between the four communica-
tion groups in the network f6r System X
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Fig. 4: The four communication gtioups of the network
of System X within ititorganizational hierarety
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In addition to the classification of communica-
tion patterns into various network roles, network
analysis provides a number of statistics or menrics

ithat proyide additional information, about the net-
work which is described next.

Statistical Analysis of the Network Structure

Various aspects of the detected communication
structure and its breakdown into network roles'can
be analyzed, i.e. quantified ap ratios, indices,

and percentages that allow for further insight into
the network. Furthermore, this quantification of
network characteristics allows, for greater precision
when desCribing network .roles and Allows the re-
searcher to study communication networks in re-
lation to numerous Other systed dimensions (e.g.,
satisfaction, control; climate). Thete are two
types of statistics or metricsthat describe the
network structure at.two system levels: there are
metrics that describe characteristics of groups
and there are those that descri.be 'the character-

istics of individuals. .Below,,a few of these are
presented:

Group connectedness. .A measure thas indicates
the number of connections or density among the -

members of a group is labeled connectedness. If a

groUp has 4 large number of within-group links, it
is said to be highly connected; if it has only a

T few withingroup links, it is said to be loosely
connected. If every node within a group would be
connected with each other, then the group connect-
edness would be 100 percent. Obviobsly, this mea-
sure is dependenton the group size since members
of large groupi have to communicate do unusually

' high amount in order to communicate with everyone
else. One must, therefore, use this measure with
care such that it does not:loose /ts meaningfullness.
As already suggested, this measure,can be dxpressed
as a percentage; it is also possible to derive a
ratio measure through the'use of graph-theoletic
appl;carlons: 1%!

.

C = 2 (I)
(Nd 14.) .

A

where C
t

stands for connectedness ok
Aroup i;

L.stands for'the number cif actual"
within-grouplinks,.
Nd stands for the humbenof nodes
existent in the netwrk.

The magnitild4of C may range from 0:0 to 1.0.

' Individual integrativeness. This measure is
" conceptAlyed as the extent to which a fdcalnode

,. --As,linkced to °there(' 11 addition, one mist consider
the degree to which these other nodes are connected..
among each other. *.A particular nodefl,intgrative-
ness is thus determined by examining the links. that
connect this node to other nodes. Next. onespec7".
"ifies the links$that exist among these other nodes..
If they are all linked to each other; one may state
that the integrativeness of the.focal node Is maxi-
mally high. If they hsppen to be isolated from
each other and their oply connection is through,
.this focal node, then, it may be stated that this
focal node has a low integrativeness. Detived

from graph - theoretic measurs% individual inte-
grativeness* erhressed in the following formula:

Ii 2 ( L )

1
i

(1 i:= 1)

.

4.7.

. . .

where, Ii for the integrativeness
of. individual i, A

L stands for the nujber of actual.
within-group links among those
other individuals with which i is

. connected (excluding i's linkages
directly connecting with those
other individuals),
1 stands for the number of actual

%. linkages o and from individual i
Communicatiph flexibi ity index. In terms of

flexibility, one easily wi 1 conceive that the most
restrictive hetwork struct re is the cyclic network.
Consequently, it follows t t the ;lighly decentral-
ized network is the least restrictive structure
with respect to flexibility.' These two extremes
can then be designated:las being either 1-flexible
for the decentralized network or 0-flexible for

. the'cyclical netwvg:
f communication network (N) with n nodes (nd

is defined as having a minimum of links (Lm
in

) wIen

L
min

= nd,` where,

and a maximum °Clinks (Lmax) when

x
= E ild (E nd - 1)/2, vihere nd>1.

ma

Obviously,`by definition access must be ¢ro - r

vided to each node and vach node =Ant be acolessabld
to any othgi node within the-network. THe follow-
ing indexihas been develdped to show the degree of
flexibility (f) of communication networks with
links (L ) and n nodes (nd

n
):

f-flexibility =
EL

n
- E nd

n

.

nci;1/ (E ndn - 2) .

Ilf&

u)here, EL represents thg sum of all
0

, ../ linkat) (Bi-directionality
. counEs 'as'two links), and

where.. . " ..
nd represents the sum o$ all

41
s 1. nodes' within the netwerk,'

. .
,

The above *mule for flexibility.should,ieet the .

-initigonsiderations of determininettyclic
network as 0-flexible, and detertilhinOte decent

1:;tralized7network'as 1-flexie. .The example pre-
sented in Fig. 5 sharf'explictite the above Wmula
for the network structure A.

Ln - ndn

nd ( nd 2)

--5 , 5

.33-flexible with
five nodes

Fig. 5: An Application of the flexibiati index

The term link (L)'Is defined he r; as being merely
unidirectional., thus only existing in the direction
of nd "to hd2.or nd tondi,,but not both or con-,
stttuting a recipronl relationship, if a recip-..
roan. relationship exists between too nodes, -the
value fdr,I.is 2. .
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.Jt is'obgious that when calculating the '

- .

flexibility-index, f, the difficulty of computing
the value for L by merely examining the network
in graph format increases as £ nd becomes large. 1

The value for t, however, can easily be spepified '

by developing the corresponding p x n adjacency .

matrix, MN, for. the networ (see fig.. 6).

1'

4 '14

NetWOrk N

0 1 0 0 40

0 0 1.0 0

0 0 0 1 0

MN

4

1 0 0 0 ... 0 c.

Adjacency
matrix mg of network N

6:'41, network
and its adjacency

matrix

It shoui1 be noted that the adjacency matrix can
only thee be developed as long as End is reason'

ably small! If End is not large, subsets
(groups., etc.) of the network can be analyzed for

flexibility.- Each entry or value,'N,4, in
smatrix MN of fig. 6 is defined as 1 if a unidirec-
tional link is preseht from ndi tond4, whereas
ndi and ndj t. N. Particularly' with regard to the

flexibility index, it should be painted out that
no node is represented in the adjacency matrix
that tog-imitates with itself. Therefore, the. -

matrix diagonal consists of zero (0) entries only.
Communication accessibility index.. A common -

ication network is defined' as being a-accessible.
where a indicates t6 minimum number of referrals
necessary to -enable complete accessibility, i.e.
every node has access toevery other'node. The "
index, for accessibility is developed from the 'graph

A and theiadjaconcy matrix MA in figure 7. '

_.

d 1 0'1 0
1

d ...

1

'' 0 1 0
1 0 0 0

Matrix MA can then be squared (MA2) and 'cubed (MA3):

0 1 0

2 0 0 1
HA 2 0 1

0 1 1,t

regardregard to acce.sslb.1.4ty; the value (mA31)2 = 2

indicates that there are 2 sequences of length 2 in
graph A from nd3 to ndl, namely, ftpd3; nd2, ndl, and

nd3, nd4,

2 0 1 0

m 3 0 1 0 1
"A 0 1 2 1

2 1 1 1

M
An

-'

, ici

In the case of the cubed matrix MA, i.e. MA3, the .

e
entry (m413)3 = 1 suggesti that there is 1 sequences. .

of length 3 in graph A from nd, to nd3, namely ndl,

n03, nd4, nd.
Generally, accessibility is, therefore, deter-

mined by the entry.(mipn which gives the number of
mutual choices for access involving person ndi:

n

4-accepiblemin = £ Mi

P. i -i
where, M4 has elements (mii) n from the

adjacency matrix M an (pipn
specifies the4number, of cycles
prpeeferrals in M from ndi to

ndj. . ,

I Other measures.' Varrous other'measures with t

regard to distanCe, dominance, centrality,-etc. are,
available,'butare notiteeented heredue to space
limitations. . t . .

,

-A,set of dispession metrics has beep developed
that onstrateslh

tm
e extent to which units vary in

the d ree to which they show some property: the

-variance in xhe relative frequencies, or strength of
the links to a given node, the variance in rows and
columns means for a distanCe matrix, the variance
in the number of' links each node has, the'v'ariance

in the entries of.a given row or column -of a dis-
tance matrix for a sublet of the network, etc.
Among.the dispersion metrics also includej'are
informatipn-theoretic measures since they refer to
the extent to which t:Zarlve frequencies of occur-
rence vary from event to event eithin theset of
all Assible events (e.g., uncei'Cainty measures,
ete.).- .

Much of the above,discussed measures can be
readily represented b9. the analyst in.'com9unica-..
tor's profiles' for each individual)network' member.

Typically, such a 'communicator's profile' gives
informatiOn about the individual's network type,
his network role, membership'in a specific group,
information abouthis links- (A., total number,'
withimircm,' to or from.group.bridges and liaisons,
reciproceed and unreciprocated) .kbe percentage of
individual connectedness, his percentage contribu,
.tionto group liAlson linkage, as well as his per-
tentage contribution to between-group linkages and

.

M
A

is the adjscsIcy matrix
gf graph A

PO .

Graph A
...

fiti. 7: GraphAA with its adjacency matrix M.

.
pros whtph the notion of accessibility

. is developed . .

S.

:

,

others...: v .

. -
Conclusion I*

.

,

- This paper has described a 'way in.which"-the .

',' communkation behavior of social systemican.be
.

represented through the use,of the network analysis

technique. Communication networks are generated by .%

543 thEtanalysis and subsment representatilon of
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detected patterns of communication contacts among

individuals within a social system/ Several net-
work roles (group member, liaison, isolate, and ...

others) have been identified which can be further
described through various statistical measures.
It was pointed out that systems analysts typical-
ly encounter-difficulties in assessing system
parts such that this assessment is relevant to
the overall, integrated system. Network analysis

was desi edtoovercome in part some of these
inadequacies. In addition, this technique
emphasiz s a syStemic, specific and precise set
of criteria that are applicable to all types of
,
-social systems. .

/

Collins and Raven (1969) point Out that an...-
unfortunate state of affairs is prevalent through.-

out the entire network. literature; "It is almost
impossible to make a simple generalization about

any variable'withbut finding at least one study
tO contradict the generalization.(0 147)." It

is the contention of this author as well as thdJ
.group,of individuals engaged in the development
of the network analysis technique that the methods
described in this paper may considerably improye
ways for the description and analysts of as well
as eventually lead, toward the explanation 'and '

.

. prediction of the communication behavior existent
in social systems;

.

'
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APPENDIX

NETWORK ANALYSIS SAMPLE DATA GATHERING INSTRUMENT

'Sour ID Numbr
tr

Below are the names of persompan this organ-
ization. First, please circle your own name and
then record the numbei'next to your name in the
blank, space provide for "Your ID Number" at the

top of this page. Using the Communication Fre-
quency Scale below, indicate how often you commun-

irate with each person face-to-face. Then, evalu-

ate this communtcation with regard to the import-
ance of that communication frequency by using the
Communication Importance Scale below. Lastly, re-

peat this procedure for communication by telephone..

Then continue with the next person, etc.

Communication Frequency Scale:
.6 '- Several times a, day or more

5 - Once or twice a day
4 -,Several times a'Week

- 3 - Once,a week
2 - Several times a month

.1 Once a 'month

N
.te

Communication.. Importance'Scae:

,

V
1.

10 1 2 3 4
i
7 6 7 § 9 Ice .-

*w high

IMPORTANCE

How ofteedo you communicate with thesepersons?
How important do you judge this communication? ,

.

'

Fa)CLto-Face
.

3y Phone?
.

Frequency Importance

.

rren. Imp.

nal n. Adams

002 J. Black

an3 B'. ,(:alder ,

nnt. F. naysey
t

,,

aa5 P. Erickson " 4 4

nn6 S. Fulton
"

etc. etc.,5
, I ' .

,s4

.6

o
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COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF SCHOOL-COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP BUDGE' QUESTIONNAIRE
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ABSTRACT: Questionnaires printed in ,both English and Spanish were maifed,to almost 37,000 parents, one

per family, prior to January 1, 1976. A total of 5,979 (16.5%) responded; 109'were answered in Spanish.

1..

A statistical summary is.included'as part of the paper. This large district (K-12, enrollment

63,000) survey required cooperation,between parents, research personnel, business manager; central sta4b-

and extensive data processing support: . .

,

The attached report describes parent. priorities ranked, from.one to ten and from a request to data

processing for liit of mailing labels, one per Alily; through'analysis of priority printouts.

,. . ' " .

Results were tabulated .for each of the, ,three If you wore a member of theSchool Board and had

areas, each of the three scholevels and the thd opportunity to decide what the Liet.iot

total district. A general summary,followk: Budget Priorities, would be, what action would you

A. Parents' priorities if additional funds be- take?

come. available: . . t .
. 'ta'The 3,339 questionnaires.yith comments con-

. 1. "More reading spiscialists and helping teach- , tained many divergent suggestions and views. The

ers in basiccurriculum areas to give teachers following direct quotes present a few of the

assistance in meeting-specific student needs" varied responses.

.-`..,. 2. "Expanded vocational idd'career education" 1

3. Priority for all parents except in Area A "Save bconsolidation. I would be interested .

Elementary Sohqols .
, in an economic analysis of the cost of providing

.
"Reinstatement of behind -the -wheel driver's small participation, high cost activities,

training"
.. .

, (drama, photography and many others) per pupil. -

Priority for parents of Area A Ele4ntary I would be in favor of bussing students to one

School-T-01r facility for:some of these."

---nicmai& offerings in multicultural bilin- "It would be well if education became one of

gual efication" (all other parents raked this the priorities. Discipline for tgai who take

asTriority 6 to 10) _'" ,' daYg,o,ff for business other than school business.

1.,/"Full freshman.Orrtculum, 6 courses at Classes should prepare students for their future.-

student option instead,of 5" , .': ,Eliminate waste -- utilizA teacher's:1W. Give

B. Parents' priorities:for reducingexpendi- the students our monies worth. Less expensive,

tures - °' . . functional school buildings. -Monitor teachers

1. "More -shering,of personnel an
.

d facilities and classrooms."

with other communityfagencies" .

,
.. "Get rid of tenure for teachers as there are

.
2. "Reducing expenditures .for inservice far too many that,are teaching that lack fhter-

training ant released-time foe staff" , . est in both children and teaching.' Poor teach-

"' 3: "tlosing schools with low enrollment" ers should hot be allowed to remain. More

`;... 4. "Uncentrating_advanced high - school elec- efficiency at the Administrative level.(District

tiveS at designated-Schools" One personnel could usa good 'housecleaning')." 0'

^-, C:Parentst opinions of class size .
"Get education back to the basics and get rid

'
27S seleCted "remain the same" of a lot of middle-level,desk men, i.e., admin-.

. 26% selected "be reduced by rid more than l 'istratorsassistants, deans, coordinators, etc."

Student" . - "More reading' specialists. More offerings in

44%.selected "class size increased by not more multicultural/bilingual'education."'

thin 1 student" "Doing away with or reducing tht number of

r. 3%'did not respond assistant principals, secretarialand other

D. Parents favor and support office duties Ocept the absolute necessities.

34% Legislative Changes ' Restoring behind- the -wheel Driver's Ed. which is, ,"

8% Budget tverride molt important. Keeping all J.V. and Varsity
. .

36% Both o splits. Expanding vocational and career guld-
.

18% Neither ante and education for t4ose not contemplating

'4% No Response college."' . N. i

"Have parents tflat can help TNe $1.00 or

Parent lesults From Question E (required an open- $2.00 more through their chiltto help with extra

ended response) '
supplies in classroom. I don't want lay taxes to

5413
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go up but would not mind sending more money for

supplies, books, etc."
"1, Resolve the buing issue._
2. Emphasize the 4 basics and eliminate nice-

to-have courses and electives which drain the

budget, .

3. Follow up all student progress beyond high
school and determine who in the,schools is

successful and why.
4. Develop some positive coordination between

.elementary, junior, high, and high - school curric-

ula.=s,this is not'Adequate at pratnt,"
"Stupid question:; How does someone who is

not a member of theSchool Board know what-
alternatives the Board,has from which to 406de

or choose priorities???"
"Este cuestionario esta,escrito con palabras

que son muy dificiles para comprender."
Use, buildings 12 months of the year, 7 days

a we , 16 hours a day.
educe amount of grounds maintenance.

Swirehp,to native plants -- do away with grass --

use sandl.,gravel, cactus.
Involve children in maintenance tasks,

witnupervision. A
Fnvolve parents in teacher assistance

the-Dassroom. Create an attractive brochure ex-

plaining how parents can help.
Where additional funds are deeded for a

specific program -- request donations from
\parents to prepay program not funded." -

"Driver-education should, be fully restored

with enough support and facilities/equipment so
that each eligible student can learn to drive.

,A working system in North Carolina taxes'
each auto/vehicle license purchaseof over $5.00
by .00 for use of the driver education program,
The one dollar per license sale supports the
entire program andgives,each student the
opportunity to-learn thdriye'SAFELY:"

= 1. The questionnaire, Wes designedwith,input
from seboolcouncns by the Iludget'SubtOmmit-

-. tee of our District SchoOl-tommupity Partner-
. ship Council. This process occurred over a

two month time period. "A final draft of -;the
Instrument was approved by the'District One"
School Botreand the District Council,

2. Mailing labels were requested from data
-processing.,(zip codeilast name/addresS),, one

per family.
, ,'

3. Keypunch format was added to qUestion-
naire.

c

O

4', Questionnaire printed in two lansgUages

was bulk mailed by:January 1,,1976: .

5. puesttonnaires were retuened to' ocal

schools or mailed to our ,district office.

6. Staff of Research cleaned qUestionnaires
prior to keypunching, eliminated bad cases

and coded open-epded responses lwould not do
this last operation again), We sorted into
schools prior to submission to data process-
ing,

7, Data processing keypunched and cards
were run on TPS'03 Research'Department

547

Fortran Program which creates frequency and per-io

tallies,

8. Research staff weighted the responses and
determined priorities for questions A and B.

9, Research staff prepared final charted data
reports and selected comments to reflect views
and suggestions of respOilding parents,

10, Budget Committee looked at the-results and
Chairman Engel prepared the cover letter (see

recommendatfons). &,

U. Final report was shared with the Sc ool Board
. just prior to being released to the med a.

Our District One Board voiced appreciation to
the parent group for their efforts andplan to
use the accumulated data to aid them in future

district budget.deciiion making.

16
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COMPUTERS SOCIETY AND SCHOOLS

Lr

c

Walter M. Mathews and Shirley A.'Hallblade .

School of Education a

University of Mississippi
University, MS '38677

AB0TRACT: Providing background for the conference session, this paper describes so e of
the impacts end issues of thd "computer revolution" as 1t affects the individual an
society. During the session, the authors will highlight some of the points of the paper
through visuals and present ways in which the schools might be involved in the effort to
prepare future generations for the "Man-Computer Age".

- 6
/ The beginning Of the end of the Indus- annals of humankindf the Man-Compute

tridl revolution occurred in the middle Age. And there is no turning back.
of the 1950s when two eyents happened:

, :the majority of the American work force A look at the present p64ends a "com-
sedfted from manufacturing goods to puter-world". Computers are'no longer a
delivering services, and the first com- . novelty or a tool restricted to use ,by a
marcial. computer became available.

1 The . few highly trained professionals. The
firft event made this. country the first' / influence of computer technolqgy Is evi-

. . "post - industrial "-nation; the second dented in many dimensiops of society from
.&111oWed the 20th century "steam engine" the spectacular feats of facilitating
to'' become more than just an instrument of space exploration to the mundane,-practi-,

- science, but a tool Of the booming.ser- cal tasks of processing checks and produc-
, *, vice industry.,

..The industroial revolution freed-the
human race 'from the land, creating in
two centuries a largely artificial envi-

. ronment. The computer revolution pro:-
aniges to"Tree/the human mind; where that
-could lead in two centuries staggers the
imakination. But there is no turning

.back.

The availability and efficient capa-
bilities,of the computer have made it a
highly attractive tool in coping with

4the "information explosion". Amitai
. Etzioni tells us that the Organization

for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
merit ferecast that "in 1985-87, 6 or 7
times the,present volume of new informa-
tion will be produced." But by 1987
"the, degree of automation of information
will approach a hundred times that of

* * today." Thus machines will do even More
of the work of coping with the avalanche
of information.2

0

The computer is also on its way toward,

becoming a household aPpliAnce--an attend-
ant infinitely adjustable to our neec&s,
but one to which we wil also have to
adapt.3 When we pass tt e threshold to

INwhere computers are a direct toolof a
Majors segment of citizens in their daily
lives we will be in a new era in the

548

ing mailing labels.

Applications of computers'in society
exhibit. varying roles in terms of how they

"illpact upon the typical citizen. Some
recognition of the role of computers
results from the manner in which computers \
directly touch the daily lives of the indi-
vidual or family. ,Other more direct,app-
lications of computer technology form the,,
underlying btructure far many 'systems and
functions having wide-reaching, global.
effects. Not unaffected by the continuing
cOmputer revolution, the average'person
,forms some impressions of the nature of
coMPutrs and their pervasiveness os soci-
ety while the larger, philosophical issues
raised by the computer revolution may
never reach his conscious level,of aware -
ness. .

Probably the most obvious and ubiquit-
ous evidence of the applicationIof coMpu-
tera is in automation of the "paper shuff-
ling." and related tasks associated with .7.

daily transactions between individuals and
organizations or services.

An individual's paycheek'is nowtypi-
cally'prepared by comp,uter. It is gener-
ated by a computer recordkeeping and
accounting system whiqh handles multiple
facets of the firm's internal, administra-
e.lye needs as well as external requirements

6i
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0

for records and reports.5' Computer pro=
cessing of .an individual's income tax .rs-.

' / turns interfaces with,anotherprod$ot of
the computerized system, the W-2 form:.

N.

. : .
. -

-

*. Sophisticated Nmputer systems are in
operation for both ground and air traffic

.control,, The flow of surface traffic in
many. major cities is facilitated by compu-
ter reguTation. Monitoring of air traffic
is alSo'handled with computer assistance.

.
. . . .

the Natival Weather Service now pre-

1
p res and distributes its weather fore-.
,c sts thrpugh a network ofminicomputersl°
and computerized typesetting and editing
havet revolutionized the printing/publish-

:field% .. , _, I.
I

. .: As money (or its- representations) flow'
through the economic system, farther applies' ,

cations of,Computers are encountered. :
.

Banking has computerized Most aspects of P'-'

the processing of ehecks and maintenance
of actoun'ts, fabilitating recentmoves. .

i-nto such areas as automatic bill payment
and installation of electronic tellers.
The indlvidual also finds a computerized
basis,fo credit card,transaCtions and
account billings, magazfne subscriptions, 1°
and aecciults with book clubs.

L
, .

. The'trayeler may make inquiries and *

\ , reservations through a computerized system ,

which links many airline'rese'rvation desks .

together, Similar transactions can.be
made via.,computertpr.lodging accommoda-
tions 'oltfor rental.' cars. % .

,

. .

_ Transactions for the locticommuter may
alstbetomputelrized.. The Bay Area Rapid A
Tra0if7;yste'm in an Francistq.is-essen-
tial4y computer conteblied:, Fares ,are ,,

based on the exact number of miles-each,
passenger travels and are compdted'with
the use of a magneticallINcodea card as
thepassenger gets on and off the system.6

A more recent application has moved the
computer .into the supermarket where consu-
mer purchases maybe checked 'out through
automatic reading of product/price codes

NK4hick

generates a printed bill for the
c tomer and provides current information
for inventory control and salestrends.7
An "unmanned" supermarket has recently
become operational in japan and serves as
a prototype of an "automated merchandis-
ing" system.8 1

The prevalence and feasible coordina-'
tion of such computerized systems suggest.
the inevitability of a system in which) a
uniform payment principle can be applied,
in purchase of a variety of goods and
services. This "electronic' funds transfer
movement"9 would bring usfrom our "cash-

** less" society of plastic (credit cards)
and paper (personal checks) transactions
that ultimately reduce our bank balance,
to a 'checkless" society where the use of
a computer sensitizing card will allow
direct access to bank accounts allowing
.financial transfers to occur in a compu-
ter memory at the time of sale.

Besides their significant role in the
daily.transactions of the life of the con-.
sumer, computers are responsible for the
coordination and control cif numerous func-
tions and processes in many sectors.of.,
*ociety. Some of these appl (,cations oper-
ate "behind-the-scenes" and are perhaps
not as, obvious to the casual server.

*

.

..Tfle wide use of computers in industry
includes ne-vnly...the automation of pro-
duction processes, but also applications
in many operations relating to the design,
manufacturel and distribution of products
and theft, components. Compueer analysis
pS needs and utilization of electric power
enabled one factory o rea ize an energy
and cose-saving by reducin the consumption
of electricity ,11 ...

In the field of health care, Computers
not only serve as d tool for recordkeepiig
and administratibn, but gave increasing .

roles in the monitoring and diagnosis of *

patients and in control and analysis of ,

laboratory tests.12

Computers handlethe.unwieldy volume of
data necessary to maintain numerous pro- '

grams and the underlying taxstructure in
the governmental sphere. The executive
branch'Of government alone has almost
8,000 computers staffed by over 100,000
em1516yees.13 Computers aubVit tax re-
turns114 and assist in the analysis and
design of municipal tax assessment
systems.l5 Analysis of public opinion
polls and processing of electoral returni,,_....tt
via computer-provide input for the polit-

' ical proceds.-0 The legal systeM has else) .

recently felt the impact of computers .

through such uses as generation of eVi-
4pncefor litigation1( and mor rapid pro- ,.
Motion of trial transcripts.10

Applicationdr in science and technology
are numerous, but are perhaps overshadowedo
by developments in the space program. r
Even those with a-casual interest are
aware that ce explorations would not
have been po sible without computers. The

g
United State landed astronauts on bhe
moon before. he Soviet Union primarily
because of superior computers for control
and navigation,19 w .

0' The capability of computers to model
and simulate aspectsof the environment, ...

allows the. study of probable effects of .

etrtain actions and provides insightS into ..

complex processes or conditions such as
pollution control or river floW and water
supply. Computers, provide a'model for the
management, of Wisconsih's foreSt re-
sourdes20 and assist in genetic analysis
for orossbreeding of livestock.21
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The educational system has also been an
application area for computer technol6gy.
Computers ate useWto assist in. both the
generation and dissemlnatibp of knowledge
through *research and instruction; as well
as in the va?iety of adMinistrative
functions and services.

There is hardly an11tea of society
which has pot felt some impact of comput-
erst Even society's sports and recrea-
tiohal activities have been affected by
computers., The racing yacht, Courageous,
which won the 1974 America Cup carried a

% tinicomputer on board for ravigatiohal
and tactical calculations.22 Profession-
al football leagues utilize computers to .

aid in the process of drafting players,
while computerized recordkeepi,ng and /
communication brought new dime sionp to
the activities of the Olympic since
1972.23

Twenty years ago if one. looked in the
Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature
under "computing machine one would be
directed to."calculating machines," which

"-would be the only major.heading,referring
to "computers". Three subhe4dings wouhl
be found there, two of which were uses of
these machines: meteo.r2log cal and
military.

Teg,years ago
currq.ht volume

if one lo
f the Rea

, in constant dollars. a

/
THE FUTURE

If we define the, power of a computer as
the` product of its basic speed and its
Sesl_memOrX,....PAPAgitYl.Ahen Herman Kahn
'15redicts_that dpridg thedecade of the
seventies.alone, this power should
increase, in the largest and most adva ced ,7
computers, by a factor of 10,0000 or so. , 4

As a result gahn,sard that many Of the 1 ,

most xtravagant technical remarks seem
likely to be klld to be rather conserve-
jive from the tr tage point-of 1980. He

in
continued: By he end of the seventies
the world..,is likely to look quite differ-
ent to younger people. For example, it is .

almost certain tha$ computernaslsted
instruction and computerized tetpieval
systems for information will begin to b4( ,e
Ubiquitous in schools and other institu-
tions frequented by the young, as least in
more developed nations. .For many children
the computer will, literally, play a role
less than, .bq- close to, that of pahent

1 .and teacner.i

OS

Donald Michael reported what seems
obvious:% that the long-range stability of
the socia

ked in the then of young peop
ers' Guide, live the adult wo

major headings which g with computer" Once, the pace
would be found with 36 s bheadipgs--25k)f \ to permit a comfortable margin of compati-
wh6h;.werupplicaticin area. A

, / i
, bility between the 4dult world and the one 1.

, children were trained to-expect. Today,
. .

Five -years ago if one looked in the in the age oG computers, we are not sure
current4edition of the same publication, . \of the affropriate kind of education for:;
24 major headings concerning computers the current generation--certainly not a
youxa be.found with 62 subneaditigs--41 of linear projection 9f what we were taught.
which were application areas.. Wwe do not look dp the lonwange needs

I

. : . of members of our society and,Appropridte-
Lc,.

'fine grOwth has been expnential. ly modify' our educatinal systems, w will.
have% population that is more and tore .

prediCted that -100 s miler machines would
1 When ENIAC was fist built, some experts 1 outifibf touch with sgcial realities and

occupational needs.do
.

I

tem depends on a population
e properly educated to enter
of tasks and attitudes.
f change was slow enough

be sulAplcient to fil the needs of the
' country.,, Now the United States has A34,000\ .

1Y
,omp4ers and another 100,000 or so are

e area around the rest of the world.2' In
e U..,,, today,ten percent of all business,
oenditures on new plant and equipmentvls
nt on computers and associated systems5

!.°

ince, the i rodudtion of commercial
opm uters, the cost of calculation has
(al A more th n a hundfed-fold, calcu-
lation speed has increased by a factor of
10,000 and space requ'irements have shrunk
to abo t one- eight- hundredth 9f their ori-
ginal s ze.2o Improvement willineVitably
ontinue. Al6ady a4fifty pound', $10,000
omputer is avAilable from IBM. .

\ . .

-. Toahy, general purpose somputer instal-
lations in the U.S. have a.value of $40.8

. billion'. Arthur D. Little, Inc. predicted
that, by 1980 it will be around S60 billion'

t

sso

6 9,
4

Gruenberger reiterated the fact that
only now, in the 1970s, are computers
feasible in both size andscoatfor their
permeation -of.sQciety. He said: "For
some people, computers have been around
for all their lives. .For everyone, oom-
puters,will be around rr4m now r. We
must t h e m .

. .

AtcOrding to a survey of experts which
was conducted by the Institu4R of Elect1-1-

' %al And Electronic engineers 5u by 1981
'Computers: will be used as"the basis" of
medical diagnosis and traffic control,.
al4e to receive information through opti- 4

cal character recognition, and composed of
ultra-small integrated circuits fabricated
using elect n beams and X-'ray lAhokraphy.
Over the fp lowing three years, - computer
terminals will become Common iirteneral
office upe, which will also benefit from
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electronic data files and communications
network. By 1987 'JoseOhson junctions are
expect/ed to revolutionize the central pro-

, cessing units of large computerOwhile
miniature computers may be used to con-
trol,artificial human organs.
6

Even now,cbmputer Monitor eme-
tering information from ti sensort.and
transmitters embedded in the human body- -
keeps recalcitrant hearts beating steadily.
In a few years they may transmit informa-
tion about subtle internal states throbig0.
.a computer to a physician, and may even b
.attached,to parolees or social deviates.

'!James Altus, who worked in.computer
automation at the National bureau of
Cttdards, said that "Within two decades
it ay be practical for computerControll-
ed Factories and robots to produce Fir=
tually unlimited quantities of manufact-
ured'coods, and to even reproduce them-
selves at continuously decreasing costs."
Already, introduction of numerically
controlled machine tools to existing
industries can result in productixity
increases, of up to 400 Percent.31

4 Possibn the greatest impact on daily
life may come from combining'cOmputers
with sophisticated means pf communication
to form data networks. 'Just as the growth
o industry drew great masses of,people
together to to form overcrowded cities, net`-i
works and computer-coordinated transporl-
Cation systems may free them again to
seek' alttrnate lifestyles in communities
of their Choosing. BY creating ?com-
p:4er cities" people will soon f7e able
to enjoy the benefits of urban jobs,
services and:culture, wherever they
aiNe.32 6 4,

In the Man-Computer Age the compdter
will be as ubiquitous as the.typewriter,
the.deslc calculetor'or the telephone. '

.Information processing in the Man-Com-
puter Age will be as easy to use as the
telephode. A small -sized terminal'w111'
be,availabl' for individual use at a
reasonable cost for the function sit'
performs/ and capable of performing
mental Casks on,a real-time basis with
the aailability area the necessary

Kahn sees that 1980 t he interaction
of man with machine would be carried to--.
`the point where the two will be able to
function in a working partnership in ma y
creative enterprises. By that date!'he
said it is likely tobe at least in the
homes of the richer families,, as a con= ,

venient central method of regulating
temperature, humidity, various cooking
de3ices, home accounting, access t6
Mass media and lib,rar es, and soon. Com-

rputers may even have t e capabillty to
. begin t6 play surrogat mother or at

least surrogate baby7si er and play-
.

4.:

............... ..........

...
mate as well as tutor and/or teache
Such household compute s might well ave
access to very,large variety of n e
tafnments, and a numbe of alarm-t
circuits to inform the oar nts or
tiors when they should 1 11ri (hems

' on what the youngsters e doing,344

IMPLICATION
, . i i -

The present state If co puters in
society and their vojecte role for t
future have not gone unnoti ed by thOse
whid reflect on the implicat..ns for lif
LW such a world. There are our major
issues which have been repea edly raised
about he impact of colnputer on society:
automa Ion, power', inklividual t, and
priva y.35

4 I L.
Automation

The industrial revolution be
the supplementation fr n4 ulti t

ment. of the muscles bf man an
mechanical methods. The Compu

tered on
repl

111:11, 11.5fuL

tionwent beyond this to the sppplemep a-
,tion ant, replacement of some aOpects o
the 'mind of man by electronic methods.
Both changes have had widespread implica-
tions-on tie world of work: if not
replacing people, displacing them, from
buFdensome, tedious and repetitive tasksI-
"freeing" them for mbre challenging activ-
ities, whilll.productivitry and cost are
optimized. A corresponding inqrease in
the ahount of leisure time available to
workingl_petple_has_heen dul ts, the
decreased eed for }Iran ilvolyement.

Norbert Wiener tells us that since
. machines of the future are goAto take
'awayra lot more ,jobs from humans, we can no
longer val e a person by the jobs he or
she does. We have got to value him as _a
person. 36

Foyer

Data is power, ana comput9rs mean data.
The centralized accUMulatiop af' data per-
mits the doncentration of enormous power
in'the hands of those with:access to the
computer, The very existence of sophis-

. ticated 'computers leadsVO 4 power gap
between those trained to use and under-

SS1

stand them, and those who are not.

In anOther sense of Power, computers
seem sometimes to dictate how, when and
what we do. Systems failures, for example,
can create chaos and catastrophe - -we have
rather recent examples it the area of .

electrical, 'owe systems, and ye have he
possible failure or a
system failure.,

1/Y1/id threat o,
ballistic^missi

Individuality

This is a value that has been cherished
4

70.
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in the nited States since its beginning.
Being i volved in a society that is wired
to comp ters means that 'our individuality
Is alter d; at times our essence is pared

.to a bar nuMber.

Comput rs'are especially useful for
dealing with social situations that per-
tain to pe ple in:massi,such as traffic
control, Xiscal transactions, consumer
goods; allocations, of resources, etc.
They are so useful in these areas that
hey undoubtedly Will helpto seduce
lanners into inventing a society with

goals that cap be,dealt with in thelmas,
.r they than in terms of the individual. 5'

Th4 direct societal, effects of any (.
pe.vative new technology mean little com-
Tar d to the more subtle and ultimately
muc more important side effects. In
that sense, me have not yet felt the
soci tal impact 'of the computer.

. In the same way that perhaps the
._greate impact of the atomic bomb was

felt b those people who lived since
Hiroshima and Nagasaki and who are aware
of what happened and what might happen,
the potentially tragic impact on,societY
that may ensue from the use of computer
systems ',rill likely come as side effects
and not direct effects. In'the case of
the atomic bomb and the computer, there
is a psychologivak impact oh individuals
in which forces which are anonymous
formulate the large questions of the day
And circupscribe the range of possible
answers.59

Consider too that computer-based .

.- ..knowledge systems become essentially
unmodifiatfle except in that they can
grow,land since they induce dependence
and cannot, after a certain threshold
is crossed, be abandoned, there is the
expectation that they will be passed
from one generation to another,'Always
,growing. Weizenbaumconcluded:

A c

Man too passes knowledge from
one generation to another. But
.because man is mortal, his trans-
mission of knowledge over the,
generations-is at once a process
of filtering and accrual. Man'
doesn't merely pass knowledge, he-,
'rather.regenerates it continuously. .

Much as we may mourn the-crumbling
of ancient civilizations, we know
nevertheless that the glory of
man resides as much in the evolu-
tion of `his cultures as in that orl
his brain. The unwise use of.,
even larger and ever more comPlex
computer systems may well bring
this process to a halt. It
could well replace the ebb and
flow of culture With a world %.
without values, world in wkilch
what counts for a tact has:long 7 I.

55.2
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ago been determined and forever fixed.39

, Herman Kahn made some strung statements
concerning the potential pervasiveneshs'of
the computer-- strong statements, but ones
reflect4pg.eareful consideration:

As far as I knw, detpfte maw,
popular and sometimes expert state-
ments to the contraricfnobody,has
Aemonstrated'any.intrinsic limits
to what the computer can eJentuaily.
do in simulating surpassing
.human capabilities. ,There is a
clear capabilite for mimicking the
appearance and characteristics
not only of such human activities
as analysis, 6alculation, and playing

ee, but of activities which have
a large aesthetic, emctional, or
seemingay intuitive contentIt is
.ny personal'tonjecture, and cne
which personally always, depresses
me as well, that by the end otIthe
century, if not 'by 1980, the experts
will have concluded that the computer.
ikn transcend human beings inevery ,

practical.agPect. r do riot know
...iat this means in terms of philoso-,
phyreligionand ewn the demo-".
craliC way o'

Tine after time science has lee us V)
insights that at least when viewed super-
ficially, dininish man: Copernicus
removed man from ;he center of the uni-
verse, Darwin removed him from his place
Separate from the animals, and Freud
showed man's rationality to be an illusion.
Man's view of himselfis continually being
narrowed, but at the sane time perhaps,,
Made' more accurate.

r'
When asked if man ischanging his .

environment beyond his capacity to adjust
to it, Norbert, Wiener said .ffil-ce is the,

$64 question. He's certainly changing it
'greatly, and if he is doing it beyond his..
capacity, we'll know soon enclugh, Or we'
won't know--we wontt be/here."41 lie glsc
said that the use of computers is irrevoc-
able. It is not merely the fact that the
computers are being used. It is the fact'
that they stand ready t'o be used, which'is
tne real difficulty. In other.words, the
reason we cannot go back is thate can
never destroy the,possibility of computers
'being used.

The most important aspect of the late
seventies is less likely to be t.he actual
technological developments of the next
decade than an increased understanding of
what the emergence of the coming. technol-
ogy, the post-industrial culture, and the
computer age is likely to mean. -

PP

Many of the people who. will first live
in thib kind'of world are alive today.

The predicted hundred-fold increase in
the ,automation of ineormation by 1987

,A1
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brings some of 'the' issues closer to us.
in.1987, today's first grade stud nts
:4111 be high school.senJor's. Wil they
be prepared to face, tnat world?
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CONVINCING ,I.EACHERS THAT THEY CAN COMPUTE

Stuart A. Varden

Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, New York 10027

Recognizing the importance pf developing widespread computer' literacy in our society, it is apparent

that qualified instructors .of computing are needed in large numbers at all educational levels. The paper

(1) identifies an available labor source, (2) discusses a perspective toward computing"which treats com-
puting as a fdndamental human activity, and (3) presents.an approach to the teaching of basic computing
concepts which is being used in the computing literacy course designed for educators currently offered at

Teachers College, Columbia University. Finally, the author argues that the major role of computing in

education ultimately may be its contribution to the development of general problem defining and solving

skills.

Just as Moliere's bourgeois gentleman was this area. The Consequences aie predictable. To

delighted to learn that he had been talking prose put it blun ly, today's teachers are as a group,

all of his life, so it should be a pleasure for embarrassingly computer naive.

people to. learn that they have been computing all

along.
\.

Everyone Agrees That Computers Are Important

Computers have become such an integral part
of the workings of our society that no one seri-
ously disputes theie7mportance. in fact, most
people would agree that they ought to know some-
thing about computers even,4f the great majority
of the public continues to be ignorant of them.
Nevertheless, the cessity -for a computer liter-

ate society has been onvincingly argued on many'.%54%
occasions, and can be assumed to be a worthy

social go21.
',:.

. .

Perhaps the most commonly heard recommenda-
tion as to the target group and setting for
bringing about computer awareness has been the
junior or senior high school studtnt in a stan-

dard schooling situation. Although the validity
oilthis-recommendation'ecsn be..argued, there is no

arguing the need kcir qualifieetbachers!if gen-
aal eomputer_literacy is to be realized. Cur-

rently, the responsibility for delivering com-
puter instruFtion at the secondary school level

usually 'falls on a member of the matbematics or
science depactmenti since the knowledge of s more
quantitative discipline is thought to better
equip one to deal with computers.. Thus, the poor
teacher spends a summer.scralbling about trying
to bone up on computers. Alternately, a computer
professional is recruited who may have little or

no teaching background. This lack of qualified
instructors is not surprising in view of the.
fact that only two states currently recognize'
computer sciences as a certifiable subject matter

area at the secondary school level. Understand-

ably, there has been relatively little incentive
for,schools of education to prepare teachers. for, 's ,

SSS

An Untapped Labor Source Is Available

So what do.we do about it? One answer is to '

simply wait. A new generation of teachers who have
grown up with computers and take them for granted .

will surely replace the current generation.

But if formal schooling is,to be the primary
means for transmitting computing awareness and
skills, can we afford to rely on this process of

attrition? Without suggesting an answer to this
question, it is enough to point out that more ac-
tive opportunities currently exist. Since many

school systems throughout the country have.been ex-
periencing either.declining pupil enrollment or
severe financial. pressures requiring personnel cut=
backs and teacher training institutions continue to
produce. graduates in great numbers, sn oversupplyt

.
of classrOom teachers has resulted. This is lead-,

ing many teachers to seek-new career patterns with-,
in education which will place them in a position
where their servrces,are more likely to be in de-

mand. For these people computing may well become

an increasingly attractive alternative. As evi-

dence of the new demand for computing skills in
education, a recent study 'sponsored by the National
Science Foundation has projected that every public
secondary school in the United States will have a
Computer or computer: capability by 1984.

Of course, we would like to have teachers
driven to computing by other thah sirictly econom-

ic necessity. There is no disputing that the field
possesses substantial intrinsic interest to chalE
lenge a large number of those who allow themselves

to become pyolved. This, along with the afore-
mentioned social importance of computing mentione

t
earlier, add further attractive esi'to the comput- .

ing field.
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Teachers Are Computer-Shy
*,

If computers are so attractive and important

then why aren't more teachers striving to learn
about them? The answer is simple: compu ers tend

to intimidate people who know nothing ab t them.

More specifically, people generally feel Lhbt they

do no have the background or aptitude t master

what they perceive to be a flighty technical and
specialized area, and therefore do not subject

, themselves to an experience that they feel is

.likely to lead.to failure. This feeling of inac-

cessibility to computer understanding has teen
perpetuated by the popularpress and thoseiwho
wish to maintain an elitist view of the field. Of

course, such misgivings are largely unfounded.' ,

There is no reason why the vast majority of teach-
ers cannot grasp basiC computer concepts with

ease. They simply need to be ccrinred.

What One College Is Doing

The remainder of Phis paper discusses an ap-
proach to Introducing basic computer concepts
which is currently being employed at Teacher4 Col-
lege, Columbia.University in its computing litera-

cy course. The course, designed primarily as a
first course in computing for a wide cross section
of practicing educators, is intended to overcome
prevalent fears concerning computers while expos-
ing students to the great richness of applications
and broad implications of computers in our world.

Besides providing a basic overview for those who
wishonly a general orientation to computing, the
course also serves as an entry to the College's
master's level Program in Computing and,Education.
This new program is specifically tailored foriindi-

.

viduals who wish to make effective use of con -

puters in educational settings. In particulat,

one branch of tha program is concerned with pre-
paring instructors to teach computer programming.

A Broadbased Approaeh to Computer Literacy

One of the common probleis with much intro-:.
citctory computer instruction is that ft begins

with the computer itself. That is, someone tries

to get students to understand whet a computer does
by describing what,a computer is and how'it oper-

ates. This is a seeming* reasonable approach.
But to the hesitant neophyte, who feels a bit un-
easy when confronted with a hand calculator, expe-
rience has shown that the mere mention of such
terms as arithmetic7logic unit, object code and
operating system often results in confusion and

frustration. That is not to say that these and

similar concepts are not fundamental to computer

literac ; the difficulty-is thaesuch structural
and ter nical aspects of the co ulcer are pre-

sented utside the context of t ;student's every;

day 1 e. And when students can find rio suitable

conte for their educationq experiences, they
feel that teir studies lack relevance.

Making Computers Bel vast

When attempting to pnvince students who have

no plans to enter the computer field that.computers

5%

7

,

lb% 1

.1" .

are nevertheless important to know about, the argu-i

ments generally run something like this: computers,

are important because they compute gas and phone
bills, process census data, predictwho will win
elections, control the operaticin of facrories, make
noon landings Ossible, and when improperly used
may'create many personal difficulties and inconven-

iences. In other words, computerstare relevant

everyone due to their increasingly-pervasive (some-
.times insidious) imps& on our lives. P

But this is an unliecessarily passive view and

does not set a tone that encourages students to par-
ticipate in computi4.activities. Instead, a more

positive'approach is to viewcomputing as a funda-
mental human activity in which all people are ac-

tive participants. According to this general per-
spective, computing means the'systematic analysis,
plannih, performing and evaluating of yell speci-
fied tasks. This procedural or algorithmic inter-
pretation of computing makes computing codmon to
everyone. We all regularly perform routine tasks,
such as tying a.knar or driving a car, without giv-,
ing the procedures and subprocedures by which these
tasks are accomplished any conscious consideration.
Nevertheless, the performance of these tasks did
require fermulntidn and, solution at some point. We .

need only Witness a child struggling to master a
task which willlater become routine to be con-
vinced of this. Thus, it is this .universal proce4,

dural view of computing that gives computing its

overriding relevance.

ComputingLiteracy Versus Computer Literacy

The universal computing perspective just de-
scribed places computing at a level accessible to
everyone. By adopting this attitude, Students are
introduced to computing in a manner that emphasizes
their participation while deferring any discussion
of the computer itself until, it has beeli properly

motivated. As a result, students should gain con- .

fidence in theirability to master computing skills .

once rhey realize that they have been skillfully
,computing nearly-all the lives.

. .

When it does become apftdpriate`tOintredece
computing via the computer, it can be simply, viewed,.
at leastpinitially, as nothing more than a rather
special isistrince'a the general computing concepts
that already his been developed: 1i computer system,
then: becomes a mechanidal device for carrying out
computing activities while the specific system com-
ponents can be.eXplained in terns of their func-
tional contribution to these activities. Once stu-

dente become more comfatable with basic computing
concepts, it will be much easier fo demonstrate how
,these concepts cask be combined with the powerful
information processing capabilities of the modern
competet system to create modes of computing that
not only extend but are qualitatively'different
from procedures commonly pefformed by humags.

--.. .:.

ka lliallEgth
.

An Approach to Teaching Ba 8..*--

The distinction between computing in general-
and Computing via the computer has-been particularly .-
useful in designing the literacy CSUisd currently
offered at Teachers college. A few words about the .

student body might be illuminating at this point.
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Teachers Collegf is a graduate school of educa-
tion. The great majority of its'etudents are or
have been practicing educators and are thirty or

older. This means that theskdeeof a computer
was not commonplace during their firmative years..
and is Still shrouded in mystery for many of them.
Encouragiugly,'the strategy of associating tom:-

puter functions with routine hulaaRactivitleq his
been generally well received.

Some Instructional Ideas

Before discussing the manner in which spe-
cific computing' concepts can be introduced; the,

author would like to offer a few instructional
idets that have proved to be helpful in developing
and maintaining student interest, and have pro-
moted a Lonfident feeipg toward computing activ- _
ities.

Idea I. Use analogies to tie what you are
trying to get students tcrunderstand
with what they already understand..

A major consequence of viewing
computing as a fundamental human
aeoivity is that it makes iepossi-
blg to 'introduce' computing concepts

in the context of qverxday activi-

ties known teveryone.

Idea II: See if.ybu can get students to dis=
cover the necessity for something
And then, invite them tt invent it.

t4TIletpoint here is to emphasize the
functional' characteristics of a-given
computing concept and to motivate its
existences by showing how ig contrib-
utes to the solution of a problem in

computing. For example, a language
translation process becomes necessary
(when one wants to write programs in
aaangUage suitable to a -given prob-
lem, but realizes that comPUters can
execute only machine language. .Thus,.
compilers and interprere;s'are moA-

.

vated.

Idea III; Vary Instructional mediaand adtiv-
ities. . .

-
.

Nothing leaves:aStudent in a more

passive frame of:mind than a 'straight.

lecture approac to teaching. Stu -'

dents lenerAlly find a course e

stimulating wh n there is a v et''

of styles of activity. It is Partic-
ularly beneficial in t computing
literacy course to get students doing
something on the computer early in

the course. .,

Idea IV: Use anonymous feedback exercises as a
way of assessing class progress in'the

course'.
,

Begin each class session with a
short quiz on a couple of theipiq

I

. N a

froM.the
students ext

up session. Have

ge,with and mark4their

neAgpbot's aPer as you are goinOoverk'

answer Tellythe number right
and Wrong for each question. The point

is not to evaluate individual studeht
performance, but to get feedback on the
proaeas of the class as a group. Thus,

concepts not well nnaerstood by the
class can be identified and reviewed on
the spot before new material is pre-

Isented.

Pre- Computer Computing Concepts
1

We now turn to/the manner in which basic com-
puting concepts might be introduced. -The presenta-
tion hasjpeen intentionally designed to be independ-
ent of the computer itself as discussed earlier and
hauld not take more than two class sessionh. The

major concepts th'at the pre-computer portion of the

course introduces are samarized below:

(3)

the general ;lotions 4f input., process and

output;

r.
thd concept of atask and-the problem defin-

and solving activities leading to their
o ulation; as.,

bhe concept of structuring complex tasks as
an integrated system of more manageable sub-

!Tasks;

(4) the concept .of a procedure,viewed as a yell
defined sequence of operations leadft to
the aCcouiPlishment of a task;

-

(5) the desirabflity of describinga procedure .%

to faiilitate person -to- person communication

leading to the need for a notational conven-
tion or programming language;

.(b) the concept of a program as a-representation
of a procedure in terms of a particular pre-

gradming language;

(7) the development of.triteria forevaluatlag '',

program parformAte anesuitabilitx. _
. . 4 ... .

4
Os 4.

N . . ..'

A useful method to illustrate the-cqncepts

given above is-to adiect a commonly performed task
and to gUbiject4t to critical analysig`.' This"
develops an appreciatpn for how a task can be '-

better unclerstoOd when it is bioken down into more
eleMentary'components., -Once a task has been
selected the instruct* can play the role of "ro-
bot" and challenge the crass to teach him/her how
to perform the..task. Whether the task is to boil 0' ''
an egg or look up the meaning(s) of a word in a
dictionary, the class will quickly encou fer a
variety of perplexing but instructive d ficulties

whenattempting to arrive at a clear and compre- -.

procedure-which, when performed by the
robot, will accomplish the task: Here are a few

examples,; . .

. . . -

(1) hat constitutes a well-defined task?

557
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(2) Can all well-defined tasks be performed in

a 'aine manner?

I"1.iat elvmentar/y operational structures
(instruction set)* are. to be:hssumed?

4) lb it possible for a procedure to produce
Correct results (output) when applied to

one situation (input) but incorrect results

when appliedto a different situaton?

. .. .

(5) Is it possible to prove a procedure cor-

rect?

(6) How an j procedure be modified so that it
can:be applied to a broader class of prob.-
lems, that is, hos., can a procedure be made

I ote general?

(7) Can two different procedures be " "function-

ally equivalent" in that they always pro-
'duty identical resultswhen applied to.the
same input?

,
,

. (6) What 'factors should be cotton into consider- 0

ation when'evaluating the performance of a

Arocedure?
.

,

One otiteomee4=-such.an exercise invariably

results: the class gains new respect for the con----

siderable subtly and complexity that characterizes Selected- References '

person-to-peison cogmunication as compared to
.

. ,

.

person -to- machine communication. Students are 1.- Kemeny, John G.'. Man and the ComPuter. New

often surprised to discover that communicating with York: Charles SL-ibner's Sons, 1972. '

1 Machinei is a rapier straightforward activity once

you understand what it is that you wishto communc- 2.

cote. Addressing a computer system, then, boils #

dowl'i to learning the operational characteristics
.

and conventions which have been designed into its

haidware.and software 'subsystems. When gtudents

understand this, the transition from computing in
general to computing via the computer becomes a

natural one.

A
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Ip a similar vein; compntini should have spe-

cial relejance for educators. This is because com-

puting focuses on the processes°by which tasks are
analyzed and performed in concrete operational terms.
As educators seek to help students be more adaptive
to an increasingly complex and changing.world, addi-
tional emphasis Will have to be placed on methods of
Inquiry and ,problem defining and solving skills,
Computing providesan excellent framework for the'
development of those

4

In addition-to addressing problems at a strict-

ly operational level,'computing has the fascinating
potential ofeconuributing to our understanding and
development of interpersonal skills. It is widely

recognized that the successful implementation and '

operation Of any complex computer-based system '

depends in large part on the manner in which inter-
personal relations' are handled. Each person in-

volved with the system musthaee a realistic per-
Ception of his/her responsibilities and must be
willing to make personal concessions if effective
progress ii to bemade. This requires gqod commu-
nication skills and the ability to work well with

people iv a team effort. Many other non- computer-

based activlties are similar in this respect. Our

society,6ndoubtedfy will place increased valpe on
such joint problem solvihg behavior'in the future.

. . , 41,

Computing as the New Geometry

Probably every high school geometry student
had'qutstioned why it is important tb know how to

prove that a triangle is isosceleA, given that two

of its angles are equal. The answv, of coarse, is

that it isn't important in itself, but ari under-

standing Of the discipline of geomderx is valuable
because iG develops our; ability to reason dethic-.

Lively. More genesally, the primary rationale for

geometry in the high school curriculum isthat it

.,,Provides a vehicle for transmittidg a powerful

skill.
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